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Biological systems, from the molecular to the organismal level, demonstrate emergent 
behaviors that form fundamental characteristics of the system. Many biological phenomena are 
difficult to observe experimentally because of technical limitations. Computational models are a 
useful tool for interpretation of behaviors of complex biological systems. This dissertation 
examines models for two different types of emergent behaviors: cortical state and RNA structure. 
In Chapter 2, I use a computational neural model to understand the effects of neurons 
with long-range projections and propagation delays. I find that propagation delays cause a local 
network to exhibit a variety of metastable network states. Application of transcranial alternating 
current stimulation enables the switching of a network to a different metastable state. These 
emergent behaviors of a network of modeled neurons are a simplified version of neocortical 
states, and the results provide a foundation for future research on the effects of stimulation on 
cortical behavior. 
In Chapter 3, I examine the structure of the 5′ UTR of the human tumor suppressor gene 
RB1 using an experimentally-directed RNA structural model. The 5′ UTR adopts three distinct 
structures with similar frequencies. Two disease-associated mutations each collapse the 
structural ensemble into a single structure, and also affect translation efficiency. By creating 
structural models of two homologous UTRs, I find that the ability to adopt multiple 
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conformations is a conserved feature of this UTR and that RNA structure regulates this 
transcript. 
In Chapter 4, I model RNA structure in Sindbis virus (SINV). SINV is a single-stranded 
RNA virus, with known functional elements within its RNA genome. I created experimentally-
directed structural models for highly structured portions of the genome. By disrupting these 
structures through systematic mutational design, I identified regulatory RNA elements within the 
genome. Most structures within the genome are not conserved in related species of virus, 
indicating that this virus is highly structurally divergent and utilizes its evolutionary space to 
create new structures. 
These three projects present three different ways of using computational models to 
characterize complex biological systems. Informed by biological data, computational models 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION1 
 
The RNA world, evolution, and emergence 
One basic underpinning of biology is that all biological systems are emergent behaviors. 
Life, from its most primitive form to its complex multicellular forms, is a self-organizing and 
self-replicating system. Even the simplest organisms, such as bacteria, must manifest (or co-opt) 
intricate biochemical processes such as metabolism, protein synthesis, and genetic replication 
(Fraser et al., 1995; Giovannoni et al., 2005; Karr et al., 2012). Multicellular organisms with 
tissue differentiation and extracellular signaling require even more regulatory pieces. Still, 
despite their complexity, all living systems originated in spontaneous self-perpetuating order. 
One common theory for the origin of life is the “RNA world” hypothesis, which proposes 
ribonucleic acid (RNA) as the foundational macromolecule of a self-replicating system (Gilbert, 
1986; Joyce, 1989). RNA has two important features that make it a good candidate for the 
original self-replicating macromolecule. RNA can store information, a phenomenon 
demonstrated both by RNA viruses and by its role as a messenger between deoxyribonucleic acid 
(DNA) and proteins (Crick, 1970). In addition, RNA can catalyze biochemical reactions 
(Guerrier-Takada et al., 1983; Kruger et al., 1982; Steitz and Moore, 2003). According to the 
RNA world hypothesis, under primordial conditions nucleic acids assembled in such a manner to 
                                                
1 Portions of this chapter are adapted from an article in WIREs RNA. The original citation is as 
follows: Kutchko KM, Laederach A (2017) Transcending the prediction paradigm: novel 
applications of SHAPE to RNA function and evolution. WIREs RNA 8: e1374. 
doi:10.1002/wrna.1374. (Kutchko and Laederach, 2017) 
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create replication machinery that could then create a copy of nucleic acid strands (Gilbert, 1986; 
Joyce, 1989; Orgel, 2004). Over time, DNA, a more stable molecule, replaced RNA as the 
genetic material, and cell-like encapsulation arose. Although the original self-sustaining nucleic 
acid sequences will never be identified, nucleic acids are a feasible mechanism by which order 
originated from primordial chaos. 
With the evolution of multicellularity came tissue differentiation, and then the 
establishment of discrete organ systems including nervous systems (Arendt, 2008). Nervous 
systems allow organisms to perceive their environment through chemo-, photo-, and mechano-
reception, as well as move in response to their environment. The central nervous system in 
humans evolved to be highly organized, enabling humans to exhibit complex behaviors such as 
critical thinking, long-term planning, and writing dissertations. Within the central nervous 
system is a highly complicated network of neurons that communicate using extracellular 
chemical signaling, coordinated through electrochemical action potentials (Bear et al., 2007). 
Both the electrical field generated by the brain and the behaviors exhibited by organisms are 
emergent behaviors of a biological system. 
The underlying principle behind these instances of emergence is Darwin’s theory of 
evolution (Darwin, 1859). To summarize, organisms exhibit naturally occurring and heritable 
variation. Under conditions of limited resources, variation that makes survival or reproduction 
more favorable will have a greater likelihood of persisting onto future generations. This process 
is referred to as natural selection. 
The principle of natural selection can be applied to pre-biotic chemical reactions as well 
as biological species (Pross, 2011). Because of the energetic difficulties in order arising from 
chaos, the ability to self-replicate will increase the presence of a given system. Systems that 
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replicate more successfully and efficiently (for example, ones that contain enzymes to catalyze 
the formation of substrates used by the system) are more likely to persist and outcompete other 
systems. Emergent behaviors that are useful to a system, like the ability to perceive and respond 
to the environment, are more likely to persist within a population. Consequently, natural 
selection provides an explanation for how emergent behaviors become lasting features of a 
system. 
In this dissertation, I characterize different emergent phenomena, from cortical networks 
to structures in RNA transcripts, through the use of computational models. Biologically-
informed computational models provide insight into the behavior of complex systems at levels 
that are difficult or impossible to observe through experiments. The following chapters discuss 
the computational models used for three projects—interconnected cortical networks, the 5′ UTR 
of a tumor suppressor gene, and the RNA genome of Sindbis virus—and the scientific findings 
derived from these models. 
 
Computational techniques to model RNA structure 
According to the “central dogma of molecular biology,” the primary role of RNA is as a 
messenger between DNA and protein (Crick, 1970). DNA is transcribed into RNA by RNA 
polymerase, and RNA transcripts are translated into proteins by the ribosome. RNA is more than 
a mere carrier of information, however. Many types of viruses use RNA as their genetic material 
instead of DNA, making them a notable exception to the central dogma (Becker et al., 2009). 
Non-coding RNA transcripts, which are plentiful in eukaryotic organisms, bind with proteins to 
regulate cellular functions (Fabian et al., 2010; Iyer et al., 2015). Both the 5′ (upstream) and 3′ 
(downstream) ends of messenger RNA (mRNA) transcripts are non-coding as well, allowing for 
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post-transcriptional regulation through these untranslated regions (UTRs). Thus, RNA plays 
many cellular roles in addition to a carrier of information. Through both its sequence and its 
structure, RNA is a complex, regulatory molecule. 
RNA is composed of four nucleobases: adenine, cytosine, guanine, and uracil (Becker et 
al., 2009). When RNA is in its typical single-stranded form, these nucleobases can form 
intramolecular pairs stabilized by hydrogen bonds. Conventionally, adenine pairs with uracil and 
guanine pairs with cytosine, although guanine-uracil pairs also form at a relatively high 
frequency (Varani and McClain, 2000). The pattern of intramolecular base pairing is known as 
the secondary structure of an RNA molecule, and these intramolecular base pairs facilitate the 
formation of helices and more complex tertiary structures. Hence, the structure of an RNA 
molecule is an emergent behavior. Since RNA typically forms tertiary structures too flexible to 
be crystallized or solved, representation of an RNA via its secondary structure is the most useful 
structural model (Ding and Lawrence, 2003). 
 
Secondary structure prediction 
In an RNA transcript of N nucleotides, there exist approximately 1.8N possible secondary 
structures for that transcript (Zuker and Sankoff, 1984). Since this function scales exponentially 
with transcript length, for the vast majority of RNAs, it is impossible to calculate all possible 
structures to identify the most energetically favorable. To resolve this problem, dynamic 
programming algorithms are used to predict the secondary structure of an RNA molecule 
(Nussinov and Jacobson, 1980; Zuker and Stiegler, 1981). 
The minimum free energy (MFE) structure of an RNA molecule can be predicted by 
finding the minimum free energy structure of segments within the molecule (Figure 1.1). Starting 
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with five-nucleotide segments, the minimum sequence length required for stable base pairing, the 
minimum free energy of larger segments can be calculated incrementally (Zuker and Stiegler, 
1981). Base pair stacking to form a helix is energetically favorable, and the identities of the 
neighboring bases are included when calculating the free energy change of a base pair (Xia et al., 
1998; Zuker and Stiegler, 1981). This algorithm runs in O(N3) time and requires O(N2) memory, 
making it a computationally feasible approach to predicting the structure of an RNA. This 
approach can only identify “well-nested” base pairs, however, and thus cannot predict higher-
order interactions. 
Using dynamic programming in a similar manner to MFE prediction, calculation of the 
partition function of an RNA finds the free energies of all possible well-nested secondary 
structures (McCaskill, 1990). Most RNAs are flexible and exists an ensemble of structural 
conformations, known as the Boltzmann ensemble (Ding and Lawrence, 2003). Suboptimal 
structures can be sampled from the Boltzmann ensemble in proportion to their free energy, to 
derive a representation of the full range of structures that an RNA adopts. Thus, with 
computational tools we can effectively model the behavior of an RNA molecule. 
 
Covariation analysis 
Structure prediction algorithms are useful for predicting the structure of an RNA de novo. 
However, many RNAs with essential biological roles have a conserved structure, such as 
ribosomal RNA (rRNA), which translates a message as part of the ribosome. The structure of 
these RNAs is vital to their function and therefore highly conserved in evolution (Gutell et al., 
1994, 2002; Holley et al., 1965; Noller et al., 1981). For RNAs with conserved structure, 
covariation provides a signal of the structure of that RNA. When two columns in a multiple 
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sequence alignment covary to preserve base pairing ability (for example, an A-U pair mutating to 
G-C in other sequences), it indicates that those two columns form an evolutionarily conserved 
base pair.  
Covariation analysis is useful for highly conserved and highly structured RNAs (Eddy 
and Durbin, 1994; Gutell et al., 2002; Noller et al., 1981; Ritz et al., 2013). In messenger RNAs 
and long non-coding RNAs, though, the level of structural conservation and relevance of 
covariation analysis is much less clear (Rivas et al., 2017). I will discuss the usefulness of 
covariation to assist in the development of structural models, especially in conjunction with other 
predictive and experimental methods, further in this dissertation. 
 
Computational techniques to model cortical networks 
The field of computational neuroscience is rich, diverse, and broad, encompassing many 
strategies to model cortical activity at different levels. Within the human neocortex, 
communication exists between cortical layers, neighboring cortical regions, and cortical lobes; 
neocortical regions also communicate with midbrain and hindbrain structures (Bear et al., 2007). 
Since simulating billions of neurons in a human brain is currently beyond our biological 
knowledge or computational ability, computational neural simulations rely on simplified models.  
Biologically, neurons are non-linear systems, firing when synaptic input reaches a given 
excitatory threshold (Bear et al., 2007). If the membrane voltage of a neuron reaches a certain 
threshold, it fires, causing the release of neurotransmitters into the synapse. These 
neurotransmitters bind to receptors on the postsynaptic surface, with the end result being a 
change in the membrane voltage of the postsynaptic neuron. 
Cortical models are composed of neurons connected with pre- and post-synaptic 
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orientations. Neurons in a cortical model may be spatially oriented, with local and possibly long-
range connections (Ermentrout, 1998). Within a cortical model simulation, each neuron is 
modeled by a pair of differential equations: one representing the change in membrane voltage, 
including any applied current from presynaptic partners, and one representing the recovery of the 
membrane to resting voltage (Hindmarsh and Rose, 1984; Izhikevich, 2003). At each time point 
in the simulation, the differential equations are solved to evaluate the membrane voltage of every 
model neuron. If the membrane voltage of a neuron reaches a given threshold, the neuron fires, 
causing postsynaptic responses and itself reverting to resting potential.  
Like in the neocortex, computational cortical network models exhibit spontaneous spatio-
temporal behavior patterns, including periodic oscillations (Ermentrout, 1998; Jirsa, 2004). 
Model parameters, such as neuron voltage and topological orientation, are chosen based on 
known neurological features to maintain biological relevance of the model. Cortical models help 
explain how spatio-temporal patterns in human neocortex arise, as well as how those patterns 
respond to external changes, in a simplified and isolated environment (Ali et al., 2013). 
 
Structural probing, RNA function, and evolution 
Structure prediction algorithms only predict about half of all base pairs that occur in an 
RNA (Gardner and Giegerich, 2004; Mathews et al., 2010), and some alignments may not have 
enough information for covariation analysis (Kutchko et al., 2015). For these reasons, an 
experiment capable of rapidly probing RNA structure is particularly appealing. 
Multiple quantitative methods to determine RNA structure experimentally are now 
available, such as selective 2′-hydroxyl acylation analyzed by primer extension (SHAPE) 
(Merino et al., 2005), quantitative dimethyl sulfate (DMS) modification (Tijerina et al., 2007), 
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and parallel analysis of RNA structure (PARS) (Corley et al., 2015; Kertesz et al., 2010). Each of 
these methods provides information on the conformational flexibility of nucleotides in an RNA, 
either through chemical modification (SHAPE and DMS) or through enzymatic probing (PARS). 
These quantitative probing techniques present a new paradigm in understanding RNA structure 
on a transcript-wide or greater scale. 
The most common use for SHAPE data is as a restraint (also referred to as a soft 
constraint) in secondary structure prediction algorithms (Deigan et al., 2009; Kutchko et al., 
2015; Watts et al., 2009; Zarringhalam et al., 2012). The incorporation of SHAPE data into 
structure prediction algorithms refines the probable structure space of an RNA molecule and 
greatly improves predictions to approximately 90% accuracy (Deigan et al., 2009; Siegfried et 
al., 2014). Recently, SHAPE data collected in an ultra-high-throughput manner is increasingly 
used in a model-free approach as an additional feature for evolutionary analysis. 
 
First-level approaches to interpreting SHAPE experiments 
SHAPE uses the reactivity of the 2′-OH of an RNA molecule to understand the structure 
of that RNA (McGinnis et al., 2009; Merino et al., 2005; Mortimer and Weeks, 2007; Spitale et 
al., 2014; Wilkinson et al., 2006). An electrophile, typically 1M7 or NMIA, covalently bonds 
with the 2′-O to form an adduct; this reaction occurs preferentially at conformationally flexible, 
or unpaired, nucleotides (Mortimer and Weeks, 2007; Wilkinson et al., 2006). The signal is then 
“read” by reverse transcription. In most protocols, modified nucleotides block the reverse 
transcriptase causing it to fall off the transcript. Nucleotides that are more reactive will generate 
more stops, which, as the experiments are traditionally performed with single-hit kinetics, 
indicates the relative frequency of adduct formation (McGinnis et al., 2009). The relative rates of 
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adduct formation are then normalized to find the SHAPE profile for that RNA, providing 
information on the reactivity of each nucleotide (Merino et al., 2005; Wilkinson et al., 2008). 
In general, positions in a SHAPE profile with high reactivities are more likely to be 
unpaired, and positions with low reactivities are more likely to be paired (Deigan et al., 2009). 
Because the SHAPE reagent can react at any nucleobase, the SHAPE profile provides high-
resolution structural information (Wilkinson et al., 2009). Indeed, differences in SHAPE profiles 
of two sequence variants indicate that an RNA is a riboSNitch, where a single nucleotide variant 
changes the structure of the RNA (Halvorsen et al., 2010; Ritz et al., 2012; Wan et al., 2014). 
Thus, the SHAPE profile alone encodes information on an RNA’s structure. 
Recently whole-transcriptome probing methods use the power of next-generation 
sequencing with SHAPE structural profiling for an ultra-high-throughput way of probing RNA 
structure, such as the techniques in vivo click SHAPE (icSHAPE) (Flynn et al., 2016; Spitale et 
al., 2015) and SHAPE-Seq (Aviran et al., 2011; Loughrey et al., 2014; Mortimer et al., 2012), 
both of which utilize reverse transcription stops. Of particular interest, SHAPE with mutational 
profiling (SHAPE-MaP) uses modified reverse transcription conditions to induce mutations at 
positions with 2′ adducts, rather than causing a reverse transcription stop (Siegfried et al., 2014). 
This new technique thus allows for high-resolution quantification of RNA structure for whole 
transcripts at every nucleotide position, without concerns about signal decay or adaptor ligation 
bias (Aviran and Pachter, 2014; Leonard et al., 2013; Pelechano et al., 2015). 
SHAPE is a powerful technique for probing the structure of an RNA but the results of a 
SHAPE experiment are not directly interpretable. Although SHAPE reactivities generally 
correspond to pairing state, the relationship between SHAPE and frequency of base pairing is not 
linear. Both (Cordero et al., 2012) and (Sükösd et al., 2013) found that the SHAPE reactivities of 
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paired and unpaired nucleotides fall into two different probability distributions, although the two 
studies found different distributions of SHAPE reactivities for unpaired nucleotides (Figure 
1.2A). While high (over 1.0) SHAPE reactivities generally only occur at unpaired nucleotides, 
lower SHAPE reactivities frequently correspond to both paired and unpaired nucleotides. Other 
structural factors such as base stacking may result in an unpaired nucleotide having a low 
SHAPE reactivity (Bindewald et al., 2011). Consequently, the SHAPE reactivity alone is not 
always predictive of whether a base is paired or unpaired. 
The distinction that SHAPE provides between paired and unpaired nucleotides is 
different between the data sets from (Cordero et al., 2012) (Figure 1.2A; left) and (Deigan et al., 
2009) (shown in Sükösd et al., Figure 1.2A; right). The SHAPE data from (Deigan et al., 2009) 
has a much larger difference between its paired and unpaired distributions. Thus, the strength of 
the SHAPE signal depends on the RNA and the experimental conditions, and is not merely a 
direct measurement of structure (Kladwang et al., 2011; Leonard et al., 2013). These factors are 
an important and often underappreciated aspect of the experiment. The SHAPE reactivity profile 
depends on the overall fold of the molecule being probed. As such, experimental conditions can 
significantly alter the profile, and any comparative analysis of SHAPE reactivity should carefully 
consider experimental conditions. 
 
SHAPE and structure prediction 
Besides reporting a likelihood of base pairing for any given nucleotide, SHAPE data also 
refines secondary structure predictions of an RNA as an energetic restraint. This method was 
first introduced in (Deigan et al., 2009), where an additional energy term to the nearest neighbor 
rules incorporates SHAPE reactivity as an additional pseudo-free energy term (Xia et al., 1998). 
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A high SHAPE reactivity makes that nucleotide less likely to base pair, while a low SHAPE 
reactivity makes base pairing more favorable. The SHAPE reactivities thus refine the structural 
space to find a structure or structures compatible with the SHAPE data (Figure 1.2B). As RNAs 
often adopt multiple structural conformations and as SHAPE is a measurement over the entire 
structural ensemble, the SHAPE data may not match a single structure but instead represent the 
average reactivity over the ensemble.  
Still, projecting SHAPE reactivities onto a single structure, as is the case in Figure 1.2B, 
is the most common approach for visualizing SHAPE data. Although one structure may appear 
to agree with the data (as in Figure 1.2B), there are often many other structures in the suboptimal 
ensemble that appear to agree with the data just as well. In fact, in the case of the RB1 5′ UTR 
illustrated in Figure 1.2B, three alternative conformations are all compatible with the data 
(Kutchko et al., 2015). Nonetheless, there is value in visualizing structural models with SHAPE 
data projected as in Figure 1.2B, and these approaches to interpreting SHAPE data will likely 
remain popular. 
The most fitting way of incorporating SHAPE data into structure prediction is a subject 
of recent debate and thoroughly reviewed in (Eddy, 2014). These methods all attempt to use 
SHAPE data to constrain structure prediction of that RNA, based on the likelihood of each 
nucleotide being paired. These methods treat SHAPE measurements in a variety of ways: as a 
free energy term (Deigan et al., 2009), as a prior probability (Quarrier et al., 2010), or as a 
likelihood of base pairing (Washietl et al., 2012; Zarringhalam et al., 2012). While each method 
of incorporating SHAPE into prediction greatly improves the accuracy of the structure 
predictions, they all perform similarly to each other, with accuracies up to 90-95% (Cordero et 
al., 2012; Deigan et al., 2009; Siegfried et al., 2014; Zarringhalam et al., 2012). 
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When given a SHAPE reactivity, it is impossible to know whether that base is paired or 
unpaired, especially at lower reactivities. Using structural probing as a restraint in structure 
prediction provides more information on the structure, with approximately the same accuracy 
over a wide range of parameters regardless of the method used (Cordero et al., 2012; Deigan et 
al., 2009; Quarrier et al., 2010; Siegfried et al., 2014; Washietl et al., 2012; Zarringhalam et al., 
2012). The next challenge in SHAPE processing is not optimizing these parameters further, but 
instead evaluating broader structural characteristics that the SHAPE signal can inform us of. 
Given that the use of SHAPE in structure prediction was very extensively reviewed recently by 
(Eddy, 2014), we instead decided to focus on recent developments in the analysis of SHAPE 
signal that attempt to transcend the interpretation of the data as merely informative of a single 
secondary structure. 
 
Regional view of SHAPE reactivities 
While SHAPE is certainly useful in refining RNA secondary structure prediction, it also 
provides additional information when analyzed at different scales, or when used in conjunction 
with other metrics such as evolutionary data. At a single-nucleotide resolution, the traditional 
conceptualization of SHAPE data is that each reactivity provides a likelihood of that base being 
paired or unpaired (Figure 1.3A). However, the proportions of unreactive (low-SHAPE) and 
reactive (high-SHAPE) nucleotides are not consistent across larger RNAs because while certain 
regions within a transcript fold into a well-defined structure, other regions may adopt multiple 
distinct structures with similar free energies. 
It is important to note that a majority of transcribed RNAs are long, ranging up to several 
kilobases (Lackey et al., 2015; Ramsköld et al., 2009). The longest transcripts are often RNA 
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virus genomes, such as the well-studied HIV genome. To quantify these different SHAPE 
patterns, the median SHAPE reactivity over windows ranging from 50-75 nucleotides is a novel 
way to identify and visualize structured regions in a transcript (Pollom et al., 2013; Siegfried et 
al., 2014). Although SHAPE reactivities are at single-nucleotide resolution, averaging 
reactivities over many nucleotides reveals structured and unstructured regions of an RNA. Such 
“multi-scale” level analysis of these very large transcripts (often greater than 10 kilobases) 
provides a different picture of RNA structure than SHAPE at single-nucleotide resolution. Of 
course, differences in the window size will change the scale at which we understand an RNA’s 
structure, and the choice of window size to date has remained largely empirical. There are 
significant opportunities for algorithm development using SHAPE data at different scales. 
(Pollom et al., 2013) compares the windowed SHAPE reactivities of both simian 
immunodeficiency virus (SIV) and HIV-1 (Figure 1.3B). Regions where both viruses have low 
median SHAPE correspond to known RNA structural elements such as the 5′ UTR, the gag-pro-
pol frameshift, and the Rev response element. Other unannotated regions where both viruses 
have low median SHAPE reactivities are good targets for identifying new functional RNA 
elements. This windowed picture of SHAPE reactivity provides structural information—
identifying regions of the RNA genomes that have well-defined structures—that is difficult to 
see at single-nucleotide resolution. Median SHAPE helps characterize structure across the 
transcript, demonstrating that SHAPE profiles have relevance beyond single nucleotide 
measurements and structure prediction algorithms. Future methods of processing these large 
SHAPE profiles, using this multi-scale approach, may uncover more higher-order RNA features. 
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SHAPE-directed sequence alignments identify conserved RNA structures 
To extend beyond qualitative analysis, two papers were recently published two papers 
using SHAPE data as a feature for sequence alignment (Lavender et al., 2015a, 2015b). Their 
algorithm aligns two SHAPE profiles to minimize the difference in SHAPE reactivity at each 
position, optionally including sequence as an alignment parameter (Figure 1.4A). The difference 
in SHAPE reactivity between two sequence positions becomes a function applied to the Gotoh 
alignment algorithm (Gotoh, 1982) (Figure 1.4B). This novel method uses SHAPE reactivity as 
an additional feature for understanding evolutionary conservation. 
As a proof of concept, they used the method to align ribosomal RNA sequences from E. 
coli, C. difficile, and H. volcanii with only SHAPE data, not taking sequence into account 
(Lavender et al., 2015a) (Figure 1.4C). It should be noted that aligning these distantly related 
rRNAs based on sequence alone is quite challenging (Lavender et al., 2015a). The rRNAs 
aligned with SHAPE data alone produce an alignment with similar accuracy to the sequence-
only alignment, and using both sequence and SHAPE data reproduce the gold standard, manually 
curated alignment, suggesting that SHAPE data captures evolutionary patterns in RNA structure. 
To extend this method further, they aligned three lentivirus genomes (HIV-1, SIVcpz, 
and SIVmac) using sequence and SHAPE together (Lavender et al., 2015b) (Figure 1.4D). Some 
regions in viral genomes have very robust structures, although unlike rRNA, viral RNAs also 
have many unstructured or less-structured regions. The application of SHAPE-directed sequence 
alignments to viral RNAs is thus an important test of this new alignment method. From the 
aligned SHAPE data, they used a linear regression model to find regions where the SHAPE 
profiles are correlated between the three viruses (Figure 1.4E). Known RNA functional elements 
have significant correlations between the SHAPE profiles (Figure 1.4E; green), indicating that 
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SHAPE correlation is a signal for structural homology. 
SHAPE-directed sequence alignments are therefore applicable to more divergent RNAs, 
but most useful for conserved RNA elements where the SHAPE profiles are similar. 
Systematically using SHAPE as an alignment parameter is a novel approach to identifying 
conservation of RNA structure, and future extensions of this technique may involve quantifying 
structural divergence and similarity using SHAPE data. 
 
Approach 
This dissertation will explore the construction of biologically-informed computational 
models, for cortical networks and for RNA transcripts, and characterize the emergent phenomena 
of these complex systems. These models allow for a better understanding of behavior, such as 
transient structures in an RNA molecule, that is difficult to observe independently. In addition, 
disruption of these emergent states provides clues as to their relative stabilities and functional 
roles. As dysfunction in these systems can lead to human disorders or illness, computational 







Figure 1.1. Toy example of dynamic programming to find the MFE structure of an RNA hairpin. 
Parameters: base pairs cannot form within a four-nucleotide fragment (orange numbers), and A-
U and G-C base pairs form with a free energy change of -1 kcal/mol. Top right: on each 
diagonal, the minimum free energy is calculated for each n-nucleotide segment. To calculate, the 
minimum value of the following is chosen: either of the n-1 segments contained in the n-1 
segment, or if the end nucleotides can base pair, the free energy of the center n-2 segment 
without the end pairs plus the free energy change of base pairing. Arrows indicate which 
direction each cell’s value is derived from. Tracing back the arrows from the minimum value 












































































Figure 1.2. SHAPE reactivities distinguish between paired and unpaired nucleotides. (A) 
Distributions of SHAPE reactivities for paired and unpaired nucleotides recreated from (Cordero 
et al., 2012) (left) and (Sükösd et al., 2013) (right; data from (Deigan et al., 2009)). SHAPE 
reactivities for paired nucleotides follow a generalized extreme value distribution in both data 
sets. SHAPE reactivities for unpaired nucleotides follow a generalized extreme value distribution 
in (Cordero et al., 2012) and an exponential distribution in (Sükösd et al., 2013). In both data sets 
the distributions for paired and unpaired nucleotides differ, signifying that SHAPE reactivities 
are drawn from multiple probability distributions. (B) Example of RNA structure (the RB1 5′ 
UTR from (Kutchko et al., 2015)) overlaid with SHAPE data. Red: high SHAPE, orange: 
medium SHAPE, black: low SHAPE, gray: no data. Most paired positions have low SHAPE and 
many unpaired positions have high SHAPE, but SHAPE does not completely distinguish 










































































































































































































Figure 1.3. SHAPE data for related RNAs follow similar but not identical patterns. (A) Examples 
of SHAPE data from high-SHAPE regions (left) and low-SHAPE regions (right) from the 
SIVmac239 SHAPE data from (Pollom et al., 2013). High SHAPE nucleotides are indicated in 
red, medium in orange, and low in black. Although both profiles have low- and high-SHAPE 
nucleotides, the frequencies of each are distinct between the two regions. (B) SHAPE data for 
SIVmac239 (top) and HIV-1 (bottom) aligned genomes. SHAPE data are from Pollom et al., 
annotations are from (Pollom et al., 2013) and the Los Alamos HIV database 
(http://www.hiv.lanl.gov/), and the sequences were aligned using MAFFT (Katoh and Standley, 
2013). Regional SHAPE represents the windowed median SHAPE over a 75-nt window, with 
respect to the global median SHAPE value for each transcript. Values above the line are 
regionally unstructured, and below the line are regionally structured. Alignment regions where 
both viruses are regionally structured are annotated in gray. These regions correspond to known 
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Figure 1.4. SHAPE data of homologous RNAs can facilitate sequence alignments. (A) Schematic 






































































and optionally nucleotide identity, can be used as parameters in the Gotoh alignment algorithm 
for pairwise alignment. Pairwise alignments can then be combined to create a SHAPE-informed 
multiple sequence alignment. (B) Scoring function from (Lavender et al., 2015a) used to align 
SHAPE reactivities for two sequences. More similar SHAPE reactivities have a higher score for 
alignment. If SHAPE reactivities differ by more than 1, the scoring function treats them as 
unrelated. (C) SHAPE-only alignment of a section from three 16S rRNA sequences. Data from 
(Lavender et al., 2015a). The aligned SHAPE reactivities are very similar, reflecting structural 
homology. (D-E) Adapted from (Lavender et al., 2015b). (D) SHAPE-directed multiple sequence 
alignment of three lentivirus sequences. The aligned SHAPE profiles of each virus have similar 
patterns. (E) Significance of the correlation of SHAPE between the three viruses, determined by 
linear regression. Lower p-values indicate more similarity in SHAPE profiles. The SHAPE 
profiles have regions of significant correlation across the alignment, particularly in regions 






CHAPTER 2: EMERGENCE OF METASTABLE STATE DYNAMICS IN 
INTERCONNECTED CORTICAL NETWORKS WITH PROPAGATION DELAYS1 
 
Introduction 
Cognition emerges from the organized temporal structure of electric activity in large, 
interconnected cortical networks (Bullmore and Sporns, 2009; Buzsáki, 2006; Wang, 2010). The 
network topology is a key determinant of the types of macroscopic activity patterns a network 
can generate (Bazhenov et al., 2008; Chialvo, 2010; Haider and McCormick, 2009; Honey et al., 
2007; Izhikevich and Edelman, 2008; Kitano and Fukai, 2007; Uddin et al., 2009; Voges and 
Perrinet, 2012). Understanding this structure-function relationship provides important insight not 
only into normal brain function but also into the mechanistic basis of psychiatric illnesses such 
as schizophrenia and autism that likely represent “connectivity disorders” (Cabral et al., 2012; 
Foong et al., 2000; Innocenti et al., 2003; Mazaheri et al., 2010). These connectivity disorders 
are associated with both structural and functional impairments in connectivity (Hinkley et al., 
2011; Kennedy and Courchesne, 2008; Skudlarski et al., 2010; Zielinski et al., 2012). 
Consequently, an understanding of the relationship between network topology and dynamics will 
facilitate the development of new treatment modalities that counteract dysfunctional network 
connectivity in psychiatric illnesses. 
                                                
1 This chapter previously appeared as an article in PLOS Computational Biology. The original 
citation is as follows: Kutchko KM, Fröhlich F (2013) Emergence of Metastable State Dynamics 
in Interconnected Cortical Networks with Propagation Delays. PLoS Comput 
Biol 9(10): e1003304. doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1003304. (Kutchko and Fröhlich, 2013) 
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Systematic parameterization of network topology in computational models has 
demonstrated that connections between random pairs of distant, excitatory neurons within a 
network enhance temporal synchronization, whereas predominantly local connectivity between 
neighboring excitatory neurons facilitates macroscopic activity patterns such as oscillations and 
planar and spiral waves that propagate through the network (Arenas et al., 2008; Huang et al., 
2004, 2010). However, individual cortical networks seldom act in isolation because of their 
interconnectivity with other networks by means of long-range projections (LRPs). Most studies 
of interconnected networks have focused on how networks synchronize via fast LRPs, with the 
exception of recent theoretical work that highlights the additional complexity and computational 
abilities of networks that include physiological delays (Atay et al., 2004; Izhikevich, 2006; 
Visser et al., 2012).  
Mathematical studies of the effects of delays on coupled oscillators have predicted 
diverse results as a consequence of delays. Foundational papers have found that delays between 
coupled systems produce stability under certain parameters (Jirsa and Ding, 2004), including 
stability of synchronization in systems of coupled neurons (Dhamala et al., 2004). Delays have 
also been shown to generate bifurcations and multistability in coupled oscillator systems 
(D’Huys et al., 2008; Kim et al., 1997) and neural loops (Foss and Milton, 2000), and to give rise 
to bifurcations and instability in neural field models (Coombes et al., 2007; Laing and Coombes, 
2006). Recently, multistability as a result of delays was found in a Hopfield neural network 
model (Song and Xu, 2012). This presence of multistability in such abstract models of neurons 
and networks of neurons suggests that propagation delays promote multistability. In order to 
bridge the gap between abstract, theoretical models and biology, we built a large-scale, detailed 
model of two interconnected cortical networks. The spiking neuron models used in our study 
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accurately reflected the subthreshold dynamics of real neurons and were subject to noise 
injections that mimicked the stochastic nature of neuronal signaling. With this model, we 
examined the functional role of the estimated fifty percent of connecting axons with long 
propagation delays as a consequence of small axonal diameter or a lack of myelination (Ringo et 
al., 1994; Swadlow, 1985; Tomasch, 1954).  
We hypothesized that slower long-range projections may enrich overall network activity 
by counteracting and disrupting the intrinsic, spontaneous dynamics of individual networks. 
According to our hypothesis, slower projections provide perturbations that are ill-timed to 
synchronize networks and therefore enable different activity trajectories that individual networks 
are unable to generate. To test this hypothesis, we used large-scale computer simulations to ask 
what role long-range projections with propagation delays may play in organizing the overall 
dynamics of two interconnected cortical networks with intrinsic spontaneous dynamics similar to 
isolated cortical networks in vivo (Sanchez-Vives and McCormick, 2000; Timofeev et al., 2000). 
We found that such projections greatly enlarge the repertoire of macroscopic activity patterns in 
comparison to the networks without propagation delays and that these patterns corresponded to 
metastable activity states. The interconnected networks spontaneously transitioned between these 
states. We then evaluated non-invasive brain stimulation (transcranial Alternating Current 
stimulation, tACS) (Kanai et al., 2008; Paulus, 2011; Schutter and Hortensius, 2011) as a tool to 
manipulate these dynamics and found that both in-phase and anti-phase tACS induced and 
guided state transitions. These findings are of broad translational importance since transitions 
between metastable macroscopic activity states have recently emerged as a fundamental 
organizational principle of cortical activity, the dynamics of which are impaired in 
neuropsychiatric disorders (Uhlhaas and Singer, 2010, 2012). Our results therefore suggest a 
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Zero time-lag synchronization by LRPs without propagation delays 
To understand the effect of long-range projections (LRPs) on the dynamics of two 
interconnected cortical networks, we built a large-scale computational model of two networks 
connected by LRPs (Figure 2.1A) where each network consisted of a two-dimensional sheet of 
excitatory pyramidal cells (400 x 400 PYs) and a matched sheet of inhibitory interneurons (200 x 
200 INs). The synaptic connectivity within the two excitatory-inhibitory networks was chosen to 
generate slow rhythmic activity in the absence of LRPs (Figure S2.1A), a hallmark activity 
pattern of isolated cortex (Sanchez-Vives and McCormick, 2000; Timofeev et al., 2000), that 
was structured by alternating epochs of activity (UP states) and quiescence (DOWN states). As 
expected, adding sparse instantaneous (zero-delay) LRPs at the same synaptic strength as the 
local PY-PY excitation (G(LRP) = 0.06, P(local) = 99%) synchronized the activity pattern of 
PYs across networks (Figure 2.1B: Fraction of PYs active as a function of time; left: no LRPs; 
right: with LRPs; see also Figure S2.1A, sample PY membrane voltage traces). 
Both with and without LRPs, UP states emerged as initially localized “regions of 
initiation” that then expanded through the local excitatory connectivity (circular patterns in 
Figure 1C, time snap-shots of firing rates). In the presence of LRPs, the UP states synchronized 
their occurrence across the two networks (Figure 2.1C, bottom; Figure 2.1D: phase-plane 
representation, left: no LRPs; right: with LRPs), which increased the correlation of individual 
neurons with their homologous partner in the other network (Figure 2.1E, correlation coefficients 
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for PY membrane voltages; left: no LRPs; right: with LRPs). The region of initiation in Network 
2 (arrow in 2.1C) corresponded to the area of low correlation (arrow in 2.1E) since the local 
connections within that network mostly contributed to that region’s activity when Network 1 was 
in a DOWN state. The endogenous network oscillation of the two unconnected networks was 
only minimally altered by LRPs (spectral peak at 3.2 and 3.3 Hz for the two unconnected 
networks with peak power of 3.39e7 and 3.33e7, respectively; with LRPs: 3.3 Hz for both 
networks with 3.79e7 and 3.57e7 peak power, in arbitrary units, Figure S2.1B). Therefore, LRP 
without propagation delays enabled the synchronization of the intrinsic network activity states 
without pronounced changes to the overall dynamics of the individual networks. Changing the 
LRP from a random pattern to a homologous configuration further enhanced inter-network 
synchronization (Figure S2.2). 
 
LRPs with delays enable emergence of multiple network states 
To mimic realistic delays in action potential propagation along low-diameter and 
unmyelinated fibers that connect different networks, we next added physiologically plausible 
delays (Swadlow, 1985) to the LRPs such that presynaptic action potentials in one network led to 
delayed postsynaptic activity in the other network (1, 2, 5, 10, 30, and 50 msec). We ran 
simulations for parameterized number and strength of LRPs (P(local): 0.95, 0.97, 0.99, 0.999; 
G(LRP) = 0.015, 0.03, 0.06, 0.09, 0.12; 100 simulations per delay value) to evaluate the effect of 
delays on the overall dynamics (five simulations per parameter set with different noise values). 
Because the number and strength of LRPs in the human cortex is not well-characterized, we used 
a range of parameters to explore the spatio-temporal activity patterns that result from different 
LRP parameter sets. In our model, P(local) values of 99% and 99.9% resulted in approximately 
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30% and 3.6% of neurons having LRPs, respectively. These numbers are similar to the LRP 
numbers reported for murine cortex (Schuz et al., 2006). 
We clustered the simulation outputs with linkage analysis using the peak cross-
correlation value, which measures the overall synchronization of the two PY networks 
(dendrograms in Figure 2.2A: 0 msec and Figure 2.2B: 50 msec delays, respectively). In the 
absence of propagation delays, simulations were tightly linked, showing similarity of behavior 
across simulations. The majority of simulations (82%) fell into a single cluster with close to 
maximum synchronization index (Figure 2.2A, dark blue) with only a small fraction exhibiting 
different behavior (8%, cyan). Thus, without delays in the LRPs, the overall network behavior 
was very consistent and robust. For increased delays, the relative branch lengths within each 
cluster became longer and fewer simulations were grouped with the most-synchronized cluster 
(Figure 2.2B, 55% dark blue, 42% cyan, 2% green, 1% black). Therefore, in agreement with our 
initial hypothesis, these results demonstrate that propagation delays increase the number of 
different configurations the connected networks can occupy as a function of the LRP parameters. 
We then examined how these different synchronization patterns impacted the intrinsic 
dynamics within the individual networks. Indeed, inspection of the spatio-temporal activity 
profiles revealed the occurrence of three distinct patterns, which can be classified as network 
states. Typically, networks were in a rapid fire (RF) state, with most PYs in the network firing 
almost simultaneously and the network as a whole demonstrating slow oscillatory behavior 
(Figure 2.3A, top: pronounced peaks correspond to network-wide UP states in PY activity 
pattern; bottom: consecutive time snapshots of PY firing activity). However, the addition of 
delays to the LRPs also supported two alternate forms of spatio-temporal dynamics: slow 
propagating (SP) state, with regional UP states originating in one or a few areas and slowly 
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traversing through the local network (Figure 2.3B, top: rhythmic structure is less apparent in 
network-wide activity profile due to lack of zero-lag synchrony within the network, bottom: 
initial onset of UP state morphs into a propagating, expanding wave front); and spiral wave (SW) 
state, with a wave originating from single (or occasionally multiple) rotor in a spiral pattern 
(Figure 2.3C). 
Next, we asked how the occurrence of these three different macroscopic network states 
depended on LRP delays. We found that most interconnected networks followed an RF pattern, 
especially for short LRP delays (Figure 2.3D, left, relative percent of time spent in RF: 
99.31±0.24% for 0 msec delay versus 76.88±2.26% for 50 msec, mean±SEM, Table S2.1). For 
longer delays, the percentage of time spent in RF decreased and SP became more prominent 
(Figure 2.3D, middle, SP for 0 msec delay: 0.69±0.24%; 21.94±2.15% for 50 msec delay). Also, 
SW, which never occurred in the absence of delays, increased its relative presence with larger 
delays (Figure 2.3D, right, 1.19±0.37%, note different scales). We then further examined if the 
interconnected networks stayed in one state for the entire simulation or whether they exhibited 
spontaneous transitions between these states. We found that, in general, the networks only 
remained in the same state without transitioning for short LRP delays (Figure 2.3E, average 
transition frequencies, 0.0088±0.0031 Hz for 0 msec delay; 0.135±0.0134 Hz for 50 msec delay, 
see also Table S2.1). Therefore, longer (and thus more realistic) propagation delays increased not 
only the presence of other, non-RF states but also the number of transitions between states. 
In order to further evaluate the robustness of this result, we also tested the effects of a 
distribution of delays. We ran two sets of simulations, the first with delays uniformly distributed 
±20% of the mean and the second with delays uniformly distributed ±100% of the mean. Our 
results indicate that wider distributions resulted in fewer state transitions (Figure S2.3A, top: 
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narrow distribution, 0.0981±0.0104 Hz for 50 msec delay, bottom: wide distribution, 
0.0694±0.0091 Hz for 50 msec delay, see also Table S2.2). Additionally, a broader distribution 
of delays resulted in less time spent in SP (Figure S2.3B). Consequently, a wider distribution of 
LRP delays, which entails a greater number of shorter delays, seems to stabilize network 
behavior yet does not abolish multistability. 
 
Transitions between metastable spatio-temporal activity states 
We then analyzed the transitions of individual simulations through these metastable 
spatio-temporal activity patterns over time (Figure 2.4A: LRP delay = 50 msec, P(local) = 0.97, 
G(LRP) = 0.06, example snapshots of PY activity from a single simulation, time of occurrence 
indicated in color, SP at 0.61 and 2.25 sec, RF at 2.98 sec, SW at 4.62 sec, SP at 5.44 sec, RF at 
7.65 sec; Figure 2.4B: PY activity profile with times of example snapshots indicated with 
arrows). Averaged across time, the spectral power of the network exhibited a peak at the intrinsic 
oscillation frequency at ~3Hz (Figure 2.4C, left). However, the spectrogram demonstrated a slow 
yet pronounced modulation of power at that intrinsic frequency over time (Figure 2.4C, middle, 
epochs with high power in red, dashed lines denote intrinsic network frequency, Figure 2.4C, 
right, power at 3 Hz over time). These fluctuations corresponded to the occurrence of different 
network states, with RF states being linked to higher power at the intrinsic frequency (Figure 
2.4C, right). Correspondingly, power at the intrinsic frequency was lower when the system was 
in SP and SW states. Synaptic depression of the local excitatory coupling played a key role in 
determining the effect of incoming synaptic activity from the other network (Figure S2.4). 
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Brain stimulation changes network state 
To further understand these different network states, we next applied perturbations to 
probe the stability of each state. Specifically, we simulated transcranial alternating current 
stimulation (tACS), which has recently emerged as a promising treatment for psychiatric and 
neurological illnesses because of its hypothesized ability to selectively manipulate temporal 
structure of cortical network activity (Huang et al., 2009; Paulus, 2011; Polania et al., 2012; 
Schutter and Hortensius, 2011). tACS causes a weak global perturbation of targeted cortical 
networks due to the low amplitude and broad spatial spread of the weak electric field generated 
by the scalp stimulation electrodes (Reato et al., 2010; Zaghi et al., 2010). Therefore, tACS may 
be an ideal approach to bias the overall temporal activity structure of interconnected cortical 
networks. 
We here used this stimulation modality to probe the dynamic properties of the different 
activity states that emerged from LRPs with propagation delays. We found that tACS at 3 Hz 
(close to the endogenous frequency of the individual networks) not only enhanced the 
synchronization between the two networks but switched the two networks to the fully 
synchronized, RF state (Figure 2.5A, representative simulation, LRP delay 30 msec, P(local) = 
0.99, G(LRP) = 0.12; top: activity profiles; middle: stimulation waveform; bottom: 
spectrograms). Network 1 was in RF fire state before tACS onset (distinct peak in the 
spectrogram at ~3 Hz) and Network 2 was in SW state (no peak in the spectrogram due to the 
lack of synchrony within the individual PY network). Importantly, the enhanced, synchronized 
rhythmic RF activity during stimulation was not limited to the duration of the stimulation but 
rather outlasted the stimulation. Therefore, the effect of tACS was not just a reflection of the 
shared input to all PYs but rather represented an outlasting change in activity structure. This 
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“memory” of network activity, in this case during stimulation, is the main feature of a 
multistable system. The simulated tACS was an effective perturbation, enabling the network to 
switch to another state (shorter, 1 sec stimulation had the same effect, data not shown). 
Interestingly, a small fraction of the simulations did not show this enhancing effect of 
tACS. Rather, in these cases, tACS switched the networks from RF to either SW or SP states 
(Figure 2.5B, plots same as in Figure 2.5A, delay 10 msec, P(local) = 0.97, G(LRP) = 0.06). In 
this simulation, the networks were in synchronized RF state that was switched to SP by tACS 
and then followed by SW at stimulation removal. To further demonstrate that the state switching 
by tACS is indeed a consequence of the LRPs, we evaluated models with no LRPs and therefore 
no communication between the two networks. We found little multistability before and during 
tACS confirming that LRPs are important for inducing multistable states in cortical networks 
(Figure S2.5). 
Given these distinct effects of the same stimulation protocol in different simulations, we 
determined the relative occurrence of the different states and the state transition probabilities for 
all simulations (including all propagation delays, fraction of LRPs, and strength of LRPs) as a 
function of tACS. In the control condition before onset of stimulation (Figure 2.5C, top row, 
Table S2.3), the majority of simulations exhibited RF behavior with a small fraction 
demonstrating SP and SW. With increasing propagation delays, the percentage of simulations 
with SP behavior markedly increased (from 0.2% for 0 msec delay to 24.2% for 50 msec delay). 
Interestingly, during stimulation (Figure 2.5C, middle row), we found the highest fraction of 
non-RF, and in particular SP, activity patterns in simulations with low LRP propagation delays. 
As a result, tACS increased the occurrence of the SP state for short propagation delays and 
decreased the occurrence of SP for longer propagation delays. In further support that such 
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stimulation has a complex effect pattern, we found an increased presence of SW for all delay 
values after tACS (Figure 2.5C, bottom row).  
Overall, the state-dependent transition probabilities in the absence of tACS, at tACS 
onset, and at tACS removal (Figure 2.5D) demonstrated that tACS effectively switched activity 
state, with the most prominent effects being elimination of SP (86.89% transition probability 
from SP to RF at onset compared to 43.22% in the absence of stimulation) and yet the same 
stimulation induced a switch from RF to SP in a subset of simulations (17.53% transition 
probability from RF to SP, compared to 1.8% in the absence of tACS). In turn, if the stimulation 
succeeded in inducing a transition to RF, the removal of stimulation failed to introduce a state 
transition back. Specifically, the transition probabilities out of the RF state closely matched the 
overall transition probabilities in the absence of stimulation (0.09 % for RF to SW and 1.74% for 
RF to SP at stimulation removal in comparison to 0.05% for RF to SW and 1.85% for RF to SP). 
We then compared how networks behaved together and found that in the absence of 
stimulation, both networks were in the RF state for the majority of simulations (Figure S2.6, left, 
99.66±0.33% for 0 msec delay, 78.68±3.70% for 50 msec delay). With stimulation, there was a 
small decrease in the percent of time where both PY networks were in RF (81.56±3.27% for 0 
msec delay) with the exception of the 50 msec delay simulations (88.81±2.16%, see also Table 
S2.4), where the stimulation increased the likelihood of both networks being in RF. In contrast, 
both SP states were often only found in one of the two networks at a time for delays up to 10 
msec (Figure S2.6, middle, 0.00±0.00% for 0 msec delay, see also Table S2.4). For longer 
delays, simultaneous SP in both networks became much more prominent (17.94±3.50% and 
42.74±4.59% for 30 and 50 msec delays, respectively). Similarly, SW never occurred in both PY 
networks simultaneously before stimulation (0.00%±0.00% for all delay values). Interestingly, 
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during and after stimulation, a subset of simulations exhibited simultaneous SW in both 
networks, a pattern that never occurred without stimulation (Figure S2.6, right). We further 
examined two simulations that represented peculiarities in our dataset due to their sustained anti-
phase locking. Both simulations responded to tACS by switching to (near) zero-lag 
synchronization that was maintained after stimulation removal (Figure S2.7). 
 
Persistent oscillation enhancement by tACS through state switching 
Having established that tACS affects the spatio-temporal activity of two interconnected 
networks, we next quantified the effect of tACS on the power of the network activity at the 
stimulation frequency (3 Hz). First, we looked at the effectiveness of tACS to entrain two 
networks during stimulation by comparing the power during stimulation to the power before 
stimulation. We found that tACS enhanced the power at 3 Hz of both PY networks during 
stimulation for most simulations, indicating its ability to entrain networks (Figure 2.6A, 
logarithmic enhancement ratio, 88.1% of all simulations in top right quadrant). The correlation 
between the enhancement in each of the two networks varied with LRP delay, but with no 
monotonic relationship between delays (Figure 2.6D, left). Next, we analyzed the outlasting 
effect of tACS after stimulation had stopped. After tACS, the outlasting enhancement was 
significantly correlated between the two networks, and again with no monotonic relationship 
between correlation and propagation delay (Figure 2.6B, 58.6% of all simulation in top right 
quadrant and 2.6D, middle).Thus, tACS can enhance the power of networks at their intrinsic 
frequencies, an effect that lasts beyond the duration of stimulation. In addition, this enhancement 
lacks a direct relationship with the values of the propagation delays between the two networks. 
To investigate how this outlasting effect of tACS related to the entrainment during 
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stimulation, we compared the enhancement of power at 3 Hz during stimulation to the 
enhancement of power after stimulation (Figure 2.6C, 66.9% of all simulations exhibited 
enhancement both during and after stimulation). We found that the instantaneous and outlasting 
effects were tightly correlated, showing that tACS directly increased 3Hz power (Figure 2.6D, 
right). The cross-correlation peak amplitude and offset, which indicate similarity of behavior and 
simultaneity of behavior respectively, confirmed these outlasting effects (Figure 2.6E, before: 2 
sec window before stimulation onset; during: 4 sec of stimulation; after: 2 sec window after 
stimulation, normalized cross-correlation). With stimulation, the cross-correlation peak was 
increased (bright yellow), showing that the two networks demonstrate similar behavior during 
tACS. The phase offset between the two networks was reduced by tACS, an effect that persisted 
after tACS ended. These effects, together with the outlasting increase in power, show that the 
two networks were able to sustain a modified network state after tACS. Thus, tACS has an 
enduring effect on connected networks by entraining the two networks together and increasing 
their power at the stimulation frequency. 
 
tACS disruption and network dynamics 
Although tACS typically entrained networks to a 3 Hz RF state, occasionally it had an 
opposite effect by disrupting RF during tACS and causing it to enter SW after tACS. We 
examined these network dynamics to determine which factors influenced such disruption. 
Networks that ended in SW after tACS were most often in SP or SW during tACS and only very 
rarely in RF (Figure 2.7A). Consequently, we considered networks in SW and SP during tACS to 
both be indicators of stimulation-induced state disruption. 
When looking at PY activity before tACS, networks in RF during tACS had no specific 
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pattern of activity while networks in SP or SW had a clear temporal structure in their PY activity 
prior to the onset of tACS (Figure 2.7B, left), indicating that the excitatory state of the network 
was a factor in the response to tACS. The mean PY activity at tACS onset (t=2.0) showed that 
networks in SP and SW during tACS had activity levels at onset compared to networks that 
entered or remained in RF (Figure 2.7B, right). This trend suggests that networks in an excited 
state are more likely to break from RF upon external stimulation. To verify this conjecture, we 
measured the depression coefficient of each network upon tACS onset (D; lower values indicate 
greater synaptic depression). The depression coefficient was indeed lower for networks that 
entered SW during tACS, and the normalized variance of D was greater for networks in SP or 
SW during tACS (Figure S2.8). Thus, increased synaptic depression, along with a wider variance 
of depression across the network, predisposed networks towards non-RF behavior, indicating a 
difficulty in responding to incoming excitation from the other network during a currently- or 
recently-excited state. 
Along with the above described network excitation, however, other factors also 
facilitated switching to a non-RF state during tACS. Higher LRP connectivity (i.e. lower 
P(local)) and lower LRP conductance (G(LRP)) both made networks more likely to enter a non-
RF state, and these effects were increased with lower delays (Figure 2.7C). After tACS, 
however, networks were more likely to enter SW with lower LRP connectivity and lower 
conductance, with no clear effect of delay (Figure 2.7D). Consequently, lower levels of LRP 
conductance were more likely to disrupt the RF state while higher levels of LRP conductance 
generally promoted entrainment and the presence of the RF state. The paradoxical effect of 
connectivity parameter P(local) indicates that the effect of network topology was altered by 
stimulation. 
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The relative prominence of SW after removal of tACS led us to measure the stability of 
the SW state. We first examined stability of SW in the absence of tACS and found that SW was a 
metastable state (Figure S2.9A). Then we examined longer runs of simulations where at least one 
network switched to SW after tACS (Figure S2.9B). As networks remained in SW for longer 
periods of time after removal of tACS, the likelihood of them switching from SW decreased, 
with 28.95% of networks remaining in SW for the entire extended simulation time. Simulations 
with lower LRP connectivity had longer SW persistence, while LRP conductance and delay had 
no effect on persistence (Figure S2.9C). This effect of connectivity corresponds to that found in 
Figure 2.7D, where less-connected networks are more likely to demonstrate SW behavior. These 
findings further confirm that SW is a metastable state whose stability is affected by network 
structure. 
 
Antiphase tACS interferes with synchronization 
To further probe the mechanisms behind state disruption by tACS, we next simulated 
antiphase tACS using the same parameters but with the stimulation signal for the two networks 
phase-shifted by 180 degrees (Figure 2.8A). Such stimulation has recently been used in a human 
tACS study to disrupt phase synchronization yet without direct experimental demonstration of a 
network effect of out-of-phase tACS (Polania et al., 2012). During stimulation, correlation 
between the activity of the two networks was disrupted, an effect that persisted after removal of 
tACS (Figure 2.8B, top). However, while the networks were out of phase during stimulation, 
they returned to their original, reduced phase offset after tACS removal (Figure 2.8B, bottom). 
Consequently, antiphase tACS disrupted the dynamics of two interconnected networks but the 
temporal lag induced by tACS did not persist after tACS removal. When examining the spatio-
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temporal activity patterns, we found that networks demonstrated three behaviors during 
antiphase tACS, which were grouped by k-means clustering of their cross-correlograms. “Strong 
antiphase” behavior occurred when the two networks were individually entrained by their 
respective stimulation (Figure 2.8C; Delay=10 msec, P(local)=0.99; G(LRP)=0.06). 
“Interspersed weak firing” was a result of networks firing in response to both their stimulation as 
well as the excitation from the other network, resulting in a series of strong and weak UP states 
(Figure 2.8D; Delay=10 msec; P(local)=0.99; G(LRP)=0.09). The third behavior, “breaking from 
RF”, occurred also with in-phase tACS in the form of SP and SW states (Figure 2.8E; Delay=1 
msec, P(local)=0.99, G(LRP)=0.09; see Figure 2.5B). In this case, one or both of the networks is 
no longer in RF in response to stimulation. 
By examining the effects of parameters on behavior during antiphase tACS, the causes of 
RF disruption can be more thoroughly uncovered. Higher LRP connectivity (i.e. low P(local)) 
and higher LRP conductance made interspersed weak firing more likely (Figure 2.8F; see Table 
S2.5 for all values). This pattern is most likely mediated by the synaptic input from the other 
network during its UP state. Delays had a minimal effect on behavior during antiphase tACS. 
Low LRP connectivity most strongly predisposed the networks to break from RF, the converse 
of what we found during in-phase tACS. Interestingly, the lower LRP connectivity also 
promoted the persistence of SW after in-phase tACS. 
Finally, an interesting behavior arose during antiphase stimulation where the two 
networks entered a high-frequency (> 8 Hz) antiphase state (Figure S2.10). This state occurred 
for all simulations with parameters of Delay=50 msec, P(local)=0.95, G(LRP)=0.12 and for 40% 
of simulations with Delay=50 msec, P(local)=0.95, G(LRP)=0.09, but no others, and persisted 
beyond the removal of tACS. This unique behavior further demonstrates the multistability of 
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We used simulations of two large, interconnected cortical networks to study how LRPs 
that connect the two networks affect the overall macroscopic dynamics. We found that 
introducing physiologically plausible delays to the LRPs greatly enhanced the repertoire of 
emergent dynamics, measured not only by synchronization between the two networks but also by 
the intrinsic spatio-temporal dynamics. Our results therefore suggest small-diameter and 
unmyelinated projection axons with propagation delays play an important role in enriching the 
landscape of cortical activity states. This finding contrasts with the traditionally assumed role of 
long-range connections to enable zero-lag synchrony between different cortical areas (Engel et 
al., 1991) and—to our knowledge—for the first time defines a functional role for the large 
number of slower long-range axons in cortex. In addition, we found that simulated non-invasive 
brain stimulation can switch the network between these activity states, pointing to its potential 
applicability for treatment of network-based illnesses.  
Our study exclusively utilized computer simulations and therefore has the same caveats 
as any modeling study. First, the level of abstraction for the model requires consideration. We 
used computationally efficient, yet biologically plausible model neurons since we were interested 
in studying the effect of connectivity without confounding the results with the effects of 
conductance-based, Hodgkin-Huxley-style neuron models, which could model more 
sophisticated intrinsic cellular dynamics. A reduced model investigating the bifurcations 
involved in state transitions would provide further insight into network dynamics, although for 
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this study it would reduce the applicability of our findings to the development of novel brain 
stimulation paradigms. Second, any biologically plausible finding in a computer simulation 
needs to withstand tests for reasonable robustness to parameter variations. The entire data set 
presented in this study was based on multiple runs of every simulation with different 
instantiations of the randomized variables (such as intrinsic excitability and target neurons for 
global random connections). Third, we believe that the value of most modeling studies can be 
readily assessed by the type of predictions they make that can then guide subsequent research, 
whether it be further computational work, wet lab bench studies, or even human preclinical trials. 
We therefore use the remainder of the discussion section to outline and discuss what we think are 
the implications and predictions of our results for the study of brain stimulation and network 




Brain stimulation, whether through implanted electrodes such as in deep brain stimulation 
(Benabid and Torres, 2012) or through non-invasive application of electric (Brunoni et al., 2012) 
or magnetic fields (Wassermann and Zimmermann, 2012), has established itself as a promising 
approach for the treatment of a large and growing number of neurological and psychiatric 
disorders for which only limited pharmacological treatments exist. However, the underlying 
mechanisms of most of the stimulation paradigms remain hotly debated and little clarity exists 
with regard to the interaction dynamics between stimulation-induced perturbations and intrinsic 
network dynamics. We here used simulated transcranial Alternating Current Stimulation (tACS) 
to test if a shared common input to both networks in the form of a weak global perturbation of 
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the PY membrane voltages can synchronize the networks. Based on previous modeling and in 
vitro work (Deans et al., 2007; Frohlich and McCormick, 2010; Reato et al., 2010), we used 
stimulation waveforms that were matched in frequency to the intrinsic oscillation frequency of 
the unconnected networks. Interestingly, not only did such 3 Hz sine-wave transcranial current 
stimulation (tACS) switch the network to a synchronized, rapid fire state, but also—and perhaps 
more importantly—the network remained in that state at the removal of stimulation in a majority 
of the simulations. These results suggest that tACS can affect cortical networks by inducing a 
switch to a qualitatively different, more synchronized network state, which is stable and 
therefore outlasts the application of the brain stimulation. The amount of time this synchronized 
state persists after stimulation was not comprehensively mapped. Future work should address 
which parameters contribute to the persistence of synchronization between two networks; such 
work can then help to improve the design of non-invasive brain stimulation as a clinical 
treatment for disorders with impaired synchronization. 
Our study suggests that rather than reorganizing synaptic strength, tACS can induce a 
switch between different macroscopic activity states that are part of a repertoire of cortical states 
mediated by LRPs with propagation delays. Interestingly, we also found that the same 
stimulation paradigm had the opposite effect in a (small) subset of simulations where the 
stimulation reduced the synchronization; these results demonstrate that (1) the ongoing network 
dynamics (i.e. network state) and the underlying network topology determine the response to 
brain stimulation and (2) a global stimulus does not necessarily enhance synchronization. 
Antiphase tACS, a stimulus designed to disrupt synchronization, caused a set of new behaviors 
during stimulation, but in most cases failed to create antiphase structure between the networks as 
an outlasting effect. Consequently, the outlasting effects of stimulation are dependent on the 
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phase of stimulation as well as the intrinsic network structure. 
As part of a computational model, conclusions drawn from our simulations of tACS are 
limited by the size of our networks and the fact that each PY receives the same magnitude of 
stimulation; however, simulated variance of tACS current amplitude has previously been found 
to have no effect on network response (Ali et al., 2013). While it may be necessary to vary the 
strength of tACS current and electrode size to produce the same effects with patients, our 
simulations reveal that tACS has the ability to affect network dynamics by introducing periodic 
excitability into a system. The dependence of the overall effect on current network state at 
stimulation onset further demonstrates the potential of adaptive, feedback brain stimulation 
(Berenyi et al., 2012; Gluckman et al., 2001) where the stimulation waveform is dynamically 
adjusted to the ongoing brain activity. 
 
CNS diseases with altered connectivity 
Pathological changes in connectivity in the central nervous system (CNS) are a hallmark 
of many neurological and psychiatric illnesses. For example, schizophrenia is often called a 
connectivity disorder due to the findings of aberrations in white matter and lack of functional 
connectivity in both functional MRI and electroencephalogram (EEG) studies (Cabral et al., 
2012; Cho et al., 2006; Ford et al., 2008; Haenschel et al., 2009; Innocenti et al., 2003; Kikuchi 
et al., 2011; Liddle et al., 2012; Mulert et al., 2011; Nikulin et al., 2012; Samartzis et al., 2014; 
Uhlhaas and Singer, 2011, 2012; Uhlhaas et al., 2006; White et al., 2013; Zalesky et al., 2011). 
We here tested a range of physiologically plausible propagation delays and coupling strengths 
and found that the occurrence of macroscopic dynamics which lacked synchrony depended on 
the LRP propagation delays in the presence of slow endogenous rhythmic activity in the 
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individual networks. Therefore, our results predict that disease state and progression can be 
assayed by determining the structure of global state transitions during awake resting or sleeping, 
two behavioral states where slow rhythmic activity dominates the spontaneous activity patterns 
(Poulet and Petersen, 2008; Steriade et al., 2001). Furthermore, CNS disorders such as multiple 
sclerosis (Coombs et al., 2004), where the integrity of the white matter tracts are affected, and 
epilepsy, which is associated with abnormal cortical oscillations (Allen et al., 1992; Bragin et al., 
2010; Zijlmans et al., 2012), may lead to similar changes to the landscape of cortical activity 
states. A spatio-temporal pattern similar to our SP state was recently found to occur in human 
seizures (Schevon et al., 2012), suggesting that the states in our simulations have biological 
correlates with the potential to be pathological. Accordingly, these cortical activity states 
represent a promising target for rational design of (non-)invasive brain stimulation as evaluated 
in this study. 
 
Conclusion and outlook 
We used computer simulations of large-scale, interconnected cortical networks in this 
study and found that long-range projections with physiological delays can play an unanticipated 
role in generating multistable network dynamics in cortex. Therefore, the so far neglected slow 
connecting fibers between cortical areas may not be a “flawed design” that prevents large-scale 
synchronization of cortical areas but rather enables the emergence of additional, qualitatively 
different network states that likely serve different neural computations. The ability of non-
invasive brain stimulation to change these network states points to a promising treatment option 





We used the Izhikevich model (Izhikevich, 2003, 2004; Izhikevich and Edelman, 2008) 
of pyramidal cells (PYs) and inhibitory interneurons (INs) for the computational simulations in 
this study. The Izhikevich model provides a very good compromise between biological 
plausibility and computational efficiency. Each model neuron consists of only two coupled 
differential equations with four parameters a, b, c, and d that determine the intrinsic dynamics. 
We used an Euler solver with a step width of ∆t = 0.1 msec such that the update rule at every 
time-step of the stimulation to compute the new value of the membrane potential V’ is: 
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∑= EXEX gG  and ∑= ININ gG  
where V is the membrane voltage at the previous time-step, EAMPA= 0 mV is the excitatory 
reversal potential (AMPA), EGABA = -80mV is the inhibitory reversal potential (GABAA), GEX 
and GIN represent the sums of all afferent excitatory (gPY) and inhibitory (gIN) conductances, ItACS 
and INoise are current injections to model transcranial Alternating Current Stimulation (tACS) and 
to cause spontaneous background noise, and u is the slow recovery variable. 
For PYs, parameters a (recovery time-scale) and b (recovery sensitivity) were set to 0.02 
and 0.2, respectively. We modeled regular spiking, intrinsically bursting, and chattering PY cells 
by setting the reset potential parameter, c, to values from -65 to -50 mV, and the recovery after 
an action potential, d, to values from 6 to 8. All values were drawn from generalized Pareto 
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distributions (µ = -50, σ = -30, ξ = -2, median = -61.26 mV for parameter c; µ = 6, σ = 4, ξ = -2, 
median = 7.50 for parameter d). These distributions helped to bias the parameter values such that 
regular spiking cells were the most frequent PY cell type. For the INs, the parameters c and d 
were set to -65 mV and 2, respectively. To model both fast and low-threshold spiking neurons, 
parameters a and b were drawn from uniform distributions (0.02 to 0.1 and 0.2 to 0.25, 
respectively). 
 
Model of synaptic dynamics 
Synapses were model by conductances that were updated with a step in case of a 
presynaptic action potential and that were subject to exponential decay otherwise. All synapses 
of a given type were lumped together into a single synapse to increase computational efficiency 














where GEX and GIN were the corresponding total conductances at the occurrence of the last 
presynaptic action potential, τEX = 2 msec and τIN = 3 msec were the synaptic decay time-
constants, and Δtpsp was the time elapsed since the last presynaptic action potential. PY-PY 
connections exhibited short-term synaptic depression (Tsodyks and Markram, 1997) with a 
single depression variable D (D = 1: no depression, D = 0: complete depression) that exhibited 
an exponential recovery time-course (τD = 300 msec). PY-PY synaptic gPY-PY strength was 
calculated as: 
PYPYPYPY DGg −− =  
where GPY-PY denoted the synaptic strength and D was updated for each presynaptic action 
potential for all PY-PY synapses:  
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if 30≥V , then DrD =ʹ  
where r = 0.6 represented the fraction of synaptic resources available immediately after vesicle 
release caused by an action potential. 
 
Network topology 
All simulations in this study consisted of two connected networks. Each network 
consisted of two layers, a PY network (400x400 model neurons arranged on a two-dimensional 
grid) and an IN network (200x200 model neurons arranged on a grid). The large number of 
neurons was motivated by the fact that tACS is likely to act as a global weak perturbation similar 
to the endogenous electric field (Frohlich and McCormick, 2010). Each PY network exhibited 
sparse local connectivity where each PY cell connected to a random 30%-subset of 120 cells in 
its surrounding 11x11 grid of PY cells (GPY-PY = 0.06, no autapses). Synaptic inhibition had 
global random connectivity both for PY-IN excitation (GPY-IN = 0.0001, 25 PY-IN connections 
per PY) and feedback IN-PY inhibition (GPY-IN = 0.0002, 49 IN-PY per IN). The global 
connectivity scheme for synaptic inhibition was chosen such that inhibition provided an overall 
activity-dependent reduction of PY firing rate without any extra spatial structure. The synaptic 
connectivity was chosen such that a 3 Hz endogenous oscillation occurred in the absence of 
long-range projections (LRPs). LRPs were configured by replacing a defined (small) fraction of 
local PY-PY connections with excitatory projections to random PYs in the other network (0.1, 1, 
3, or 5% of local PY-PY connections). We evaluated the effect of a range of propagation delays 
for these LRPs (0, 1, 2, 5, 10, 30, and 50 msec). 
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Non-synaptic input currents 
All cells received a current injection INoise that was the sum of (1) a constant current 
injection ranging from 0 to 1.5 (generalized Pareto distribution with µ = 1, σ = -3, ξ = -3, median 
= 0.1895) to create spontaneously firing PYs and (2) a variable current with a random value 
drawn at every time-step (uniform distribution from 0 to 2 and 0 to 1.5 for PYs and INs, 
respectively). Non-invasive brain stimulation with transcranial Alternating Current stimulation 
(tACS) was modeled with a small current injection (ItACS, amplitude 1.0 corresponding to 10 pA, 
resulting in average in a membrane voltage depolarization of about 100 µV) into PY cells that 
are susceptible to applied electric fields because of their elongated somato-dendritic axes (Lopez 
et al., 1991; Radman et al., 2009; Tranchina and Nicholson, 1986). 
 
Model of transcranial Alternating Current Stimulation (tACS) 
The effect of the electric field resulting from tACS was modeled by injecting a small 
current into all PYs (Frohlich and McCormick, 2010). The amplitude (10 pA) was chosen such 
that the corresponding change of the membrane voltage was about 100 µV. INs were not 
stimulated since they hardly respond to weak electric fields due to their morphology (Radman et 




Network activity profiles were determined by the fraction of PY neurons that were firing 
over time. Both normalized cross-correlations and spectrograms were based on these activity 
profiles by network. Spectrograms were computed by Wavelet transformation with Morlet 
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wavelets (0.5 to 10 Hz in 0.5 Hz step-width). Macroscopic spatio-temporal activity states were 
distinguished by the median PY activity peaks (percent PYs firing) in 1 sec bins. Peaks (UP 
states) were extracted with the Matlab findpeaks function (threshold: 1% of maximum, dead time 
50 msec, Mathworks, Natwick, MA). Rapid fire (RF) was assigned to peak values > 60% of total 
number of PYs in the network, slow propagating (SP) was assigned to values 15-60%, and spiral 
wave (SW) was assigned to values < 15%. Relative time spent in different states was determined 
over all simulations with the two networks considered together. State-dependent transition 
probabilities were determined for a 1 sec window before stimulation onset, 1 sec after 
stimulation onset, and last 1 sec window of simulation after stimulation. 
 
Statistical analysis 
Data are reported as mean±SEM. Significance of correlations was determined by 






Figure 2.1. Long-range projections synchronize cortical areas in large-scale computational 
model. (A) Network model. Each network consists of 160,000 excitatory pyramidal neurons 
(PYs) and 40,000 inhibitory interneurons (INs). Synaptic connectivity: PY-PY, IN-PY: AMPA 
synapses; IN-PY: GABAA synapses. PYs in both networks are mutually connected by 
AMPAergic long-range projections (LRPs). (B) PY activity in each network. Left: No LRPs. 
Right: With LRPs. (C) Time snapshots of binned PY firing rates. Without (top) and with LRPs 
(bottom), Network 2 fires before Network 1; with LRPs, UP states are synchronized. Onset site 
remains the same (red arrow). Color represents instantaneous firing rate. (D) Phase space plots 
comparing the percentage of PYs firing in Network 1 with the percentage firing in Network 2. 
Trajectory close to unity line indicates synchronization of PY activity across networks in the 
presence of LRPs (right). (E) Correlation coefficients between homologous PYs across networks. 
Area of reduced correlation coefficients corresponds to the region of initiation of UP states in 
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Figure 2.2. LRP delays broaden the set of interaction dynamics between the two networks. 
Simulations clustered by maximum cross-correlation value with linkage analysis. Phase space 
plots and cross-correlograms shown for all clusters (defined by 90% of full tree). Dark blue 
represents clusters with the greatest magnitude of cross-correlation maxima, followed by cyan, 
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Figure 2.3. Emergent network activity states for LRP delays. (A-C) Cortical activity states 
characterized by different spatio-temporal activity patterns. Top: PY activity throughout 
simulation. Bottom: Time snapshots of PY activity. (A) Rapid fire state (RF): synchronized PY 
firing within a network. (B) Slow propagating state (SP): Activity originates in one or a few 
places and slowly traverses through the network. (C) Spiral wave state (SW): waves propagate 
from a central rotor in a spiral shape. (D) Percentage of time simulations spent in each state by 
delay, separated by network state (RF, SP, SW from left to right). (E) Frequency of state 
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Figure 2.4. Spontaneous transitions between metastable cortical states. (A) Example simulation 
with state transitions. Left to right: SP, SP/SW, RF, SW, SP, RF. (B) PY activity profile. Arrows 
correspond to time snapshots in (A). (C) Spectral power as a function of network state. Left: 
Time-averaged spectrum exhibits strong peak at endogenous network frequency (fmax ≈3 Hz). 
Middle: Spectrogram shows pronounced changes in power at fmax (dashed box). Right: Time-
course of power at fmax. Colored arrows correspond to time snapshots in (A). RF exhibited 
highest power at fmax. 
  

























































































Figure 2.5. Non-invasive brain stimulation demonstrates multistability of macroscopic activity in 
interconnected networks. Transcranial alternating current stimulation (tACS) induces outlasting 
changes in cortical state. (A) Example 1: PY activity plots and spectrograms of simulation 
receiving tACS. Red: tACS waveform. Network 1 was in RF at onset, which was enhanced by 
tACS with an outlasting effect on oscillation power. Network 2 began in SW, which was 
disrupted by tACS, and switched to RF that persisted after removal of tACS. (B) Example 2: 
Both networks began in RF but were disrupted by the onset of tACS. During tACS the networks 
exhibited SP with reduced power at 3 Hz compared to pre-onset behavior. After tACS, both 
networks switched to SW. (C) Percentage of time in each state by delay before, during, and after 
tACS. During tACS, the amount of spent in SP increased compared to before stimulation and 
was independent of delay. After tACS, time spent in SP was reduced compared to before tACS 
(for 10, 30, and 50 msec delays). There was also an increased amount of SW for all delays. (D) 
Transition probabilities between the network states without tACS (baseline), at the onset of 
tACS, and at the removal of tACS. Green numbers: Increase from baseline. Red numbers: 
Decrease from baseline. At the onset of tACS, SW transitions to either RF or SP, while SP and 
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maintained less than before stimulation, with a greater chance of transitioning to both SW and 




Figure 2.6. Stimulation enhances endogenous oscillations. (A) Increase in oscillation power by 
tACS across the two networks. (B) Outlasting effect of stimulation across the two networks. (C) 
Change in power during tACS versus change in power after tACS for each network over all 
simulations. Change in power after tACS is correlated to the change in power during tACS, 
demonstrating an outlasting effect of stimulation. (D) Correlation coefficients by delay for each 
plot in A-C (significant for all delays, p<0.05). (E) Heat map of the mean maximum cross-
correlation value and the offset of that value demonstrating the phase shift before, during, and 
after tACS. The maximum cross-correlation values show that tACS synchronized the two 
connected networks. The phase offset values show that the network were more phase-
synchronized during tACS, an effect that persisted after the removal of tACS. Yellow indicates 
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Figure 2.7. Mechanisms of SW behavior after tACS. (A) Distribution of behavior during tACS 
for simulations that ended in SW. Most SW simulations were in SP during tACS. (B) Left: Mean 
PY activity for the first 2.5 seconds of all simulations, grouped by behavior during tACS. 
Simulations that entered SP or SW during tACS had similar behavior before tACS. Right: Mean 
PY activity at onset of tACS (t=2.0). Simulations that entered SP and SW had greater activity at 
onset than simulations in RF. Error bars indicate SEM. (C) Influence of parameters on behavior 
during tACS. Left: LRP conductance and connectivity. Middle: LRP conductance and delay. 
Right: LRP connectivity and delay. Weak conductance and high LRP connectivity (low P(local)) 
predisposed a network against RF during tACS. This effect was enhanced with shorter delays. 
(D) Influence of parameters on behavior after tACS. Heat maps same as above. Weak LRP 
conductance and weak connectivity made a network more likely to enter SW after tACS, with no 
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Figure 2.8. Antiphase tACS induced new behaviors during stimulation. (A) Schematic of 
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network behavior. Antiphase tACS disrupts network behavior. Bottom: Offset of maximum 
cross-correlation value indicating phase difference between two networks. Phase difference 
increased greatly during antiphase tACS but returned to near-baseline levels after removal. (C) 
Example of strong antiphase tACS behavior. Left: cross-correlogram. Right: PY activity. Both 
networks fire at 3 Hz during tACS but in antiphase. (D) Example of interspersed weak firing 
tACS behavior. Networks have strong out-of-phase peaks, but weaker peaks are in phase with 
the other network. (E) Example of breaking from RF behavior. Network 2 was disrupted by 
tACS and entered SW after tACS. (F) Effects of parameters on antiphase tACS behavior. Higher 
connectivity and conductances made interspersed weak firing more likely, while lower LRP 
connectivity and conductances increased the amount of strong antiphase and breaking from RF 






CHAPTER 3: MULTIPLE CONFORMATIONS ARE A CONSERVED AND 
REGULATORY FEATURE OF THE RB1 5′ UTR1 
 
Introduction 
The process of RNA transcription from DNA dictates a direct sequence relationship 
between the two nucleic acid polymers (Crick, 1970). As a result, any sequence variants in the 
genome will necessarily exist in the transcriptome as well (Cancer Genome Atlas Research 
Network et al., 2012; Macias et al., 2008; Naruse et al., 2002). Unlike DNA, the nucleotides in 
RNA are free to interact in an intramolecular fashion resulting in folding of the polymer chain 
(Celander and Cech, 1991; Schroeder et al., 2004; Thirumalai and Woodson, 2000; Woodson, 
2002; Zarrinkar and Williamson, 1994). Stretches of RNA that are complementary in sequence 
have a propensity to pair, forming elements of RNA secondary structure (Agius et al., 2010; 
Zuker and Sankoff, 1984). The functional consequences of these structural elements depend on 
their molecular context (Bartel, 2009; Ulitsky and Bartel, 2013). Since the secondary structure of 
an RNA transcript is dependent on its sequence, variants occurring in transcripts have the 
potential to disrupt this structure resulting in an altered phenotype.  
A riboSNitch is broadly defined as an element in a non-coding RNA or an untranslated 
region (UTR) of an mRNA where a single nucleotide variant (SNV) results in a functionally 
                                                
1 This chapter previously appeared as an article in RNA. The original citation is as follows: 
Kutchko KM, Sanders W, Ziehr B, Phillips G, Solem A, Halvorsen M, Weeks KM, Moorman N, 
Laederach A (2015) Multiple conformations are a conserved and regulatory feature of the RB1 5' 
UTR. RNA 21(7):1274-85. doi:10.1261/rna.049221.114. (Kutchko et al., 2015) 
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important structural rearrangement (Halvorsen et al., 2010; Lokody, 2014; Martin et al., 2012; 
Ritz et al., 2012; Wan et al., 2014). It is similar to a bacterial riboswitch, where binding of a 
small molecule results in a conformational rearrangement and gene regulation (Mandal et al., 
2003; Tucker and Breaker, 2005; Weinberg et al., 2007, 2011). RiboSNitches exist because of 
RNA’s propensity to adopt multiple conformations (Lee and Tarn, 2013; Rogler et al., 2014; 
Sanchez et al., 2006; Taft et al., 2010). A single point mutation has the potential to alter the 
thermodynamic folding landscape, favoring alternative conformations (Laederach et al., 2007; 
Ritz et al., 2013; Russell et al., 2002; Solomatin et al., 2010). We first described riboSNitches 
when we analyzed the structural consequences of human disease-associated mutations on UTRs 
and non-coding RNAs (ncRNAs) (Halvorsen et al., 2010). We identified six human diseases 
(Hyperferritinemia Cataract Syndrome, b-Thalassemia, Cartilage-Hair Hypoplasia, 
Retinoblastoma, Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease, and Hypertension) where more than 
one associated SNV were predicted to alter the structure of a UTR or ncRNA using the SNPfold 
algorithm (Halvorsen et al., 2010). Retinoblastoma, or cancer of the retina, is frequently caused 
by SNVs in Retinoblastoma 1 (RB1), a tumor suppressor gene (Jacks et al., 1992; Lee et al., 
1987; Valverde et al., 2005). We report here a detailed structural and functional analysis of the 
RB1 5′ UTR including two SNVs observed in individuals diagnosed with retinoblastoma (Cowell 
et al., 1996; Macias et al., 2008).  
We use here high-resolution SHAPE (selective 2′-hydroxyl acylation analyzed by primer 
extension) to experimentally probe the structures of the wildtype and mutant RB1 5′ UTRs, 
revealing that the 5′ UTR of RB1 is indeed a riboSNitch. We used the SHAPE reactivities that 
we obtained to direct Boltzmann suboptimal sampling and predict the structural ensemble of 
each sequence. These different structural ensembles provide a structural framework for 
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understanding the etiology of retinoblastoma in these individuals. To further validate our 
structural model of disease, we probed other eukaryotic RB1 5′ UTRs whose sequences were 
different from the human sequence but maintained structural compatibility with our model. By 
identifying regions in the UTR that are both disrupted by disease-associated mutations and 
conserved phylogenetically, we reveal the important regulatory structural features of the RB1 5′ 
UTR and propose a mechanism, supported by changes in expression observed in luciferase 
assays, for how these mutations lead to the retinoblastoma phenotype. 
 
Results 
The RB1 5′ UTR is a riboSNitch associated with retinoblastoma 
We previously predicted with the SNPfold algorithm that two retinoblastoma-associated 
SNVs mapping to the RB1 5′ UTR alter its structure (Halvorsen et al., 2010). The two SNVs, 
G17C and G18U (with respect to the transcription start site), were identified in a clinical genetics 
panel of patients with retinoblastoma (Cowell et al., 1996; Macias et al., 2008), suggesting that 
the G17C and G18U SNVs were causative of retinoblastoma (Cowell et al., 1996; Macias et al., 
2008). Importantly, the patients with these SNVs had no other mutations near their RB1 gene 
that could explain the phenotype. Subsequent analysis of RB1 protein expression concluded that 
the G17C SNV altered the levels of the tumor suppressor, but no further characterization was 
carried out (Cowell et al., 1996). 
The RB1 5′ UTR is particularly barren in terms of functional or experimental genomic 
annotations (Figure 3.1A and 3.1B). Indeed, only a single Argonaute RNA Binding Protein 
(RBP, Figure 3.1B) site was identified in genome-wide PAR-CLIP (Photoactivatable-
Ribonucleoside-Enhanced Crosslinking and Immunoprecipitation) experiments (Anders et al., 
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2012). No Rfam motifs scored significantly on the sequence, indicating there are no known 
structural motifs (Gardner et al., 2009; Griffiths-Jones et al., 2003, 2005, Hafner et al., 2010a, 
2010b). This contrasts with the RB1 3′ UTR and coding sequence where a high density of RBP 
binding was suggested by PAR-CLIP data (Figure 3.1A) (Anders et al., 2012). The vast majority 
of known retinoblastoma-associated SNVs lie in the RB1 coding sequence (vertical lines, Figure 
3.1A and 3.1B), indicating that mutations and/or alterations to the protein are the cause of the 
disease etiology in most patients. Nonetheless, the 5′ UTR of RB1 and the two associated SNVs 
we identified present a unique system to study the specifics of SNV-induced RNA structure 
change, where structural mechanisms potentially cause human disease in the absence of known 
RBP-binding motifs or structural elements.  
Representative raw SHAPE capillary electrophoresis (SHAPE-CE) (Karabiber et al., 
2013; Mitra et al., 2008; Wilkinson et al., 2005) traces illustrated in Figure 3.1C clearly 
demonstrate that both the G17C (gold) and G18U (purple) SNVs significantly alter the UTR 
transcript structure, while the C4A control mutation (red) does not. When the data are averaged 
over five repeats and compared with two control mutations (C4A and C166U, red and green, 
respectively), distinct patterns of structural disruption occur with both retinoblastoma-associated 
SNVs (Figures 3.1D and 3.1E; Figure S3.1A) consistent with our SNPfold predictions 
(Halvorsen et al., 2010). These data suggest that the human RB1 5′ UTR is a structural 
riboSNitch, as previously predicted.  
We examined recent ChIP-seq data from the ENCODE project to locate transcription 
factor binding sites (TFBSs) near the RB1 gene locus in cell lines GM12878 (B-lymphocyte) and 
K562 (erythromyeloblastoid leukemia) (Encode Project Consortium et al., 2012). Although there 
are no publicly-available ChIP-seq data sets for human retinal cells, hereditary mutations in RB1 
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also lead to cancer in other tissues (Marees et al., 2008). We found 61 ChIP-seq point-source 
peaks, corresponding to 32 unique proteins, within 200 nucleotides of the annotated transcription 
start site (TSS) (Figure S3.2A). A majority of these peaks (74%) map 5′ of the TSS, indicating 
that the RB1 gene is conventionally regulated (Figure S3.2B). Out of these potential regulators, 
only 11 (18%) of the point-source peaks map to within 20 nucleotides of the G17C and G18U 
SNVs (Figure S3.2C). We then investigated the sequence motifs for the transcription factors 
belonging to these 11 nearby peaks to see if any matched the beginning of the RB1 gene. We 
found that only MAZ and EGR1 have binding motifs that overlap G17C or G18U (Figure 
S3.2D). The mutations are located in the transcribed portion of the gene and sufficiently distant 
from a majority of known transcriptional regulators. Therefore, further investigation into the 
structure of the RB1 riboSNitch is warranted as a possible mechanism of disease.  
 
Retinoblastoma SNVs and the 5′ UTR structural ensemble 
No clear patterns of common structural disruption appear in the G17C and G18U mutant 
transcript SHAPE data (Figure 3.1). The large peaks visible in the G18U trace (Figure 3.1E, 
purple) that appear to differ from WT near nucleotide 100 are the result of our plotting standard 
error as line width. The resulting mean SHAPE reactivity at these sites does not suggest a 
significant structural disruption far downstream of the G18U mutation. To visualize potential 
common structural features of the two disease-associated transcripts, we performed suboptimal 
Boltzmann sampling to generate a representative ensemble of structures each sequence adopts 
(Ding et al., 2004, 2005). To generate an ensemble consistent with experimental observation, we 
used the SHAPE reactivities to direct the sampling as a pseudo-free energy term with the 
program RNAstructure (Deigan et al., 2009; Hajdin et al., 2013; Mathews, 2004). Thus, the 
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Boltzmann suboptimal sampling (Figure 3.2) is consistent with the experimental SHAPE data 
shown in Figures 3.1D and 3.1E.  
The suboptimal structures projected onto the common principal component analysis 
(PCA) space for the three transcripts (wildtype blue, G17C gold, and G18U purple) reveal 
important similarities in the type of structural change observed for the RB1 5′ UTR (Figure 3.2). 
The wildtype (WT) RB1 5′ UTR (blue dots) forms three structural clusters while both disease-
associated SNVs collapse the ensemble to a single cluster (gold and purple). This analysis 
suggests that retinoblastoma-associated SNVs decrease the structural diversity of the UTR, 
favoring a structurally homogenous ensemble compared to that of WT. Representative structures 
for each cluster of conformations, near each cluster’s centroid, find a P1 stem (green) present in 
each WT structure. In addition, the G18U SNV forms a single structure similar to one of the 
three WT structures. G17C also collapses the ensemble, but favors an entirely different structure 
with an alternative P1 (Alt-P1) stem. The representative structures are both informed by and 
compatible with the SHAPE profile for that sequence (Figure S3.1B). All four structural 
conformations contain a conserved P2 stem (orange) not disrupted by either SNV. 
 
Two sequential high-probability hairpins in the human RB1 5′ UTR 
The principal component projection in Figure 3.2 is ideal for visualizing the entire 
Boltzmann ensemble, but it does not reveal specifics of most common structural features in the 
mRNA. The SHAPE reactivities were used to direct estimation of the partition function for each 
sequence using the program suite RNAstructure, from which we obtained the base pairing 
probabilities (Bernhart et al., 2006; Deigan et al., 2009; Mathews, 2004; McCaskill, 1990). As 
can be seen in Figure 3.3A, two hairpin loops (one small and one large, denoted P1 and P2) 
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occur with over 90% frequency. Thus, although the WT RB1 5′ UTR adopts three classes of 
conformations (Figure 2), these two hairpins occur in a large majority of the sampled structures 
and are a common feature of all three conformations. 
The Shannon entropy of the base-pair probabilities for the WT and two mutant constructs 
are consistent with the changes observed in PCA space. In this context, Shannon entropy is a 
measure of structural homogeneity at a particular nucleotide; a low value indicates that the 
nucleotide always forms the same base pair (or lack thereof), and a high value indicates that the 
nucleotide exists in a variety of base-pairing contexts (Huynen et al., 1997; Kennedy et al., 2008; 
Mantegna et al., 1994). We calculated the Shannon entropy of each nucleotide using the SHAPE-
directed base pair probabilities. As can be seen in Figure 3.3B, both disease-associated SNVs 
lower the local entropy of the bases near the site of mutation. The G17C mutation drastically 
increases the entropy of bases in the P1 helix (nucleotides 44-49) while the entropy of the P2 
helices remains unaffected by mutation.  
 
Phylogenetically related RB1 5′ UTRs 
The high-probability hairpins in the human RB1 5′ UTR provide a starting point for 
structurally informed phylogenetic comparisons to other eukaryotic sequences. Structural 
alignment based solely on sequence comparisons is challenging in eukaryotic UTRs, as these 
tend to be either too highly conserved or too divergent for traditional covariation analysis (Eddy, 
2006; Griffiths-Jones et al., 2003; Nawrocki et al., 2009). As such, traditional covariation 
approaches do not produce strong or useful models, explaining the dearth of structural 
annotations in the RB1 5′ UTR. Nonetheless, our data on the WT and mutant human RB1 5′ 
UTRs suggest that an important structural element is present (two high-probability hairpins, P1 
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and P2). Furthermore, based on the data presented here, we propose that multiple conformations 
are critical for the proper regulation of this transcript. 
A multiple sequence alignment of the 20 known homologous eukaryotic RB1 5′ UTRs 
indicates a high level of sequence conservation in this transcript (Figure 3.4A). This high level of 
conservation is paralleled in the coding sequence as well (Figure S3.3). From this alignment 
alone a covariance model cannot be derived as very few columns reveal significant covariation 
signal. When the SHAPE-derived human base-pairing probabilities (or partition function) are 
projected on the alignment, however, it is clear the P1 and P2 stem loops occur in highly 
conserved regions of the alignment, suggesting structural conservation of this element. To 
quantify this conservation, we computed a structural similarity score by summing the base-pair 
probabilities for consistent base pairs for each aligned homologous sequence. We plotted these 
structural similarity scores against the corresponding sequence similarity scores, revealing the 
correlation between the two metrics (Figure 3.4B).  
The purpose of this analysis was to identify RB1 5′ UTR sequences that are highly 
divergent from human in sequence but maintain consistency with the WT structure. In addition, 
because the G17C and G18U disease-associated constructs adopt different structural ensembles, 
we also computed structural similarity scores relative to those two ensembles (Figure 3.4B, 
inset). Although the rat and mouse RB1 5′ UTR sequences are the most divergent from the 
human sequence, they are also missing the region containing the G17C and G18U mutations 
(Figure 3.4A). As such, we did not consider these RNAs for further structural analysis.  
Both the domestic cow (Bos taurus) and the manatee (Trichechus manatus latirostris) 
RB1 5′ UTR sequences diverge from human sequence. When the cow sequence is compared by 
alignment to the SHAPE-informed human structural model (Figure 3.4A), it becomes apparent 
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that the major structural features of the UTR (the P1 and P2 stems) are still compatible with both 
sequences. Furthermore, when we compute the structural similarity scores (Figure 3.4B), we see 
that despite being relatively divergent in sequence, both the cow and manatee sequences remain 
compatible with the human SHAPE-directed structural model. In addition, the transcription start 
site for the cow RB1 transcript has been experimentally determined as part of the domestic cow 
whole-genome assembly (Zimin et al., 2009, 2012). Further inspection of structural similarity 
scores for WT, G17C, and G18U (blue, gold, and purple, Figure 3.4B inset) reveal that the 
manatee RB1 5′ UTR is most consistent (as measured by structural similarity score) with the 
human WT structure relative to the two disease-associated mutants. The manatee is also the 
organism most phylogenetically distant from human in the multiple sequence alignment (Figure 
3.4A) (Sayers et al., 2009). We therefore chose to further characterize the structure of the 
manatee and cow RB1 5′ UTRs by SHAPE structural probing. 
Next, we performed SHAPE for the cow and manatee RB1 5′ UTRs (Figure 3.4C; Figure 
S3.4A). We aligned the SHAPE data for the cow (brown) and manatee (grey) UTRs to human 
(blue) according to the multiple sequence alignment in Figure 3.4A. Qualitatively, we observed 
similar patterns of reactivity in the most conserved regions of the sequence. However, only 
SHAPE-directed prediction of the Boltzmann suboptimal ensemble reveals the common features 
of these three RNAs.  
The conservation of multiple, populated alternative structures as a feature of RB1 5′ 
UTRs is further supported by SHAPE-directed Boltzmann suboptimal sampling for cow and 
manatee (Figure 3.5A). Indeed, both sequences can adopt multiple conformations, with the 
manatee 5′ UTR even adopting three conformations like the human WT. Representative 
structures for each sequence demonstrate that the P1 and P2 helices are a common feature for 
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each structural conformation. These structures correspond to the SHAPE reactivities for the cow 
and manatee sequences (Figure S3.4B). The conservation of the core P1 and P2 helices are 
confirmed when the high probability base pairs for cow and manatee are compared with human 
(Figure 3.5B). Interestingly, in both cow and manatee, the P1 helix is shifted 3′, to a position 
analogous to the Alt-P1 helix observed in the G17C mutant. Thus, while the precise structure of 
the core helices is not perfectly conserved, the overall architecture of the ensemble is present in 
all three WT sequences. The main structural feature conserved in the human, cow, and manatee 
WT RB1 5′ UTRs is the presence of alternative conformations. Multiple conformations are also 
lost as a structural feature in the G17C and G18U SNVs (Figure 3.2) suggesting multiple 
conformations are an important component of the disease etiology. 
For another measure of conformational flexibility, we computed the Shannon entropy of 
each nucleotide in the ensemble for human, cow, and manatee WT sequences as well as the 
sequences with the disease-associated mutations (Figure 3.5C). The distributions of the human 
WT and mutant entropies show that the two disease-associated mutations reduced the median 
entropy, corresponding to the collapse of the structural ensemble observed with the principal 
component decomposition (Figure 3.2). The cow and manatee ensembles (brown and grey dots, 
respectively) both have higher median entropies than the disease-associated constructs, 
consistent with our sequence/structure analysis. 
 
Structure/function relationships with luciferase reporter assays 
To understand the functional consequences of the observed structural changes in the RB1 
5′ UTR, we performed quantitative luciferase reporter assays in transiently transfected cells. We 
measured both Firefly luciferase activity (Figure S3.5A) and RNA levels (Figure S3.5B) for each 
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construct relative to an empty vector control (Figure 3.5D). We also measured transfection 
efficiency with a Renilla luciferase control and found no difference between the different 
constructs (Figure S3.5C). The x-axis in Figure 3.5D represents luciferase transcript levels, while 
the y-axis shows luciferase activity relative to the control. The line in Figure 3.5D is a regression 
through the three WT constructs (human, cow, and manatee) and represents mean relative 
luciferase expression. We observe a qualitative inverse correlation between expression and the 
entropy of each sequence (Figure 3.5C), consistent with the hypothesis that multiple structures 
are important to WT function. Surprisingly, the C4A mutation also increases expression relative 
to WT, even though it does not significantly affect structure. This mutation was computationally 
predicted as not disruptive of the structural ensemble, but its close proximity to the 5′ cap may 
affect translation initiation. It is important to note that the C4A mutation has not been observed 
in any individual (healthy or diseased); in fact, the RB1 5′ UTR is highly conserved in 
mammalian genomes (Figure 3.4A). 
 
Discussion 
The role of structure in eukaryotic UTR evolution is still poorly understood since 
traditional approaches, such as covariation analysis, have not revealed conserved features in a 
majority of mRNAs (Eddy, 2006; Gardner et al., 2011; Nawrocki et al., 2009). Indeed, UTRs and 
a majority of non-coding RNAs produced in eukaryotes are either not conserved or so highly 
conserved (as is the case for the RB1 5′ UTR) that strong covariation signals cannot be derived 
(Gardner and Giegerich, 2004; Stevens et al., 2011; Widmann et al., 2012). In contrast, 
alignment-based structure prediction has identified thousands of conserved secondary structure 
motifs in prokaryotic genomes (Weinberg and Breaker, 2011; Weinberg et al., 2007, 2009, 
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2011). 
The cellular milieu is quite different in prokaryotes and eukaryotes; multiple RNA 
helicases in the latter likely reduce the importance of RNA structure in many regulatory 
processes (Burckin et al., 2005; Coller and Parker, 2005; Russell et al., 2012). Nonetheless, 
mutations that affect RNA structure and consequently alter human phenotypes are not limited to 
the RB1 5′ UTR (Halvorsen et al., 2010; Lokody, 2014; Martin et al., 2012; Wan et al., 2014). 
Interestingly, when genome-wide association studies include genetic variation in non-coding 
regions of the genome, a majority of highly associated SNPs (Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms) 
map outside of the coding region (Benjamin et al., 2007; Bulik-Sullivan et al., 2013; Martin et 
al., 2012). The lack of retinoblastoma-associated mutations mapping to non-coding regions of 
the gene (Figure 3.1A) is likely the result of clinical genomics sequencing bias; until recently 
such studies focused almost exclusively on coding regions of the genome (Cancer Genome Atlas 
Research Network et al., 2012; Macias et al., 2008; Naruse et al., 2002). It is therefore likely that 
other SNVs in the RB1 5′ UTR will cause retinoblastoma, but have yet to be reported in publicly 
available databases. In fact, a third private SNV was identified in a patient with retinoblastoma 
(Figure 3.1B), but it was not predicted to alter the mRNA’s structure (Halvorsen et al., 2010). 
This mutation is near the start codon and likely affects expression through a different mechanism 
than structure change. 
A recent genome-wide characterization of human transcriptome secondary structure in 
three individuals identified almost 2000 riboSNitches in a family trio (Wan et al., 2014). These 
data suggest that SNV-induced structure change is quite common and in most cases 
phenotypically benign; the study was carried out on three healthy individuals. The propensity of 
SNVs to affect RNA structure thus appears to be a general phenomenon. What makes the RB1 5′ 
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UTR system particularly interesting as a novel riboSNitch is the nature of the observed structure 
changes. For both disease-associated SNVs, the mutations collapse the ensemble into a single 
structure, and for the case of G18U, the single structure is very similar to a wildtype 
conformation, with no disruption of important structural motifs. Our data suggest that the 
formation of a single structure is deleterious to the regulation of RB1. This conclusion is 
supported by the fact that the two other wildtype RB1 UTRs we investigated (cow and manatee) 
also adopt multi-structure ensembles. 
Our transient transfection assays (Figure 3.5D; Figure S3.5) reveal the complexity of 
structure/function relationships in eukaryotic gene regulation. We observe that the three mutant 
RB1 5′ UTRs have higher expression compared to WT (regression line, Figure 3.5D). Renilla co-
transfection controls (Figure S3.5C) suggest the important difference in RNA expression of the 
WT and mutant constructs (as measured by qRT-PCR) is not the result of differences in 
transfection efficiency. Our assay is nonetheless primarily designed to measure translation 
efficiency, but the possibility that a riboSNitch could alter RNA expression is intriguing and 
warrants further study. There are many transcriptional riboswitches in bacteria, and changes in 
UTR structure in eukaryotes may affect transcription too (Batey et al., 2004; Stoddard et al., 
2008, 2010). One other aspect of expression we could not directly measure in these assays is 
RNA degradation. It is possible that the large changes in expression we observe are due to 
differential stabilities of the mutant mRNAs in the cell. One final consideration with these assays 
is that they were performed in HeLa cells, which are known to have altered transcriptional and 
post-transcriptional programs (Landry et al., 2013; Murray et al., 2004). 
Phylogenetic comparison of RNAs remains a powerful tool for determining structure, 
especially in prokaryotic systems where covariation signals are sufficient to unambiguously 
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determine secondary structure (Gutell et al., 2002; Mertz et al., 2009; Michel and Westhof, 
1990). Our comparative analysis of the human, cow, and manatee RB1 5′ UTRs suggest that 
structural elements are conserved in non-coding regions of messages as a result of selective 
pressure. For this UTR, a single structure is not selected for; instead, diversity of the structural 
landscape is conserved. This observation may explain the high degree of evolutionary sequence 
conservation (Figure 3.4A) and lack of covariation signal observed in the UTR. Selection for a 
single structure favors canonical covariation, but little is known about how tolerant specific 
structural ensembles are to mutation and covariation. With the advent of high-throughput 
techniques for obtaining high-resolution structural probing data (Siegfried et al., 2014), along 
with new methods of profiling RNA structural ensembles (Rogers and Heitsch, 2014), it will 
become feasible to determine the role of specific structural ensembles in regulating eukaryotic 
expression through genomic analysis.  
 
Methods 
SHAPE data collection 





CGGTTC) was inserted between the SgfI and MluI sites of the pCMV6-AC nontagged 
precision shuttle vector (Origene). Hairpin adapters are indicated in bold. The mutant sequences, 












TTC) sequences were also cloned by Genscript into pUC57. A T7 promoter 
(TAATACGACTCACTATAGGG) was introduced to the 5′ end of the 5′ UTR during PCR 
amplification followed by transcription with the T7 high yield RNA synthesis kit (New England 
Biolabs) and cleanup by MegaClear (Ambion). 
Selective 2′-hydroxyl acylation analyzed by primer extension (SHAPE) experiments 
were performed as previously described (Martin et al., 2012) with a few modifications. 2 pmol 
RNA were used for each reaction and, after denaturation as previously described, were folded in 
a final concentration of 100 mM HEPES, pH 8.0, 10 mM MgCl2, 100 mM KCl at 37°C for 15 
min. Primer extension was performed as previously described, but with 2 pmol of Vic or Ned-
labeled primer without RNase inhibitor. The samples with and without NMIA were reverse 
transcribed with the Vic-labeled primer; the Ned-labeled primer was used to make sequencing 
ladders using unreacted RNA and 1 ul 5 mM ddGTP, ddCTP, ddATP or ddTTP. The base and 
neutralization steps used to degrade remaining RNA in the cDNA samples were found to be 
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unnecessary and were eliminated in later experiments. The cDNA pellets were dried, 
resuspended in Hi-Di formamide (Applied Biosystems/Life Technologies), and run on an 
Applied Biosystems 3500 Genetic Analyzer. The resulting data were analyzed using QuSHAPE 
(Karabiber et al., 2013). 
 
SHAPE data averaging and visualization 
A minimum of five experimental repeats were collected for each construct, and the data 
were filtered for quality control as previously described (Martin et al., 2012). SHAPE reactivities 
for each experiment were normalized as described in (Wilkinson et al., 2008). Briefly, the mean 
reactivity at each nucleotide was found for the background (-NMIA) conditions. The positions 
with the highest background signal (3.6%-7.0% of nucleotides) were manually identified for 
each construct, not used in the averaging, and indicated as no data (asterisks in Figures 3.1D, 
3.1E, and 3.4C). For each SHAPE experiment, the background was scaled so that the mean of 
those positions in the background would equal the mean of those positions with the reagent. To 
find the SHAPE reactivities, the background reactivities were subtracted from the reagent 
reactivities, and these were normalized by the 2%-8% method described in (Wilkinson et al., 
2005, 2006, 2008). Nucleotides 142-176 in the B. taurus sequence were not considered in 
structure prediction because of difficulty aligning to the ladder. 





Boltzmann suboptimal sampling and principal component visualization  
The partition program in RNAstructure (v5.6) was used to compute the partition function 
used for all structure prediction and sampling calculations (Deigan et al., 2009; Hajdin et al., 
2013; Mathews, 2004). SHAPE data was used to direct all simulations as described in (Deigan et 
al., 2009) using standard parameters (SHAPE intercept: -0.6 kcal/mol, SHAPE slope: 1.8 
kcal/mol, and temperature: 310.15K). For suboptimal sampling, we used RNAstructure’s 
stochastic to generate 5000 structures for each sampled sequence. These structures were coded as 
binary vectors by whether each nucleotide was base paired. Principal component visualization of 
suboptimal structures was carried out with the R Project for Statistical Computing (v3.1.0). The 
principal component space for human structures was created by first predicting which mutations 
in the human sequence would maximize overall entropy, sampling suboptimal structures from 
both entropy-maximizing mutations and the WT sequence (without SHAPE data), and finding 
the principal components of those sampled structures in aggregate. For cow and manatee, the 
native principal component space was used. Representative structures for each cluster were 
chosen from sampled structures near each cluster’s centroid, as the centroid does not necessarily 
correspond to a sampled structure. Arc diagrams were created using R4RNA (Lai et al., 2012). 




The SHAPE-directed base-pairing probabilities found by RNAstructure’s ProbabilityPlot 
were used for calculations of Shannon entropy. The Shannon entropy of each nucleotide was 
calculated by the method in (Huynen et al., 1997): 
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where Si is the entropy of nucleotide i and Pi,j is the probability of nucleotides i and j base pairing 
(which is the probability of nucleotide i being unpaired when i=j). 
 
Sequence analysis of homologous RB1 transcripts  
Homologous sequences to the human RB1 5′ UTR were identified with NCBI BLAST. A 
multiple sequence alignment was created with MAFFT (v6.850) (Katoh and Toh, 2008) with the 
EMBL-EBI webserver (McWilliam et al., 2013) and then refined manually. Using each partition 
function for the human sequences (WT, G17C, G18U) a structure similarity score for each 
homologous sequence was computed: 
 
The structure similarity score for sequence q (Tq) quantifies the compatibility of a given 
sequence with the human, SHAPE-directed partition function. Phuman(i, j) is the probability of 
alignment positions i and j base based on the human, SHAPE-directed partition function. Each 
probability is only included in the sum if those alignment positions can form a valid Watson-
Crick or wobble base pair in sequence q. The denominator contains the sum of all base-pairing 
probabilities for the human sequence. As such, structure similarity scores have a value between 0 
and 1. Sequence similarity was computed using the alistat software, which is part of the 
HMMER package (Eddy, 2009; Finn et al., 2011; Johnson et al., 2010). To visualize sequence 
and structural divergence, the structural similarity score to WT for each homologous sequence 
was plotted against the sequence conservation score. 




Phuman (i, j)valid (i, j ),i< j∑
Phuman (i, j)i< j∑
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The phylogeny of the RB1 gene was found through an NCBI BLAST search of the 
human RB1 coding DNA sequence. The translations of these coding sequences were aligned by 
MAFFT (Katoh and Toh, 2008). From this multiple sequence alignment, a phylogenetic tree was 
created using PhyML (Guindon et al., 2010). The tree was rooted by the manatee sequence, the 
only non-Boreoeutherian mammal in the tree (Sayers et al., 2009). 
 
Luciferase Assays and qPCR to measure expression  
For luciferase assays, each RB1 construct was cloned into the pGL3-control vector 
between the SV40promoter and the Firefly luciferase CDS by Genscript. HeLa cells were 
transfected with 0.5 µg plasmid DNA and harvested 24 hours later using Cell Culture Lysis 
Reagent (Promega # E153A). Luciferase activity was measured on a luminometer (Molecular 
Devices) using Luciferase Assay Substrate (Promega # E151C). The protein content of the 
samples was determined by Bradford assay. The luciferase readings were normalized to protein 
content in each lysate, as determined by the Bradford assay (n=4). 
To control for differences in transfection efficiency we repeated our transfections 
including a common Renilla luciferase construct (n=2). Following measurement of Firefly 
luciferase we measured the exact same sample for Renilla abundance. The abundance of Renilla 
was normalized to sample protein content. 
Total RNA was extracted from the same lysates used in the luciferase assays using Trizol 
reagent. The RNA was DNase treated using Ambion Turbo DNA-free (AM1907). cDNA was 
generated using Ambion High Capacity cDNA Reverse Transcription Kit (#4368813). cDNA 
abundance was measured by quantitative real time PCR (qRT-PCR) on a BioRad CFX96 Real-
Time System using the following primers: luciferase 5′-ACAAAGGCTATCAGGTGGCT-3′, 5′-
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CGTGCTCCAAAACAACAACG-3′; GAPDH 5′-CTGTTGCTGTAGCCAAATTCGT-3′, 5′-
ACCCACTCCTCCACCTTTGAC-3′. The abundance of luciferase RNA was determined by the 
∆∆Ct method using GAPDH as the reference transcript (n=4). Values reported for both luciferase 







Figure 3.1. Disease-associated mutations in the 5′ UTR of RB1 change its SHAPE profile. (A) 


























































































with reference to the 27 exons of the gene. Top: Experimentally-determined PAR-CLIP 
(Photoactivatable-Ribonucleoside-Enhanced Crosslinking and Immunoprecipitation) RNA 
Binding Protein (RBP) sites obtained from doRiNA database, from top to bottom: R521H, FUS, 
EWSR1, FMR1 isoform 1, FMR1 isoform 7, C17ORF85, PUM2, TIAL1, FXR2, ZC3H7B, 
TIA1, IGF2BP1-3, AGO1-4, ELAV1 (Anders et al., 2012). We observed that a majority of RBP 
binding sites are in the 3′ UTR and coding sequence. Middle: Exons of the RB1 gene, to scale, 
including splice junctions. Light blue: 5′ UTR, green: coding sequence (CDS), dark blue: 3′ 
UTR. Bottom: Positions of known retinoblastoma-associated point mutations, insertions, and 
deletions, from the Human Gene Mutation Database (HGMD), indicated as vertical black bars 
(George et al., 2008; Stenson et al., 2003). (B) Close-up schematic of exon 1 with a single PAR-
CLIP site (Argonaute 2) mapping to the 5′ UTR. Corresponding retinoblastoma-associated 
mutations, G17C and G18U, which were previously predicted to alter the UTR structure 
(Halvorsen et al., 2010). (C) Representative raw SHAPE (selective 2′ hydroxyl acylation 
analyzed by primer extension) capillary electrophoresis traces for the WT (blue), G17C (gold), 
G18U (purple), and C4A (red) UTRs before normalization and averaging. Differences between 
the sequences across positions 17-24 show that the two disease-associated mutations result in 
large structural changes as predicted. (D-E) Normalized SHAPE profiles for wildtype, mutant, 
and structural control UTRs; area represents mean ± SD normalized SHAPE values over five 
repeats. The region containing nucleotides with mutation-induced structure change are 
highlighted in gray. Asterisks indicate positions where the background control peak was too high 
to accurately determine SHAPE reactivity for the nucleotide. (D) WT (blue), G17C (gold), C4A 





Figure 3.2. Mutations collapse the structural space of the RB1 5' UTR. Center: Principal 
component decomposition of Boltzmann sampled suboptimal structures using SHAPE-directed 
free energy calculations (Deigan et al., 2009; Wilkinson et al., 2009). Representative structures 
are plotted next to the principal component space with their corresponding arc diagram. WT 
(blue) adopts three distinct conformations, while G17C (gold) adopts one cluster distinctly 
different than any WT structure. G18U (purple) adopts one major conformation that overlaps 
with one of the three WT structures, indicating that both sequences contain the same class of 
structures, seen in the arc diagrams (right). Positions 17 and 18 are denoted in gray when not 
mutated and in color when mutated. All structures include a major paired region (P2abc; orange). 
The WT and G18U conformations all contain another paired region (P1; green), while G17C 
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Figure 3.3. Elements of the core structure in the 5′ UTR can be disrupted by mutation. (A) WT 
base-pair probabilities greater than 50% computed using a SHAPE-directed free energy function 
(Deigan et al., 2009; Wilkinson et al., 2009) plotted as an arc diagram; they reveal a core 
structure containing two helices, P1 and P2. The P2 helix has two bulges yielding the P2a, P2b, 
and P2c paired regions. Peripheral helices are lower probability and thus more variable. (B) 
Shannon entropies for individual nucleotides in WT (blue), G17C (gold) and G18U (purple). The 
two retinoblastoma-associated mutations drastically reduce the entropy of nucleotides 13-23 
relative to WT, and G17C changes the pattern of entropy over the P1 helix. The P2 helix has low 
entropy in all three constructs, indicating a well-defined structure and suggesting the mutations 
do not alter this region of the mRNA. 
  


































Figure 3.4. Comparative sequence analysis predicts manatee and domestic cow RB1 5′ UTRs 
have conserved structural features present in the human construct. (A) Top: Ensemble of human 
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Phylogeny from coding sequence
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structures for the RB1 WT 5′ UTR, represented by predicted arcs colored by base pairing 
probability. Bottom: Multiple sequence alignment of the RB1 5′ UTR, showing that the UTR is 
highly conserved in mammals. Phylogenetic tree was created from the RB1 protein sequence 
from each organism (Figure S3). The length of the black branches indicates evolutionary 
distance, and the dashed blue lines connect the leaves of the tree to their corresponding 
organism. (B) X-axis: sequence similarity score. Y-axis: structural similarity score (consistency 
of each sequence from the alignment to the SHAPE-directed partition function for human WT). 
The sequences we are interested in, which are most divergent in sequence yet highly conserved 
in structure, are easily visualized by trending to the top left corner. We used this plot to identify 
candidate UTR sequences for further SHAPE structural characterization. We chose to study the 
domestic cow (B. taurus) as it diverges significantly from human in sequence but has a relatively 
high structural similarity. In addition, the transcription start site of the cow RB1 5′ UTR was 
recently verified experimentally (Zimin et al., 2009, 2012). The manatee RB1 5′ UTR was 
chosen for further experimental characterization since it is structurally similar to human WT 
(blue diamond, inset) and differs significantly from G17C and G18U (gold and purple diamonds, 
inset). (C) SHAPE structure probing for human (blue), domestic cow (brown) and manatee 
(grey) mapped onto the alignment of these sequences. Qualitative similarities in the protection 





Figure 3.5. Multiple divergent conformations are a conserved feature of the cow and manatee 
RB1 5′ UTRs. (A) Center: Principal component decomposition of SHAPE-directed Boltzmann 
suboptimal sampling for the B. taurus (brown) and T.m. latirostris (grey) RB1 5′ UTRs. Both 
these RNAs display multiple well-populated conformations. Representative structures are plotted 
next to their corresponding arc diagrams. The P1 and P2 stem structures, analogous to those 
observed in human, are annotated with green and orange respectively. (B) Arc diagrams of high-
probability base pairs for the B. taurus (left) and T.m. latirostris (grey) compared to high-
probability base pairs in H. sapiens. The P1 and P2 stem structures are consistent with the 
predicted structural similarity of these sequences. (C) Shannon entropy for each base using 
SHAPE-directed prediction of the partition function. The WT human, cow, and manatee UTRs 
have the highest median entropies, consistent with these UTRs forming multiple structures, while 
the two disease-associated UTRs have lower Shannon entropy. (D) Scatter plot of luciferase 
activity (y-axis) vs luciferase RNA abundance (x-axis) for the human, cow, and manatee WT 
constructs (blue, brown, and grey, respectively) and the three human mutant UTRs (C4A, G17C, 
G18U; red, gold, and purple, respectively). Values reported for both luciferase activity and RNA 
abundance are relative to an empty vector control. In general, higher RNA transcription yields 
higher luciferase activity, as expected. Also plotted is the linear regression through the three WT 
constructs (human, manatee, and cow). The three mutant constructs have slightly higher 
expression than WT as they all fall above this line; however, the largest regulatory effects of 
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CHAPTER 4: STRUCTURAL DIVERGENCE CREATES NEW FEATURES IN THE 
SINDBIS VIRUS GENOME1 
 
Introduction 
Sindbis virus (SINV), like other alphaviruses, is a single-stranded, positive-sense RNA 
virus that infects vertebrate hosts and is transmitted by an arthropod vector (Strauss and Strauss, 
1994). Specifically, mosquitos carry the virus with birds as a vertebrate reservoir (Laine et al., 
2004). As such, the virus must survive and replicate in a variety of environments, and both 
protein sequences and the structure of the RNA genome itself are important for the virus life 
cycle. SINV is capable of infecting humans, causing symptoms such as fever, rash, myalgia, and 
arthralgia (Suhrbier et al., 2012). 
Alphavirus genomes contain two coding regions; the first two-thirds of the genome 
encodes the nonstructural proteins (nsPs) that execute replication-related functions, and the 
remaining third of the genome encodes the structural capsid and envelope proteins (Strauss and 
Strauss, 1994). In SINV and many other alphaviruses, the nonstructural proteins are translated as 
two different polyproteins before cleavage, P123 and P1234, a system regulated through a leaky 
opal stop codon between nsP3 and nsP4. RNA-dependent RNA polymerase creates a copy of the 
minus strand genome, from which it transcribes both the full-length positive-sense genome and 
the shorter subgenomic 26S mRNA containing only the genes for the structural polyprotein. 
                                                
1 This chapter is currently being prepared for journal submission. 
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Viral genomes contain a large amount of information in a limited amount of space; 
consequently, alphavirus RNA contains important regulatory structures in addition to the protein-
coding sequence. These structures occur both in non-coding portions of the genome, such as the 
5′ and 3′ UTRs (Frolov et al., 2001; Hyde et al., 2014, 2015), and in coding regions of the 
genome, such as the 51-nt conserved sequence element (CSE) in nsP1, the packaging signal, and 
a frameshift signal in the structural polyprotein (Fayzulin and Frolov, 2004; Kendra et al., 2016; 
Kim et al., 2011). Despite the importance of these RNA structures to the virus life cycle, 
structures from one alphavirus are not necessarily compatible within other alphaviruses (Frolov 
et al., 2001; Gorchakov et al., 2004; Kim et al., 2011). Although functional structures are often 
assumed to be conserved, the level of RNA structural conservation among alphaviruses has not 
been characterized. 
Historically, covariation in a multiple sequence alignment of related RNAs is the "gold 
standard" method of identifying conserved (and, by extension, functional) RNA secondary 
structures (Eddy and Durbin, 1994; Gutell et al., 2005; Hofacker et al., 2002; Holley et al., 1965; 
Noller et al., 1981). Base pairs that covary, or evolve together to preserve base pairing but not 
sequence identity, reveal the conservation of secondary structure within an RNA element. 
Covariation is most useful when applied to RNAs having strong and highly conserved structures, 
such as transfer RNAs and ribosomal RNAs (Gutell et al., 2002, 2005; Holley et al., 1965). 
For less-conserved RNAs, including those that are specific to multicellular organisms, the 
structural covariation signal is much weaker or non-existent (Kutchko et al., 2015; Somarowthu 
et al., 2015). Many cellular RNAs including long non-coding RNAs do not exhibit any 
covariation (Rivas et al., 2017). This finding raises the question of whether non-conserved RNA 
structural elements are functional, or whether their functions are derived solely from their 
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sequence and not their structure. 
Our goal for this project was threefold: to derive the structural profile of the SINV 
genome, to determine whether RNA elements have a functional role for the virus life cycle, and 
to determine whether RNA structural elements are conserved within the alphavirus family. The 
new SHAPE-MaP (selective 2′-hydroxyl acylation analyzed by primer extension and mutational 
profiling) technique has been used to identify structures in the HIV and hepatitis C virus 
genomes (Mauger et al., 2015; Siegfried et al., 2014). Here, we used SHAPE-MaP to obtain high 
quality, high-resolution structural data for a complete SINV transcript. We then systematically 
disrupted the identified structured regions. Aside from the few previously defined functional 
structures in SINV, there seemed to be little overall conservation of structured elements 
throughout the alphavirus family. We also found a novel functional element in the coding region 
of SINV nsP1.  
Our findings present a new strategy for methodically identifying and disrupting RNA 
structures in viral genomes. Our results also reveal that alphaviruses utilize mutational space to 
evolve novel RNA structural elements specific to their individual biology, rather than preserving 
structures throughout virus evolution. Consequently, lack of conservation of structure does not 
indicate that a structure lacks a function; instead, lack of structural conservation suggests that the 
role of RNA structure is highly context-dependent. 
 
Results 
Structure conservation and divergence identified by high-resolution SHAPE profiling 
The 51-nt conserved sequence element (CSE) and the 414-nt packaging signal are two of 
the few known functional RNA structural elements in SINV; both are located in nsP1 (Kim et al., 
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2011; Niesters and Strauss, 1990). To locate additional functional structures within the SINV 
genome, we used SHAPE-MaP (Siegfried et al., 2014) to obtain a high-resolution structural 
profile for the entire SINV genome (Figure 4.1A). Highly structured regions have below-average 
SHAPE reactivities. We also determined the sequence conservation score at each position, based 
on sequence identity and gappiness within the alphavirus multiple sequence alignment (Forrester 
et al., 2012). Although most of the protein-coding portion of the genome is highly conserved, 
highly divergent regions occur in both protein-coding and non-coding sections. 
Sequence conservation suggests structure conservation, so we thus looked at the 
correlation of SHAPE reactivities between the related Venezuelan equine encephalitis virus 
(VEEV) and SINV genomes to assess conservation of RNA structure (Pollom et al., 2013) 
(Figure 4.1B). The CSE region has correlation coefficients in the top 99th percentile, representing 
the high structural conservation of the CSE. 
We also used the intersection of sequence identity and SHAPE reactivities to find regions 
of highly stable structure within the SINV genome. This approach, based in both sequence 
prediction and experimental structure data, identified 17 “structured regions.” For each of these 
structured regions, we used SHAPE reactivities to guide secondary structure prediction to derive 
a structural model for each region (Deigan et al., 2009; Reuter and Mathews, 2010) (Figure 
4.1C). Our method successfully recapitulates known or suspected structured regions, including 
regions overlapping the CSE, the packaging signal, the non-coding junction, and the frameshift 
signal (Kendra et al., 2016; Snyder et al., 2013).  
The correlation coefficients between SINV and VEEV SHAPE reactivities indicate that 
there is little conservation of structure (Figure 4.1D). When compared with correlations between 
biological replicates, the SINV/VEEV correlation distribution overlaps minimally. The 
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distribution is more similar, but not identical, to a random distribution, representing a limited 
amount of structural conservation. 
Despite the general lack of structure conservation between SINV and VEEV, one of the 
most correlated regions is the CSE. We compared the SHAPE reactivities in that region between 
SINV, VEEV, and Chikungunya virus (CHIKV) (Figure 4.1E). The CSE is highly correlated 
within the two conserved stem-loops 3 and 4 (Fayzulin and Frolov, 2004), but the SHAPE 
reactivities are not similar outside of the conserved region. The similarity in SHAPE derives 
from the identical structures of stem-loops 3 and 4 (Figure 4.1F). In addition, sequence 
conservation within the CSE is remarkably high, especially when compared with the alphavirus 
family as a whole (Figure 4.1G). Outside the CSE, however, slight divergence in sequence 
results in little conservation of structure. 
 
A systematic method to disrupt RNA structure 
To determine whether an RNA structure is functional, it is necessary to disrupt the 
structure without changing other aspects of the RNA, such as encoded amino acid sequence. We 
used the program CodonShuffle to create mutant RNA sequences that preserve the amino acid 
sequence (Jorge et al., 2015). The algorithm we used shuffles sets of trinucleotides (not in 
reading frame) in which the first and third bases remain identical, and the second base only 
changes when it would not affect the protein sequence (Figure 4.2A). This method also preserves 
sequence composition and dinucleotide frequency. For most RNA sequences, this method 
generates hundreds of possible sequence mutants. We chose a mutant sequence to maximize 
disruption of the structural model in a particular region while minimizing changes in codon 
usage. 
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To validate our structure-disrupting method, we mutated two known SINV RNA 
structures, the CSE and the packaging signal (Figure 4.2B). To disrupt the CSE, we created 
mutations both within the element and within the long hairpin immediately 5′ of the element, 
creating twenty mutations throughout the region. The region overlapping the packaging signal, 
which is less sequence-conserved compared with the CSE, is longer and was subjected to sixty-
nine mutations. 
We infected Vero cells with these mutant viruses to determine whether alteration of the 
structures affected virus growth (Figure 4.2C). Both the mutated region containing the CSE and 
the mutated packaging signal decrease growth more than an order of magnitude compared with 
the wildtype virus. Thus, our method of systematic structure disruption through mutation 
successfully identifies functional RNA structures. 
 
Novel RNA structures in the SINV genome 
Next, we applied our method to two low-SHAPE structured regions: one downstream of 
the packaging signal in nsP1, and one extremely low-SHAPE region in the non-conserved 
domain of nsP3 (Figure 4.3A). The new nsP1 structured region (nsP1 SR) is conserved, but less 
so than the packaging signal. The new nsP3 structured region (nsP3 SR) has little sequence 
conservation and is located 133 nucleotides upstream of the leaky stop codon. We disrupted the 
nsP1 SR and nsP3 SR with six and thirty-six point mutations, respectively. 
As with the previously tested regions, we infected Vero cells with the structural mutants 
(Figure 4.3B). In Vero cells, the mutants grew at the same rate as the wildtype virus. We also 
infected NIH/3T3 cells which, unlike Vero cells, have a competent interferon system (Desmyter 
et al., 1968). Neither structural mutant had a change in phenotype in NIH/3T3 cells. We also 
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tested the infectivity of the packaging signal, nsP1 SR, and nsP3 SR mutants (Figure 4.3C). The 
packaging signal and nsP3 SR mutants have the same phenotype as wildtype, whereas infectivity 
of nsP1 SR is reduced by about four orders of magnitude. Curiously, mutated nsP1 SR overcame 
its infectivity defect in the viral growth assays. Sequencing of the rescued virus did not reveal 
any compensatory mutations to restore structure or otherwise regain function. These phenotypes 
are recapitulated in the host as well; when the virus mutants were grown in mosquito-derived 
C6/36 cells, the hairpin + CSE mutant had greatly decreased growth, whereas mutated nsP1 SR 
virus grew as well as wildtype (Figure S4.1). In summary, the mutant viruses have distinct 
phenotypes: mutated CSE and packaging signal mutants have a sharp decrease in growth in Vero 
cells, mutated nsP3 SR has no change in phenotype compared with wildtype, and mutated nsP1 
SR has drastically impaired infectivity. These phenotypic differences indicate different 
mechanisms by which RNA structure regulates the infectivity and growth of SINV. 
 
Functional RNA structures are not conserved 
Having confirmed that at least two known RNA structures and one novel RNA structure 
in the SINV genome are functional, we wanted to assess their level of conservation in related 
alphaviruses. For each structure, we compared the SINV model to the sequences in the thirty-six 
related alphaviruses (Figure 4.4A). A structure compatibility score represents the fraction of 
structural model base pairs that can form at homologous positions in each virus. 
The CSE has a high structural compatibility score in nearly every other alphavirus, 
indicating that the two CSE stem-loops are conserved throughout the alphavirus family. The 
packaging signal has less structural conservation compared with the CSE, with strong 
conservation only in closely related viruses. The nsP1 SR follows a similar pattern, but it is even 
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less conserved than the packaging signal. The nsP3 SR, in a non-conserved region of the SINV 
genome, has no structure conservation outside of immediate relatives. These results indicate that 
functional structures are not necessarily conserved, and, in fact, they may be unique to an 
individual virus. 
We also considered the possibility that functional structures may have shifted locations in 
other alphaviruses and would not appear conserved based on the multiple sequence alignment. 
For each of the structured regions we identified using a sequence- and SHAPE-based approach 
(Figure 4.1C), we constructed a covariance model (Eddy and Durbin, 1994; Nawrocki et al., 
2009). We searched through the related alphavirus sequences with that model, and we used the 
model hits to create a new, “structure-informed alignment” for each structured region in SINV. 
Only three regions, including the hairpin + CSE and the packaging signal, exist in almost all 
related alphaviruses (Table 4.1). 
We quantified structural covariation of these structure-informed alignments with the new 
program R-scape (Rivas et al., 2017), which identifies base pairs having significant covariation. 
Because R-scape applies a significance threshold to an alignment, it filters base pairs that may 
appear to be conserved but do not covary more than expected by chance. We calculated the 
percentage of base pairs in each covariance model that R-scape found to be significant, both in 
the structure-informed alignments and in known conserved RNA structures (Figure 4.4B; Table 
4.2). Although the structure-informed alignment of the long hairpin + CSE in nsP1 contains the 
highest number of significantly covarying base pairs among SINV regions, most known 
conserved RNA structures have many more covarying base pairs. The two new structures we 
tested have no covarying base pairs. 
The only other regions in SINV where R-scape found more than one significantly 
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covarying base pair are the regions overlapping the 26S promoter (SINV:7600-7831) and the 
region containing the frameshift element (SINV:10028-10168). The two covarying base pairs in 
the frameshift element are contiguous and part of a stem-loop found in related alphaviruses 
(Kendra et al., 2016) (Figure S4.2). Elements similar to this hairpin are not globally conserved, 
and they exist in only 30 out of 37 related sequences, indicating a lack of global structural 
conservation (Table 4.1).  
Consequently, although there is slight covariation in SINV within the CSE, most other 
regions including functional RNA structural elements have little to no covariation. The lack of 
structural covariation indicates that sequence, not structure, is the primary driver of similarity in 
our covariance models. Despite RNA structural elements being important for the growth of 
SINV, those structures are not conserved among related viruses. Thus, these results suggest that 
viruses evolve idiosyncratic, functional RNA structures specific to their individual biology. 
 
Discussion 
Through a combination of sequence analysis and experimental probing data, we 
identified both previously known and novel structures in the SINV RNA genome. Both non-
coding and coding regions of the genome contain highly structured RNA elements. We applied a 
systematic mutational method to disrupt RNA structures while preserving amino acid sequence, 
nucleotide composition, and dinucleotide frequencies. With this method, we confirmed that 
disrupting two known functional structures—the hairpin + CSE and the packaging signal—
decreases virus growth. Also, we identified a new functional RNA element in nsP1 that, when 
disrupted, greatly diminishes viral infectivity. 
We also examined the conservation of these structured regions among related 
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alphaviruses and found that most structured regions, aside from the CSE, are highly divergent. 
Despite high sequence conservation within most coding regions, there is little evidence of 
structural conservation. Instead, viruses seem to quickly discard existing structures and evolve 
new ones, likely a result of their own particular environmental requirements. These viruses must 
survive in at least two organisms, the arthropod vector and the vertebrate host, and among the 
alphavirus family there is great diversity in which organisms these viruses infect (Strauss and 
Strauss, 1994; Suhrbier et al., 2012; Weaver et al., 2012). The diversity of these viruses is 
underscored by the discovery of Eilat virus, an alphavirus that cannot survive in vertebrates 
(Nasar et al., 2012). The environmental diversity of these viruses is mirrored in the diversity of 
their RNA structures: common elements but individual uniqueness. 
 
Structured regions in the SINV genome 
RNA elements around the 5′ end of the SINV genome are critical for virus growth 
(Fayzulin and Frolov, 2004; Frolov et al., 2001; Gorchakov et al., 2004; Niesters and Strauss, 
1990). We specifically looked at the structured region at the beginning of nsP1 including both 
the 51-nt CSE and its 5′ hairpin. Through our functional assays, we found that simultaneously 
mutating the 51-nt CSE and its 5′ hairpin drastically reduces virus growth in both monkey-
derived Vero cells and mosquito-derived C6/36 cells. In contrast with (but not in contradiction 
to) previous research that found the CSE to be functional in mosquito cells but not in vertebrate 
cells (Fayzulin and Frolov, 2004), when we disrupted the CSE and hairpin, the virus grew poorly 
in both vertebrate and arthropod cells (Figure 4.2C, S4.1). Although we do not know the 
mechanism by which this structure is functional, we conclude that structures on the 5′ end of the 
genome are important for the SINV life cycle in both vector and host. 
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We also confirmed that disrupting the packaging signal disturbs the virus growth cycle in 
Vero cells, confirming the importance of the structure. Our SHAPE-directed structural model for 
the packaging signal region found repeated GGG-motifs in stem-loops, as previously suggested 
(Kim et al., 2011) (Figure 4.2B). Because disrupting these stem-loops interferes with growth, the 
RNA structure throughout this region is critical for viral proteins to recognize genomic RNA. 
Other structured regions include the non-coding junction, which overlaps with the 
subgenomic promoter, the frameshift element, and a highly structured hairpin about 100 
nucleotides upstream of the leaky stop codon. Although that hairpin was not found to be 
functional in Vero cells, another study suggested that structure downstream of the leaky stop 
codon plays a role in stop codon read-through (Firth et al., 2011). It is possible that structural 
elements, in conjunction with virus or host proteins, regulate the read-through frequency and 
translation of nsP4. 
The frameshift element is particularly interesting because its two covarying base pairs are 
next to each other, indicating that the hairpin is conserved. This hairpin also exists in equine 
encephalitis viruses, and even among related equine encephalitis viruses, the structure diverges 
outside of that hairpin (Kendra et al., 2016). Here, we find the hairpin also exists in SINV. 
Although this hairpin in the frameshift element is conserved in most alphaviruses that we 
examined, homologs were not found in every alphavirus, again indicating structural divergence 
within the virus family.  
 
Lack of structural conservation among alphaviruses 
Covariation, in which base pairs evolve together, is a useful indicator to identify 
conserved RNA structural elements (Eddy and Durbin, 1994; Gutell et al., 2002; Ritz et al., 
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2013; Rivas et al., 2017). We used the new program R-scape (Rivas et al., 2017) to quantify the 
number of significantly covarying base pairs, as a metric for conservation of structure. The 
region with the hairpin and CSE had the most conservation, with five covarying base pairs. 
Compared with highly structured, highly conserved RNAs, however, this number of covarying 
base pairs is quite limited and indicative of more diversity in structure (Figure 4.4B, Table 4.2). 
In summary, outside of the 51-nt CSE, we found little structural conservation among 
alphaviruses. 
Comparing the SHAPE profiles between related sequences is a useful, model-free 
approach to finding similarities in RNA structure (Kutchko and Laederach, 2017; Kutchko et al., 
2015; Pollom et al., 2013). In this instance, the divergence in SHAPE data between SINV and 
VEEV supports the conclusion that, outside of highly conserved elements, these viruses are 
mostly structurally divergent (Figure 4.1B, 4.1D). This conclusion is also supported by sequence 
comparison, in which SHAPE-directed structural models fit only closely related viruses (Figure 
4.4A). 
 
New considerations for RNA structure and evolution 
It is often dogmatically suggested that functional structural elements are conserved in 
related organisms, with the converse being that non-conserved elements are not functional (Rivas 
et al., 2017). However, we have found a new functional, albeit non-conserved, SINV RNA 
element and a large amount of structural divergence within the SINV packaging signal. 
Consequently, traditional methods for identifying structure in certain RNAs do not apply 
adequately to viruses. Viruses are highly divergent structurally, yet they preserve particular 
elements such as a single hairpin. New computational methods are necessary to integrate high-
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throughput experimental techniques such as SHAPE-MaP, and to allow for flexibility of 
structure outside of the most conserved elements.  
 
Methods 
SHAPE data collection 
Girdwood virions were concentrated by ultracentrifugation over a 20% sucrose cushion. 
Concentrated virions were lysed with TRIzol (Ambion) and full-length genomic RNA was 
purified following manufacturer’s protocol. 
Modified RNA was obtained by incubation of 2 µg of total RNA at 37ºC for 15 minutes, 
then treated with 100 nM of 1-methyl-7-nitroisatoicanhydride (1M7) for 5 minutes at 37ºC. 
Negative control RNA was obtained by incubation of 2 µg total RNA at 37ºC for 15 minutes, 
then incubated with 5 µl DMSO for 5 minutes at 37ºC. Denatured control RNA was obtained by 
incubation of 2 µg total RNA at 95ºC for 2 minutes, then treated with 100 nM 1M7 for 2 minutes 
at 95ºC. Following treatment, RNA was purified using illustra MicroSpin G-50 columns (GE 
Healthcare). Total purified RNAs were then incubated with 500 ng Random Primer 9 (NEB) at 
65ºC for 5 minutes, cooled to 0ºC, and mixed with 10 mM dNTPs, 0.1 M DTT, 500 mM Tris pH 
8.0, 750 KCl, and 500 mM MnCl2. The mix was then incubated at 42ºC for 2 minutes, followed 
by the addition of 200 units of SuperScript II (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and a further incubation 
at 42ºC for 180 minutes, heat inactivated at 70ºC for 15 minutes, and then purified using illustra 
MicroSpin G-50 columns. Double stranded cDNA was created by NEBNext mRNA Second 
Strand Synthesis Module (NEB) using standard protocol. The double stranded cDNA was then 
fragmented, tagged, amplified, and barcoded using using Nextera XT DNA Library Preparation 
Kit (illumina) following standard protocol. Libraries were cleaned with Agencourt AMPure XP 
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beads (BeckmanCoulter) at a DNA to bead ratio of 0.6:1, library size was determined by 2100 
Bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies) and quanitfied with a Qubit Flourometer using Qubit 
dsDNA HS Assay Kit (TheremoFisher Scientific). Sequencing was performed on a MiSeq 
Desktop Sequencer (Illumina).  
Sequencing reads from the background SHAPE-MaP condition were used to assemble 
the correct virus sequences. SHAPE reactivities for the CHIKV, SINV, and VEEV viruses were 
derived using the ShapeMapper pipeline (Siegfried et al., 2014). Because the background 
mutation rate for VEEV was higher than the CHIKV background mutation rate, SHAPE 
reactivities for VEEV were re-calculated using a scaled background mutation rate and 2%-8% 
normalization (Wilkinson et al., 2008). Windowed SHAPE values were calculated by finding the 
median SHAPE reactivity over a rolling 55-nt window and comparing those values to the global 
median SHAPE (Kutchko and Laederach, 2017; Pollom et al., 2013; Siegfried et al., 2014). 
 
Multiple sequence alignment 
The alignment was built on the conserved protein-coding sequence alignment from 
(Forrester et al., 2012). The full nucleotide sequence for each virus in the alignment was 
downloaded from GenBank. Only viruses with complete genome sequences were included in the 
final alignment, and the assembled sequences for SINV, CHIKV, and VEEV were added to the 
alignment. Non-conserved portions of the genome (5′ UTR, 3′ UTR, C-terminus of nsP3, and 
non-coding junction and N-terminus of the capsid sequence) were aligned with MAFFT (Katoh 
and Standley, 2013; Katoh et al., 2002) (v7.221) and manually refined. The non-conserved and 
non-coding alignments were concatenated to create the final multiple sequence alignment. The 
phylogenetic tree was created using PhyML (Guindon et al., 2010) (v3.0) with default 
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parameters and midpoint-rooted. 
 
Sequence conservation 
The sequence conservation score C(x), ranging from 0 to 1, at each alignment position x 
was computed using the following equation, adapted from (Valdar, 2002): 𝐶 𝑥 = (1− 𝑡(𝑥))!.! ∙ (1− 𝑔 𝑥 )! 
where g(x) is the frequency of gaps at position x, and t(x) is the Shannon entropy 
(Shannon, 1948) at position x. The sequences were weighted using the algorithm in (Henikoff 
and Henikoff, 1994), and the weights were incorporated as in (Valdar, 2002). 
 
Correlations in SHAPE data 
To compare the correlation between two sets of SHAPE data, thereby enabling 
comparisons across the entire genome while avoiding distortions by outliers, all gaps and 
missing and negative values were set to zero before calculating the Pearson correlation 
coefficient over a 55-nt rolling window. For the correlation between SINV and VEEV, the 
SHAPE reactivities were aligned according to the multiple sequence alignment (with all-gap 
positions removed). To generate the background distribution, the SINV and VEEV reactivities 
from the previous analysis were each scrambled prior to the rolling correlation coefficient 
calculation. The SHAPE correlation distribution for biological replicates was generated using the 




Identification of structured regions 
RNASurface (Soldatov et al., 2014) (v1.0) was used to find regions of significant 
structure in the SINV genome, with a minimum z-score threshold of -2.5. Overlapping regions 
were merged, leading to 20 distinct predicted structured regions. In 17 of those regions, the 
majority of positions had below average windowed median SHAPE reactivities. These 17 
regions are the final set of structured regions in the SINV genome, supported by both prediction 
and experimental data. 
 
Structure modeling 
Minimum free energy models for each structured region were generated using 
RNAstructure’s Fold program (Mathews et al., 2004) (v5.8.1), incorporating SHAPE reactivities 
as a pseudo-free energy term (Deigan et al., 2009), with the maximum base pairing distance set 
at 500 nt and standard parameters (intercept = −0.6 kcal/mol, slope = 1.8 kcal/mol, temperature = 
310.15 K) otherwise. 
 
Creation of mutant clones 
To generate mutations for each region while keeping the amino acid sequence 
unchanged, the program CodonShuffle (Jorge et al., 2015) was used with the dn231 algorithm, 
which scrambles sets of trinucleotides while ensuring that the first and third bases of each 
trinucleotide set are preserved. This method also preserves sequence composition and 
dinucleotide frequency. For each region, 1000 shuffled sequences were randomly generated, in 
most cases representing hundreds of unique sequences. 
Out of these shuffled sequences, mutant sequences were selected to maximize structural 
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disruption while also avoiding large changes in codon usage. Because the virus must survive in 
multiple hosts, organism-specific measures such as the codon adaptive index (Sharp and Li, 
1987) are not useful to quantify change in codon usage. Instead, codon usage change was 
calculated using the sum of square differences of codon frequencies within the virus transcript. 
Structural disruption was determined by calculating the percentage of base pairs in the SHAPE-
directed structural model that could no longer form Watson-Crick or wobble base pairs in the 
mutant sequence, as well as confirming that the predicted structure of the mutant was not similar 
to the structural model for wildtype. 
Structure mutants were designed from the Girdwood S.A. cDNA clone (pg100) of SINV 
and created by Gibson assembly (New England BioLabs). Fragments of the Girdwood genome 
containing structure-disrupting mutations were purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies 
(IDT, Iowa, U.S.A.) with roughly 23bp of overhang beyond restriction endonuclease cut sites. 
Clones were confirmed by Sanger sequencing through UNC sequencing core. 
Infectious RNA was transcribed from the cDNA clones after linearization by NotI using 
mMESSAGE mMACHINE SP6 Transcription Kit (Invitrogen). RNA was introduced to BHK-21 
cells by electroporation. Supernatants were collected 24-48 hours after electroporation based off 
observed cytopathic effects and aliquoted into single use aliquots stored at -80°C. Virus titer was 
quantified by plaque assay on Vero81 cells. 
 
Cell culture 
BHK-21 cells were maintained in 1x aMEM (Gibco) supplemented with 10% heat 
inactivated fetal bovine serum (FBS) (Sigma) and 0.2 mM L-glutamine (Gibco). Vero81 cells 
were maintained in 1x DMEM (Gibco) supplemented with 10% FBS and 0.2 mM L-glutamine. 
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NIH-3T3 cells were maintained in 1x DMEM supplemented with 10% bovine calf serum 
(Colorado Serum Co. Denver, U.S.A.). Mosquito C6/36 cells were maintained in 1x Leibovitz L-
15 (Corning/Cellgro) supplemented with 10% FBS, 10% tryptose phosphate broth (Sigma), and 
0.2 mM L-glutamine.  
 
Viral growth and plaque assays 
Multistep growth curves were conducted by infecting cells at a multiplicity of infection 
(MOI) equal to 0.01 in biological triplicate. Sample of cell culture supernatants were taken at 
indicated times after infection and stored at -80°C until thawed once and viral titer was 
quantified by plaque assay. During plaque assays, Vero81 monolayers were infected with virus 
samples titrated in 1x PBS (Gibco) with 1% FBS and Ca2+/Mg2+ and overlaid with 1x aMEM 
with 10% FBS, 0.2 mM l-glutamine, 1mM HEPES (Corning), 1% penicillin streptomycin 
(Gibco) and 1.25% carboxymethylcellulose sodium (CMC) (Sigma). Virus was allowed to 
plaque for 40 hours before cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) (Sigma), washed, 
and stained with 0.25% crystal violet (Fisher Chemical).  
 
Specific infectivity assays 
Wildtype (WT) and mutant RNA were electroporated into BHK-21 cells in parallel. An 
aliquot of electroporated cells were titrated in Vero81 cells and plated overtop subconfluent 
Vero81 cell monolayer. BHK-21 cells were allowed to attach for 1.5 hours, at which point the 
monolayers were overlayed with CMC overlay detailed previously and incubated for 40 hours. 




The structure compatibility score of a structure within a given, related sequence was 
defined as the fraction of base pairs in the SINV structure that can form in the related sequence, 
using the multiple sequence alignment to identify the locations of homologous base pairs. 
To search for homologous structures, we used the Infernal software suite (v1.1.1) 
(Nawrocki and Eddy, 2013; Nawrocki et al., 2009). For each SINV structured region, the 
sequence and the minimum free energy structure were used to create an alignment in Stockholm 
format (with long-range base pairs in the packaging signal removed). A covariance model was 
built and calibrated using cmbuild and cmcalibrate for each region. Hits in homologous 
alphaviruses were found using cmsearch with the model on the sequences in the multiple 
sequence alignment, and those hits were assembled into a new alignment with cmalign, to create 
a structure-informed alignment for each region of interest. The R-scape program (v0.3.2) was 
used to identify base pairs with significant covariance in each structure-informed alignment 
greater than 50 nucleotides (Rivas et al., 2017), and applied to conserved RNA alignments from 






Figure 4.1. The Sindbis virus genome contains a multitude of diverse RNA structures. (A) Top: 
schematic of the virus genome organization, with annotated elements. Middle: SHAPE data for 
the Sindbis virus genome, represented by the local median (55-nt window) compared with the 
global median. Reactivities below the x-axis indicate a region more structured than average. 
Gray lines denote the conserved sequence element (CSE), which has low SHAPE reactivities and 
is highly structured. Bottom: sequence conservation at each position in the multiple sequence 
alignment. The protein-coding sequence contains both well-conserved and less-conserved 
regions. (B) Top: windowed correlation coefficients of SHAPE data between the SINV and 
VEEV genomes. The dashed line indicates the top 1% of correlation coefficients. SHAPE data 
within the CSE are among the most correlated within the genome, indicating high structural 
conservation within that region. Bottom: structured regions in the SINV genome, based on the 
intersection of regions with low SHAPE and low z-scores. (C) SHAPE-directed structural 
models of SINV structured regions. Nucleotide color indicates low, medium, or high SHAPE 
reactivity. (D) Distribution of windowed correlation coefficients of SHAPE data. Red: a 
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correlation coefficients of two biological replicates of a virus. Although SINV/VEEV are more 
correlated than expected at random, there is little overlap with the correlations of the same virus, 
indicating little widespread correlation. Dashed line indicates top 1% of SHAPE correlations 
between SINV and VEEV. (E) SHAPE data of the CSE in CHIKV, SINV, and VEEV. Within 
the CSE, the SHAPE profiles are correlated representing conservation of structure, but the 
correlation immediately disappears outside of the CSE. (F) SHAPE-directed structural models of 
the CSE in CHIKV, SINV, and VEEV. The CSE structure is compatible with the SHAPE data 
and conserved in all three viruses. (G) Distribution of sequence conservation scores in the entire 
alignment (left) and CSE only (right). Dot indicates the median, with the line extending from the 






Figure 4.2. Structure-disrupting mutations successfully confirm function by impeding virus 
growth. (A) Method used to disrupt RNA structure. Trinucleotide sets are shuffled, changing the 
nucleotide sequence while the amino acid sequence is preserved. (B) Left: structure of the 
hairpin + CSE element. Start codon and stem loops 3 and 4 are indicated. Right: structure of 
region overlapping packaging signal. Blue circles indicate positions that are mutated to disrupt 
the structure. Green circles indicate previously observed GGG motifs within packaging signal 
structure (Kim et al., 2011). Nucleotide color represents SHAPE reactivity. Violin plot displays 
conservation scores within the packaging signal region. (C) Growth curves for SINV WT 
(black), mutated hairpin + CSE (gold), and packaging signal (blue). Shading indicates standard 
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Figure 4.3. Novel virus structures tune SINV growth. (A) Structures for the new nsP1 structured 
region (nsP1 SR; left) and the new nsP3 structured region (nsP3 SR; right). Nucleotide color 
represents SHAPE reactivity. Violin plots display sequence conservation scores within each 
region. Blue circles indicate positions that are mutated. (B) Growth curves for SINV WT (black), 
the nsP1 SR (green), and the nsP3 SR (red). Mutant growth is nearly identical to WT in both 
Vero cells (left) and NIH/3T3 cells (right). (C) Specific infectivity of mutant viruses. The nsP1 
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Figure 4.4. Outside of the conserved sequence element, SINV functional structures are not 
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phylogenetic tree on the left. The SINV strain used for the reference sequence and structure is 
bolded and in red. The structural model for the CSE is highly compatible with other alphavirus 
sequences, but the other functional structures are less conserved. For the new region in nsP3, the 
structure essentially does not exist outside of closely related strains. (B) R-scape results for 
structure-informed alignments. X-axis: alignment length; y-axis: percentage of base pairs in 
structure found by R-scape; color: number of true positives found by R-scape. Bold typeface 
indicates R-scape results from SINV structure-informed alignments, whereas regular typeface 
indicates R-scape results for alignments from (Rivas et al., 2017). While no SINV region has 
anywhere near the amount of covariation of highly-conserved RNA structures, the region 







Region Number of cmsearch hits 
SINV hairpin + CSE 36 
SINV packaging signal 37 
SINV nsP1 SR 12 









SINV:7600-7831 (non-coding junction) 8 
SINV:9297-9330 7 
SINV:10028-10168 (frameshift) 30 
SINV:10826-10910 29 
SINV:11630-11661 10 
Table 4.1. Number of alphavirus sequences found by cmsearch. Only three covariance models, 






Model Sensitivity (%) PPV (%) Model pairs True positives Alignment length (nt) 
SINV hairpin + CSE 10 100 50 5 159 
SINV pack. sig. 1.16 50 86 1 326 
SINV nsP1 SR 0 0 24 0 88 
SINV nsP3 SR 0 0 61 0 186 
SINV:1508-1691 0 0 47 0 184 
SINV:2410-2560 0 0 37 0 151 
SINV:3824-3959 0 0 34 0 136 
SINV:5212-5361 0 0 46 0 150 
SINV:6327-6386 5.56 100 18 1 60 
SINV:7600-7831 
(non-coding junction) 3.28 100 61 2 232 
SINV:10028-10168 
(frameshift) 5.88 100 34 2 136 
SINV:10826-10910 4.55 100 22 1 85 
RNase P 87.25 91.75 102 89 367 
Purine riboswitch 86.36 100 22 19 102 
tRNA 100 56.76 21 21 71 
5S rRNA 64.71 73.33 34 22 119 
L10 Leader 93.75 78.95 16 15 78 
L20 Leader 58.82 100 34 20 87 
L4 Leader 71.19 97.67 59 42 197 
S15 Leader 57.14 57.14 7 4 81 
S1 Leader 75 100 24 18 117 
S2 Leader 88.24 83.33 17 15 96 
S4 Leader 90 100 10 9 110 
S7 Leader 9.09 100 33 3 104 
S8 Leader 3.33 100 30 1 105 
Table 4.2. R-scape results for covariance models of known RNA structures and structure-
informed alignments. The number of covarying base pairs R-scape found is used for the 
sensitivity and positive predictive value (PPV) calculations. For most structures outside of SINV, 







CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION 
 
This dissertation encompasses three distinct projects, all using biologically-informed 
computational models to understand particular emergent behaviors of a system. Both RNA 
molecules and neuronal networks are complex systems with the ability to adopt multiple distinct 
states. Computational models can characterize these behaviors, which often cannot be observed 
directly, and provide insight into the interaction of system structure and function.  
Chapter 2 discussed a computational neural model that sought to characterize the role of 
propagation delays on network dynamics. Using a two-network system with long-range 
projections between the networks and a small amount of random variation, we examined 
emergent behaviors within this system. This cortical structure produces three main metastable 
network states that are similar to dynamics in human neocortex. Propagation delays are an 
intrinsic feature of long-range neurons, as a neuron’s action potential cannot, physiologically, 
propagate instantly down an axon (although myelination increases the speed at which an axon 
potential can traverse). These propagation delays increase the dynamics that cortical networks 
can exhibit, making them a critical component of overall network behavior. Addition of an 
electrical current through tACS allows networks to switch between metastable states, which 
persist even upon removal of the current. Thus, through external manipulation, different network 
states can be activated. This model provides a foundation for future studies of interconnected 
cortical networks, both computationally and in human studies.  
In Chapter 3 I discuss the 5′ UTR of the RB1 tumor suppressor gene. SHAPE-informed 
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structural modeling of the UTR reveals that it adopts three distinct structural conformations. Two 
disease-associated mutations each collapse the UTR into a single structure. In addition, the UTRs 
of RB1 homologs in two other mammals adopt multiple conformations. Evolutionary 
conservation of this behavior, which can be modified by a single point mutation, further indicates 
that these conformations are important for regulation of the transcript. These structural 
conformations are a result of intramolecular base pairing and affect translational efficiency of the 
transcript. Here, we found that innate biophysical properties of an mRNA are shaped through 
evolutionary processes to adopt a regulatory role, resulting in RNA structure as both an emergent 
and a regulatory property. 
Chapter 4 also examines RNA structure, although in the context of viral genomes rather 
than messenger RNAs. Like with mRNA transcripts, single-stranded RNA virus genomes such 
as SINV form intramolecular structures through base pairing. I used a combination of SHAPE 
analysis and structure prediction to identify structured regions within the SINV genome. 
Through systematic mutations, RNA structures within the genome can be disrupted without 
changing other aspects of the virus’s biology, which can impair growth or infectivity of the virus. 
I also sought to determine the level of conservation of these structures in related alphaviruses. 
Outside of two structural elements, most structures in SINV are highly divergent from other 
alphaviruses, with little to no indication of conservation. Thus, it appears that alphaviruses are 
able to take advantage of a high mutation rate to evolve novel structures for their individual life 
cycles. Emergence is a continuing phenomenon, with evolutionary processes facilitating the 
development of new structural, regulatory features in viral RNA.  
These three projects document properties of emergent behaviors in different biological 
systems. Through the use of modern technology, like high-performance computing (used for 
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Chapter 2) and next-generation sequencing (used for SHAPE-MaP in Chapter 4), we can build 
technical, complex, and accurate models to help us understand emergent properties of these 
systems. The intersection of biology with computational processing allows us to examine how 
these properties arise and their relevance to other systems, such as the role RNA structure plays 
in gene regulation (examined in Chapter 3). All of biology is, indeed, an emergent behavior, and 
understanding how systems interact with themselves and with other systems is critical to 
obtaining a full picture of biological regulation. 
 
Additional questions 
Exploration of neocortical states 
In Chapter 2 I discuss a cortical network model that adopts multiple metastable states, 
with the ability to switch between rapid fire, slow propagating, and spiral wave states. These 
transitions are mediated in part by long-range projections with propagation delays between two 
cortical lobes. Similar behaviors to these metastable states have been documented in neocortex. 
Since tACS can switch a network between these states, it would be interesting to further 
characterize current application to elicit all possible behaviors from these networks. For example, 
rapid antiphase firing may not be possible in all network structures.  
Further investigation into these cortical models would provide insight into the causes of 
different metastable states; for example, certain underlying network structures, which were 
randomized in our simulations, may favor rarer states such as spiral waves or antiphase behavior. 
Human neocortex is much more complicated than our model and can adopt states, such as high-
frequency firing, that we did not observe in our model (Bear et al., 2007; Wang, 2010). Larger 
and more complex network simulations may demonstrate more spatio-temporal states.  
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Evolution of RNA structures 
In Chapter 3, I described a UTR whose sequence and structural conformations are 
conserved throughout mammals. In Chapter 4, meanwhile, I found that structured regions within 
a virus are generally highly divergent rather than evolutionarily conserved. While not 
contradictory, these two findings together suggest that the evolution of RNA structures is a 
complex interaction between conservation of functional elements and divergence to create new 
structures. 
Recent research has suggested that many eukaryotic non-coding RNAs, especially long 
non-coding RNAs, have structures that are not conserved (Rivas et al., 2017). Our results found 
that, although structures in the RB1 5′ UTR are conserved within mammals, there is no evidence 
of covariation, likely as a result of the short evolutionary time involved. In order to identify 
conserved structures in eukaryotes or higher organisms, the traditional method of covariation 
analysis may not be helpful, and new methods involving structural probing, structure prediction, 
and cross-species comparisons may be an effective approach to find conserved structures or to 
demonstrate a lack of structural conservation. 
An in-depth comparison of alphavirus RNA structures, involving more sequence analysis 
and SHAPE data collection, could clarify the evolutionary history of structured RNA elements. 
Other families of viruses, such as flaviviruses, have more structural conservation than 
alphaviruses, exhibited by conserved elements at the 5′ and 3′ ends of their genomes (Kieft et al., 
2015; Olsthoorn and Bol, 2001; Thurner et al., 2004). Similar evolutionary analyses in other 
virus families would help elucidate the balance between RNA structure conservation and 
divergence in viruses. 
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Future prospects of computational biology 
As computing power, storage capacity, and sequencing technology continue to improve, 
the possibilities for computational biology expand as well. High-performance computing allows 
for larger, more biologically accurate models, such as in the case of computational neural 
models. As our ability to model the brain improves, so does our characterization of potential 
treatments, like tACS, for psychiatric diseases (Ali et al., 2013; Friston et al., 2014; Izhikevich 
and Edelman, 2008; Uhlhaas and Singer, 2010, 2012). 
Similarly, high-throughput sequencing technologies continue to improve, which enables 
faster and cheaper sequencing. As next-generation sequencing technologies improve, large-scale 
RNA structure probing experiments become more feasible. Recent studies have used next-
generation technology for whole-transcriptome RNA structural probing (Ding et al., 2014; 
Kertesz et al., 2010; Rouskin et al., 2014; Underwood et al., 2010; Wan et al., 2014). This 
emerging field provides detailed structural information and a new dimension to understanding 
genetic regulation at a systems level. 
As computational power increases and we learn more about the regulation of complex 
biological systems, computational biology will remain highly relevant to interpret those systems. 
Through the use of both computational models and experimental data, our understanding of 




APPENDIX A: SUPPLEMENTAL DATA FOR CHAPTER 2 
Figure S2.1. Long-range projections synchronized two cortical networks. (A) Traces of two PYs 
with LRP conductance of 0 and 0.06. With non-zero LRPs, UP states in PYs synchronize. (B) 
Power spectrum of PY network activity (red: G[LRP]=0; blue: G[LRP]=0.06). LRPs had little 
effect on overall structure of spectrum but modestly increased peak power. 
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Figure S2.2. Comparison of homologous and non-homologous LRPs (zero delay). (A) Activity 
snapshots. (B) Phase-plane representation. (C) Correlations between the two PY networks. (D-F) 






















































































Figure S2.3. Wider variance of delays stabilized networks. Top: Narrow distribution (mean ± 
20%). Bottom: Wide distribution (mean ± 100%). (A) Frequency of state transitions. (B) State 
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Figure S2.4. Mechanisms of state transitions. (A) IN activity plots; dashed lines represent 
example UP states in Network 1. (B) Top and middle: Time snapshots of PY activity in Network 
1 and Network 2 for the UP states indicated in (A). Bottom: Synaptic depression variable D (D = 
1: synapses not depressed, D = 0 synapses fully depressed). When Network 2 went through a 
transition towards decreased activity (a, c, e), UP states of Network 1 occurred during a period of 
strong synaptic depression in Network 2. When Network 2 transitioned towards increased 
activity (b, d, f, g), the effect of the input of Network 1 was increased due to the reduced synaptic 





Figure S2.5. Behavior during tACS in unconnected networks. Distribution of behavior for two 
networks during tACS with no LRPs (P(local) = 1). Left: Before tACS. Middle: During tACS. 
Right: After tACS. Spiral waves can still be initiated by tACS even without LRPs, but they are 
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Figure S2.6. Percentage of time both networks are in the same state before, during, and after 
tACS. Values are normalized by the percentage of time spent in that state overall. Left: tACS 
equalized the time spent in RF across delays. Middle: tACS also increased the likelihood that 
both networks were in a SP state. Right: tACS biased networks lobes towards simultaneously 
being in SW (only seen during and after tACS). 
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Figure S2.7. tACS abolished antiphase synchronization. (A) Example of slow antiphase 
coupling. Upper left: Cross-correlograms between networks before, during, and after tACS. 
Lower left: Network 2 displayed a state transition before entraining with Network 1 during 
stimulation. Right: Increased power at 3 Hz in both networks due to tACS. (B) Example of fast 
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Figure S2.8. Synaptic depression influenced tACS behavior. Left: Depression coefficient at onset 
of tACS, grouped by behavior during tACS. Lower values indicate more synaptic depression; 
higher values indicate less synaptic depression. Networks entering SW during tACS had more 
strongly depressed networks than networks entering RF or SP. Right: Standard deviation of the 
depression coefficient normalized by the mean. Lower variance of depression correlates with 


















































Figure S2.9. Persistence of spiral waves. (A) The three simulations that had constant SW 
behavior during original simulations, extended for another 7 seconds. One simulation (top) 
remained in SW except for a brief switch to SP, while the other two simulations (middle and 
bottom) stayed in SW for the entire time. (B) Persistence of SW in networks that ended with SW 
after tACS. Simulations ran for another 7 seconds. X-axis indicates the number of seconds SW 
persisted in the extended period. Many networks leave SW, but 22 networks (28.95%) remain in 
SW for the entire extended period. (C) Effects of parameters on SW persistence. Lower 
connectivity (left) correlates with longer persistence of SW. Conductance (middle) and delays 
(right) have no effect. 
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Figure S2.10. Antiphase induction of high-frequency behavior post-tACS. (A) PY activity during 
antiphase tACS. During stimulation, the network switches from in-phase ~3 Hz firing to 
antiphase firing at 8.6 Hz, persisting upon removal of tACS. (B) Spectrogram shows change 








































  Rapid fire [%] Slow propagating [%] Spiral wave state [%] State transitions [Hz] 
Delay Mean SEM Mean SEM Mean SEM Mean SEM 
0 msec 99.31 0.24 0.69 0.24 0 0 0.0088 0.0031 
1 msec 99.62 0.18 0.37 0.18 0 0 0.0075 0.0035 
2 msec 99.06 0.28 0.88 0.27 0.06 0.06 0.0138 0.0041 
5 msec 98.44 0.59 1.06 0.32 0.5 0.5 0.015 0.0041 
10 msec 98.75 0.55 0.69 0.24 0.56 0.5 0.01 0.0032 
30 msec 95.75 0.88 3.31 0.64 0.94 0.55 0.0475 0.0093 
50 msec 76.88 2.26 21.94 2.15 1.19 0.37 0.135 0.0134 




  State transitions [Hz] 
  Narrow delay distribution Wide delay distribution 
Mean delay Mean SEM Mean SEM 
5 msec 0.0081 0.0034 0.0156 0.0044 
25 msec 0.0269 0.0058 0.0113 0.0035 
50 msec 0.0981 0.0104 0.0694 0.0091 





  Stimulation 
Delay = 0 
msec [%] 
Delay = 1 
msec [%] 
Delay = 2 
msec [%] 
Delay = 5 
mesc [%] 
Delay = 10 
msec [%] 
Delay = 30 
msec [%] 
Delay = 50 
msec [%] 
Means Before 99.67 100 98.33 98.67 96.67 93.67 78.68 
  During 81.56 79.31 76.86 84.68 85.65 85.54 88.81 
  After 91.16 88.89 85.19 90.48 96.88 84.18 86.19 
SEMs Before 0.33 0 0.73 1.05 1.54 1.94 3.79 
  During 3.27 3.26 3.47 2.84 2.92 2.92 2.16 
  After 2.77 3.05 3.51 2.79 1.54 3.51 3.19 
Means Before 0 NA 0 0 0 17.95 42.73 
  During 41.12 40.71 46.89 39.57 32.31 18.04 17.14 
  After 20 0 0 0 0 6.67 15.38 
SEMs Before 0 NA 0 0 0 3.5 4.59 
  During 4.11 3.81 3.81 4.27 3.97 3.53 3.54 
  After 4.47 0 0 0 0 2.11 2.92 
Means Before NA NA 0 0 0 0 0 
  During 33.33 0 11.11 6.67 21.8 0 0 
  After 21.21 8.33 6.67 16.67 50 4.76 0 
SEMs Before NA NA 0 0 0 0 0 
  During 4.15 0 2.6 2.11 3.56 0 0 
  After 3.73 2.89 2.58 3.6 5.35 1.78 0 






Delay = 0 
msec 
Delay = 1 
msec 
Delay = 2 
msec 








During/Before (Netw. 1 
vs. Netw. 2) 0.257 0.943 0.621 0.83 0.281 0.53 0.711 
After/During (Netw. 1 
vs. Netw. 2) 0.248 0.934 0.79 0.566 0.322 0.724 0.711 
After vs. During 0.99 0.934 0.92 0.95 0.759 0.918 0.995 
Table S2.4. Modulation of state dynamics by simulated tACS as a function of propagation 




Parameter Strong antiphase [%] Interspersed weak firing [%] Breaking from RF [%] 
P(local) = 0.95 19.43 77.14 3.43 
P(local) = 0.97 37.71 60.00 2.29 
P(local) = 0.99 56.57 16.57 26.86 
P(local) = 0.999 76.00 0.00 24.00 
G(LRP) = 0.015 85.00 0.00 15.00 
G(LRP) = 0.03 65.00 21.43 13.57 
G(LRP) = 0.06 40.00 50.00 10.00 
G(LRP) = 0.09 27.14 50.00 22.86 
G(LRP) = 0.12 20.00 70.71 9.29 
Delay = 0 msec 40.00 40.00 20.00 
Delay = 1 msec 50.00 40.00 10.00 
Delay = 2 msec 47.00 40.00 13.00 
Delay = 5 msec 45.00 40.00 15.00 
Delay = 10 msec 49.00 38.00 13.00 
Delay = 30 msec 50.00 40.00 10.00 
Delay = 50 msec 51.00 31.00 18.00 





APPENDIX B: SUPPLEMENTAL DATA FOR CHAPTER 3 
 
Figure S3.1. SHAPE-informed structural models show differences in the UTR structure. (A) 
SHAPE profiles for the RB1 5′ UTR for WT, the structural controls C4A and C166U, and the 
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retinoblastoma-associated mutations G17C and G18U. WT has a very similar profile to the 
structural controls, while the disease-associated mutations differ from WT on the 5′ end of the 
sequence. Values are the mean reactivity across five repeats. Asterisks indicate positions where 
the reactivity could not be determined. (B) The representative structures from Figure 3.2, plotted 
with additional SHAPE reactivity information for each nucleotide indicated by the color. Each 





Figure S3.2. Few transcription factors bind near mutation sites. We performed transcription 
factor motif analysis in conjunction with an analysis of publicly available ChIP-seq data to 
characterize the intergenic region upstream of the RB1 gene and identify potential transcriptional 
regulators and transcription factor binding sites (TFBSs). (A) Genomic region upstream of the 
RB1 gene (in hg19 coordinates). Small red bars indicate the point-source peak of each ChIP-seq 
experiment. Grayscale indicates the ChIP-seq score with higher values corresponding to greater 
enrichment and certainty. We found 61 ChIP-seq point-source peaks, corresponding to 32 unique 
proteins, within 200 nucleotides of the annotated transcription start site. The gray, dark red, and 
navy lines indicate the transcription start site, translation start site, and the end of the first exon 
respectively. (B) A majority of the point-source peaks (74%; red lines, bottom) are upstream of 









































































the transcription start site, indicating that this gene is conventionally regulated. (C) To locate 
TFBSs likely to be disrupted by these mutations, we selected ChIP-seq point-source peaks within 
20 nucleotides of G17C/G18U. Out of the 61 point-source peaks, 11 (18%) are within 20 
nucleotides of G17C/G18U. These 11 point-source peaks, representing putative TFBSs affected 
by these mutations, correspond to 9 unique transcription factors. (D) We compared the sequence 
motifs for these transcription factors to the sequence around the mutations and found that only 





Figure S3.3. RB1 protein alignment based on CDS sequences from each organism found through 
NCBI BLAST. Much like the sequence of the RB1 5′ UTR, the RB1 coding sequence is highly 
conserved across the organisms shown in the alignment.  
                                 1
Homo_sapiens                     MPPKTPRK----------TA ATAAAAAAEPPAPPPPPPPE EDPEQDSGPEDLPLVRLEFE ETEEPDFTALCQKLKIPDHV
Bos_taurus                       MPPKTPRR----------AA AAAAAAAAEPPPPPLPPPPE EDPEQDSGSEDLPLARLEFE ETEEPDFTALCQKLKLPDHV
Ceratotherium_simum_simum        MPPKTPRR------------ AAAAAAAAEPPAPP-PPPPE EDPEQDSGSEDLPLARLEFE ETEEPDFTALCQKLKIPDHV
Gorilla_gorilla_gorilla          MPPKTPRK----------TA ATAAAAAAEPPAPPPPPPPE EDPEQDSGPEDLPLVRLEFE ETEEPDFTALCQKLKIPDHV
Heterocephalus_glaber            MPPKTPRR------------ --AAATAVEPPPPPPPPPPE EDPEQDSGPEDLPLARFEFE EAEEPDFTALCQKLKIADCV
Macaca_mulatta                   MPPKTPRK----------TA AAAAAAAAEPPAPPPPPPPE EDPEQDSGPEDLPLVRLEFE ETEEPDFTALCQKLKIPDHV
Mus_musculus                     MPPKAPRR------------ ----AAAAEPPPPPPPPPRE DDPAQDSGPEELPLARLEFE EIEEPEFIALCQKLKVPDHV
Mustela_putorius_furo            MPPKTPRR------------ ----AAAAEPPPP--SPPPE EDPEQDSGPEDLPLPSLVLE ETEEPDFTALCQKLKIPDHV
Nomascus_leucogenys              MPPKTPXK----------TA ATAAAAAAEPPAPPPPPPPE EDPEQDSGPEDLPLVRLEFE ETEEPDFTALCQKLKIPDHV
Ochotona_princeps                MPPKTPRR-----------A VAAATAAVEPPAP--PPPPE EDAERDSGPEDLPLARLEFE ETEDPDFTALCQKLKIPDHV
Odobenus_rosmarus_divergens      MPPKTPRRAAAAAAAAAAAA AAAAAAAAEPPPP--PPPPE EDPEQDSGPEDLPLPRLVFE ETEEPDFTALCQKLKIPDHV
Orcinus_orca                     MPPKTPRR------------ AAAAAAAAEPPPPPPPPPPE EDPEQDSGPEDLPLARLEFE ETEEPDFTALCQKLRIPDHV
Oryctolagus_cuniculus            MPPKTPRR-----------A AAAAAAAVEPPAPPPPPPPE EDAEQDSGPEDLPLARLEFE ETEDPDFTALCQKLKIPDHV
Otolemur_garnettii               MPPKTPRR----------AA AAAAAAAAEPPAPQ-PPPPE EDPDQDSGPEDLPLARLEFE DTEEPDFTALCQKLKITDHV
Pan_paniscus                     MPPKTPRK----------TA ATAAAAAAEPPAPPPPPPPE EDPEQDSGPEDLPLVRLEFE ETEEPDFTALCQKLKIPDHV
Pan_troglodytes                  MPPKTPRK----------TA ATAAAAAAEPPAPPPPPPPE EDPEQDSGPEDLPLVRLEFE ETEEPDFTALCQKLKIPDHV
Papio_anubis                     MPPKTPRK----------TA --AAAAAAEPPAPPPPPPPE EDPEQDSGPEDLPLVRLEFE ETEEPDFTALCQKLKIPDHV
Pongo_abelii                     -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- --------------------
Rattus_norvegicus                MPPKAPRR------------ ----TAAAEPPPPP-PPPPE DDPAQDSDPEELPLIRLEFE KIEEPEFIALCQKLKVPDHV
Saimiri_boliviensis_boliviensis  MPPKMPRK------------ AAAAAAAAEPPAPPPPSSPE EDPEQDSGPEDLPLVRVEFE ETEEPDFTALCQRLKIPDHV
Trichechus_manatus_latirostris   MPPKTPRRAAAAAAAAAAAA AAAAAASVEPPAPPLPPPPE EDPEHDSGPEDLPLARLEFE ETEDPDFVALCQKLKIPDHV
                                81
Homo_sapiens                     RERAWLTWEKVSSVDGVLGG YIQKKKELWGICIFIAAVDL DEMSFTFTELQKNIEISVHK FFNLLKEIDTSTKVDNAMSR
Bos_taurus                       RERAWLTWEKVSSVDGVLEG YVQKKKELWGICIFIAAVDL DEMPFTFTELQKNIETSVYK FFDLLKEIDTSTKVDNAMSR
Ceratotherium_simum_simum        RERAWLTWEKISSVDGVLEG YIQKKKELWGICIFIAAVDL DEMPFTFTELQKNIETSVYK FFDLLKEIDTSTKVDNAMSR
Gorilla_gorilla_gorilla          RERAWLTWEKVSSVDGVLGG YIQKKKELWGICIFIAAVDL DEMPFTFTELQKNIEISVHK FFNLLKEIDTSTKVDNAMSR
Heterocephalus_glaber            RERAWLTWEKVSSVDGVLKG YIQKKMELWGICIFIAAVDL DEMPFTFTELQKNIETSVYK FFDLVKEIDTSTKVDNAMSR
Macaca_mulatta                   RERAWLTWEKVSSVDGVLGG YIQKKKELWGICIFIAAVDL DEMPFTFTELQKNIEISVHK FFNLLKEIDTSTKVDNAMSR
Mus_musculus                     RERAWLTWEKVSSVDGILEG YIQKKKELWGICIFIAAVDL DEMPFTFTELQKSIETSVYK FFDLLKEIDTSTKVDNAMSR
Mustela_putorius_furo            KERAWLTWEKVSSVDGVLEG YVQRKKELWGICIFIAAVDL DEMPFTFTELQKNIETSVCR FFDLLKEIDTSTKVDNAMSR
Nomascus_leucogenys              RERAWLTWEKVSSVDGVLGG YIQKKKELWGICIFIAAVDL DEMPFTFTELQKNIEISVHK FFNLLKEIDTSTKVDNAMSR
Ochotona_princeps                RERAWLTWEKISSANGASGG YNQKKKKLWGICIFIAAVDL DDMPFTFTELQKSIEISVYK FFDLLKEIDTSTKVDSAMSR
Odobenus_rosmarus_divergens      RERAWLTWEKISSVDGVLEG YVQRKKELWGICIFIAAVDL DEMPFTFTELQKNIETSVCK FFDLLKEIDTSTKVDNAMSR
Orcinus_orca                     RERAWLTWEKVSSVDGVLEG YVQKKKELWGICIFIAAVDL DEMPFTFTELQKNIETSVYK FFDLLKEIDTSIKVDNVMSR
Oryctolagus_cuniculus            RERAWLTWEKVSSVDGVLEG YIQKKKELWGICVFIAAVDL DEMPFTFTELQKNIEISVYK FFDLLKEIDTSTKVDNAMSR
Otolemur_garnettii               RERAWLTWEKVSSVDGVLEG YIQKKKELWGICIFIAAVDL DEMPFTFTELQKNIETSVYK FFELLKEIDTSTKVDNAMSR
Pan_paniscus                     RERAWLTWEKVSSVDGVLGG YIQKKKELWGICIFIAAVDL DEMSFTFTELQKNIEISVHK FFNLLKEIDTSTKVDNAMSR
Pan_troglodytes                  RERAWLTWEKVSSVDGVLGG YIQKKKELWGICIFIAAVDL DEMSFTFTELQKNIEISVHK FFNLLKEIDTSTKVDNAMSR
Papio_anubis                     RERAWLTWEKVSSVDGVLGG YIQKKKELWGICIFIAAVDL DEMPFTFTELQKNIEISVHK FFNLLKEIDTSTKVDNAMSR
Pongo_abelii                     -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- --------------------
Rattus_norvegicus                RERAWLTWEKVSSVDGILEG YIQKKKELWGICIFIAAVDL DEMPFTFTELQKSIETSVYK FFDLLKEIDTSTKVDNAVSR
Saimiri_boliviensis_boliviensis  RERAWLTWEKVSSVDGVLGG YIQKKKELWGICIFIAAVDL DEMPFTFTELQKIIEISVFK FFDLLKEIDTSTKVDNAMSR
Trichechus_manatus_latirostris   RERAWLTWEKVSSMDGVLEG YIQKKKELWGVCIFIAAVDL DEMPFTFTELQKNIETSVYK FFDLLKEIDTSTKVDNAMSR
                               161
Homo_sapiens                     LLKKYDVLFALFSKLERTCE LIYLTQPSSSISTEINSALV LKVSWITFLLAKGEVLQMED DLVISFQLMLCVLDYFIKLS
Bos_taurus                       LLKKYNVLCALYSKLERTCE LIYLTQPSSSISTEINSMLV LKVSWITFLLAKGQVLQMED DLVISFQLMLCVLDYFIKLS
Ceratotherium_simum_simum        LLKKYNVLCALYSKLERTCE LIYLTQPSSSISTEINSLLV LKVSWITFLLAKGEVLQMED DLVISFQLMLCVLDYFIKLS
Gorilla_gorilla_gorilla          LLKKYDVLFALFSKLERTCE FIYLTQPSSSISTEINSALV LKVSWITFLLAKGEVLQMED DLVISFQLMLCVLDYFIKLS
Heterocephalus_glaber            LLKKYNVLCALYSKLERTCE LIYLTPPSSSISAEISSALV LKVSWITFLLAKGEVLQMED DLVISFQLMLCVLDYFIKLS
Macaca_mulatta                   LLKKYDVLFALFSKLERTCE LIYLTQPSSSISTEINSTLV LKVSWITFLLAKGEVLQMED DLVISFQLMLCVLDYFIKLS
Mus_musculus                     LLKKYNVLCALYSKLERTCE LIYLTQPSSALSTEINSMLV LKISWITFLLAKGEVLQMED DLVISFQLMLCVVDYFIKFS
Mustela_putorius_furo            LLKKYNVLCALYSKLERTCE LIYLTQPSTLISTEINSVLV LKVSWITFLLAKGEVLQMED DLVISFQLMLCVLDYFIKLS
Nomascus_leucogenys              LLKKYDVLFALFSKLERTCE LIYLTQPSSSISTEINSALV LKVSWITFLLAKGEVLQMED DLVISFQLMLCVLDYFIKLS
Ochotona_princeps                LLKKYNVLCALYSKLERTCE LIYLAQPSTSLSTEINSLLV LRVSWITFLLAKGEVLQMED DLVISFQLMLCVLDYFIKLS
Odobenus_rosmarus_divergens      LLKKYNVLCALYSKLERTCE LIYLTQPSSLISTEINSVLV LKVSWITFLLAKGEVLQMED DLVISFQLMLCVLDYFIKLS
Orcinus_orca                     LLKKYNVLCALYSKLERTCE LIYLSQPSSSISTEINSMLV LKVSWLTFLLAKGQVLQMED DLVISFQLMLCVLDYFIKLS
Oryctolagus_cuniculus            LLKKYNVLCALYSKLERTCE LIYLTQPSSSVSTEINSLLV LKVSWITFLLAKGEVLQMED DLVISFQLMLCVLDYFIKLS
Otolemur_garnettii               LLKKYDVLCALYSKLERTCE LIYLAQPSNSISTEINSMLV LKISWITFLLAKGEVLQMED DLVISFQLMLCVLDYFIKLS
Pan_paniscus                     LLKKYDVLFALFSKLERTCE LIYLTQPSSSISTEINSALV LKVSWITFLLAKGEVLQMED DLVISFQLMLCVLDYFIKLS
Pan_troglodytes                  LLKKYDVLFALFSKLERTCE LIYLTQPSSSISTEINSALV LKVSWITFLLAKGEVLQMED DLVISFQLMLCVLDYFIKLS
Papio_anubis                     LLKKYDVLFALFSKLERTCE LIYLTQPSSSISTEINSTLV LKVSWITFLLAKGKFLQV-D PSVCCF--LLCVLNFFLSLS
Pongo_abelii                     -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- --------------------
Rattus_norvegicus                LLKKYNVLCALYSKLERTCG LIYLTQPSSGLSTEINSMLV LKVSWITFLLAKGEVVQMED DLVISFQLMLCVLDYFIKLS
Saimiri_boliviensis_boliviensis  LLKKYNVLLALFSKLERTCE LIYLTQPNSSISTEINSALV LKVSWITFLLAKGEVLQMED DLVISFQLMLCVLDYFIKLS
Trichechus_manatus_latirostris   LLKKYNVLCALYSKLERTCE LIYLTQPSSSISSEINSALV LKLSWITFLLAKGEVLQMED DLVISFQLMLCVLDYFIKLS
                               241
Homo_sapiens                     PPMLLKEPYKTAVIPINGSP RTPRRGQNRSARIAKQLEND TRIIEVLCKEHECNIDEVKN VYFKNFIPFMNSLGLVTSNG
Bos_taurus                       PPALLKDPYKTAVIPINGSP RTPRRGQNRSARIAKQLEND TRIIEVLCKEHECNIDEVKN VYFKNFIPFMNSLGIVASNG
Ceratotherium_simum_simum        PPALLKEPYKTAVIPINGSP RTPRRGQNRSARIAKQLEND TRIIEVLCKEHECNIDEVKN VYFKNFIPFMNSLGIVASNG
Gorilla_gorilla_gorilla          PPMLLKEPYKTAVIPINGSP RTPRRGQNRSARIAKQLEND TRIIEVLCKEHECNIDEVKN VYFKNFIPFMNSLGLVTSNG
Heterocephalus_glaber            PAALLKEPYKTAVIPINGSP RTPRRGQNRSARIAKQLEND TRIIEVLCKEHECNIDEVKN VYFKNFIPFMNSLGIVTSNG
Macaca_mulatta                   PPVLLKEPYKTAVIPINGSP RTPRRGQNRSARIAKQLEND TRIIEVLCKEHECNIDEVKN VYFKNFIPFMNSLGLVTSNG
Mus_musculus                     PPALLREPYKTAAIPINGSP RTPRRGQNRSARIAKQLEND TRIIEVLCKEHECNIDEVKN VYFKNFIPFINSLGIVSSNG
Mustela_putorius_furo            PPALLKEPYKTAVIPFNGSP RTPRRGQNRSARIAKQLEND TRIIEVLCKEHECNIDEVKN VYFKNFIPFMNSLGIVASNG
Nomascus_leucogenys              PPVLLKEPYKTAVIPINGSP RTPRRGQNRSARIAKQLEND TRIIEVLCKEHECNIDEVKN VYFKNFIPFMNSLGLVTSNG
Ochotona_princeps                PPALLKEPYKTAVIPINGSP RTPRRGQNRSARTAKQQEQD SRIIDMLCKEHDCNIDEVKN VYFKNFIPFMNSLGIIASNE
Odobenus_rosmarus_divergens      PPALLKEPYKTAVIPFNGSP RTPRRGQNRSARIAKQLEND TRIIEVLCKEHECNIDEVKN VYFKNFIPFMNSLGIVASNG
Orcinus_orca                     PPALLKEPYKTAVIPINGSP RTPRRGQNRSARIAKQLEND TRIIEVLCKEHECNIDEVKN VYFKNFIPFMNSLGIVASNG
Oryctolagus_cuniculus            PPALLKEPYKTAVIPVNGSP RAPRRGQNRSARIAKQPEQD TRIIDMLCKEHDCNIDEVKN VYFKNFIPFMNSLGIVAFNG
Otolemur_garnettii               PPALLKEPYKTAVIPINGSP RTPRRGQNRSARIAKQLEND TRIIEVLCKEHECNIDEVKN VYFKNFIPFMNSLGIASSNG
Pan_paniscus                     PPMLLKEPYKTAVIPINGSP RTPRRGQNRSARIAKQLEND TRIIEVLCKEHECNIDEVKN VYFKNFIPFMNSLGLVTSNG
Pan_troglodytes                  PPVLLKEPYKTAVIPINGSP RTPRRGQNRSARIAKQLEND TRIIEVLCKEHECNIDEVKN VYFKNFIPFMNSLGLVTSNG
Papio_anubis                     SSLLLYNFYKTAVIPINGSP RTPRRGQNRSARIAKQLEND TRIIEVLCKEHECNIDEVKN VYFKNFIPFMNSLGLVTSNG
Pongo_abelii                     -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- --------------------
Rattus_norvegicus                PPALLREPYKTAATPINGSP RTPRRGQNRSARIAKQLESD TRTIEVLCKEHECNVDEVKN VYFKNFIPFISSLGIVSSNG
Saimiri_boliviensis_boliviensis  PPVLLKEPYKTAVIPVNGSP RTPRRGQNRSARIAKQLEND TRIIEILCKEHECNIDEVKN VYLKNFIPFMNSLGLVTSNG
Trichechus_manatus_latirostris   PPALLKEPYRTAVIPINGSP RTPRRGQNRSARIAKQLEND TRIIEVLCTEQKCNIDEVKN VYFKNFIPFMNSLGIVASNG
                              321
Homo_sapiens                     LPEVENLSKRYEEIYLKNKD LDARLFLDHDKTLQTDSIDS FETQRTPRKSNLDEEVNVIP PHTPVRTVMNTIQQLMMILN
Bos_taurus                       LPEVENLSKQYEEIYLKNKD LDARLFLDHDKTLQADPTDS FEMQRTPRKSNPDEEVNMIL PQTPVRTVMNTIQQLMMILN
Ceratotherium_simum_simum        LPEVESLSKQYEEIYLKNKD LDARLFLDHDKTLQADPTDS FEMQRTPRKSTPDEELNVIL PQTPVRTVMNTIQQLMMILN
Gorilla_gorilla_gorilla          LPEVENLSKRYEEIYLKNKD LDARLFLDHDKTLQTDSIDS FETQRTPRKSNLDEEVNVIP PHTPVRTVMNTIQQLMMILN
Heterocephalus_glaber            LPEVESLSKQYEEIYLKNKD IDARLFLDHDKTLQTDPIDS FEMQRTPQKSNPDEEVNVIP PHTPVRTVMNTIQQLMMILN
Macaca_mulatta                   LPEVESLSKRYEEIYLKNKD LDARLFLDHDKTLQTDSIDS FETQRTPRKSNLDEEVNVIP PHTPVRTVMNTIQQLMMILN
Mus_musculus                     LPEVESLSKRYEEVYLKNKD LDARLFLDHDKTLQTDPIDS FETERTPRKNNPDEEANVVT PHTPVRTVMNTIQQLMVILN
Mustela_putorius_furo            LPEVESLSKQYEEIYLKNKD LDARLFLDHDKTLQADPMDS FEMQRTPRKSNSDEEVNVIL PQTPVRTVMNTIQQLMMILN
Nomascus_leucogenys              LPEVESLSKRYEEIYLKNKD LDARLFLDHDKTLQTDSIDS FETQRTPRKSNLDEEVNVIP PHTPVRTVMTTIQQLMMILN
Ochotona_princeps                LPEVESLSKRYEEMYLKNKD LDARLFLDHDKTLQTDSIDS FEVQRTPRKNHHEEEINMIP PPTPVRTVMNTIQQLVMILN
Odobenus_rosmarus_divergens      LPEVESLSKQYEEIYLKNKD LDARLFLDHDKTLQADPVDS FEMQRTPRKSNTDEEVNVIL PQTPVRTVMNTIQQLMMILN
Orcinus_orca                     LPEVESLSKQYEEIYLKNKD IDARLFLDHDKTLQADPTDS FEMQRTPRKSNPDEEVNVIL PQTPVRTVMNTIQQLMMILN
Oryctolagus_cuniculus            LPEVESLSKRYEEIYLKNKD LDARLFLDHDETLQNDPLDS FELQRTPRKNNPDEEVNVIP PHTPVRTVMNTIQQLMMILN
Otolemur_garnettii               LPEVENLSKRYEEIYLKNKD LDARLFLDHDKTLQTDSIDS FETQRTPRKNNAAEEVNVIS PHTPVRTVMNTIQQLMMILN
Pan_paniscus                     LPEVENLSKRYEEIYLKNKD LDARLFLDHDKTLQTDSIDS FETQRTPRKSNLDEEVNVIP PHTPVRTVMNTIQQLMMILN
Pan_troglodytes                  LPEVENLSKRYEEIYLKNKD LDARLFLDHDKTLQTDSIDS FETQRTPRKSNLDEEVNVIP PHTPVRTVMNTIQQLMMILN
Papio_anubis                     LPEVESLSKRYEEIYLKNKD LDARLFLDHDKTLQTDSIDS FETQRTPRKSNLDEEVNVIP PHTPVRTVMNTIQQLMMILN
Pongo_abelii                     -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- --------------------
Rattus_norvegicus                LPELESLSKRYEEVYLKSKD LDARLFLDHDKTLQTDTIDS FETERTPRKSNPDEEANMVT PHTPVRTVMNTIQQLMVILN
Saimiri_boliviensis_boliviensis  LPEVESLSKRYEEIYLKNKD LDARLFLDHDKTLQTDSIDS FEAQRTPRKSNLDEEVNVIS PHTPVRTVMNTIQQLMMILN
Trichechus_manatus_latirostris   LPEVESLSKQYEEIYLKNKD LDARLFLDHDKTLQADPIDS FEMQRTPRKSNPDEEVNMIP PQTPVRTVMNTIQQLMMILN
                              401
Homo_sapiens                     SASDQPSENLISYFNNCTVN PKESILKRVKDIGYIFKEKF AKAVGQGCVEIGSQRYKLGV RLYYRVMESMLKSEEERLSI
Bos_taurus                       SASDQPSENLISYFNNCTVN PKDSILKRVKDIGDVFKEKF AKAVGQGCMEIGSQRYKLGV RLYYRVMESMLKSEEERLSI
Ceratotherium_simum_simum        SASDQPSENLISYFNNCTVN PKESILKRVKDIGYIFKEKF AKAVGQGCMEIGSQRYKLGV RLYYRVMESMLKSEEERLSI
Gorilla_gorilla_gorilla          SASDQPSENLISYFNNCTVN PKESILKRVKDIGYIFKEKF AKAVGQGCVEIGSQRYKLGV RLYYRVMESMLKSEEERLSI
Heterocephalus_glaber            SSSDQPSEILISYFNNCTVN PKENILKRVKDIGHIFKEKF ANAVGQGCVEIGSQRYKLGV RLYYRVMESMLKSEEERLSI
Macaca_mulatta                   SASDQPSENLISYFNNCTVN PKESILKRVKDIGYIFKEKF AKAVGQGCVEIGSQRYKLGV RLYYRVMESMLKSEEERLSI
Mus_musculus                     SASDQPSENLISYFNNCTVN PKENILKRVKDVGHIFKEKF ANAVGQGCVDIGVQRYKLGV RLYYRVMESMLKSEEERLSI
Mustela_putorius_furo            SASDQPSENLISYFNNCTVN PKESILKRVKDVGYIFKEKF AKAVGLGCMEIGSQRYKLGV RLYYRVMESMLKSEEERLSI
Nomascus_leucogenys              SASDQPSENLISYFNNCTVN PKESILKRVKDIGYIFKEKF AKAVGQGCVEIGSQRYKLGV RLYYRVMESMLKSEEERLSI
Ochotona_princeps                SASDQPSENLISYFNNCTVN PKENILKRVKDVGIIFKEKF AKAVGQGCVDIGSQRYKLGV RLYYRVMESMLKSEEERLSI
Odobenus_rosmarus_divergens      SASDQPSENLISYFNNCTVN PKESILKRVKDVGYIFKEKF AKAVGQGCMEIGSQRYKLGV RLYYRVMESMLKSEEERLSI
Orcinus_orca                     SASDQPSENLISYFNNCTVN PKESILKRVKDIGYIFKEKF AKAVGQGCMEIGSQRYKLGV RLYYRVMESMLKSEEERLSI
Oryctolagus_cuniculus            SASDQPSENLISYFNNCTVN PKENILKRVKDIGCIFKEKF AKAVGQGCVDIGSQRYKLGV RLYYRVMESMLKSEEERLSI
Otolemur_garnettii               SSSDQPSENLISYFNNCTVN PKESILKRVKDIGYIFKEKF AKAVGQGCVEIGSQRYKLGV RLYYRVMESMLKSEEERLSI
Pan_paniscus                     SASDQPSENLISYFNNCTVN PKESILKRVKDIGYIFKEKF AKAVGQGCVEIGSQRYKLGV RLYYRVMESMLKSEEERLSI
Pan_troglodytes                  SASDQPSENLISYFNNCTVN PKESILKRVKDIGYIFKEKF AKAVGQGCVEIGSQRYKLGV RLYYRVMESMLKSEEERLSI
Papio_anubis                     SASDQPSENLISYFNNCTVN PKESILKRVKDIGYIFKEKF AKAVGQGCVEIGSQRYKLGV RLYYRVMESMLKSEEERLSI
Pongo_abelii                     -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- --------------------
Rattus_norvegicus                SASDQPSENLISYFSNCTVN PKENILKRVKDVGHIFKEKF ASAVGQGCIDIGAQRYKLGV RLYYRVMESMLKSEEERLSI
Saimiri_boliviensis_boliviensis  SASDQPSENLISYFNNCTVN PKESILKRVKDIGYIFKEKF AEAVGQGCVEIGSQRYKLGV RLYYRVMESMLKSEEERLSI
Trichechus_manatus_latirostris   SASDQPSENLISYFNNCTVN PKESILKRVKDIGCIFKEKF ARAVGQGCIEIGLQRYKLGV RLYYRVMESMLKSEEERLSI
                               481
Homo_sapiens                     QNFSKLLNDNIFHMSLLACA LEVVMATYSRSTSQNLDSGT DLSFPWILNVLNLKAFDFYK VIESFIKAEGNLTREMIKHL
Bos_taurus                       QNFSKLLNDNIFHMSLLACA LEVVMATYSRSMSQSLDTGT DLSFPWILNVFNLKAFDFYK VIESFIKAEANLTREMIKHL
Ceratotherium_simum_simum        QNFSKLLNDNIFHMSLLACA LEVVMATYSRSTSQNLDTGT DLSFPWILNVLNLKAFDFYK VIESFIKAEANLTREMIKHL
Gorilla_gorilla_gorilla          QNFSKLLNDNIFHMSLLACA LEVVMATYSRSTSQNLDSGT DLSFPWILNVLNLKAFDFYK VIESFIKAEGNLTREMIKHL
Heterocephalus_glaber            QNFSKLLNDNVFHMSLLACA LEVVMATYSRSTSQNLDSGT DLSFPWILNVLNLKAFDFYK VIESFIKAEANLTREMIKHL
Macaca_mulatta                   QNFSKLLNDNIFHMSLLACA LEVVMATYSRSTSQNLDSGT DLSFPWILNVLNLKAFDFYK VIESFIKAEGNLTREMIKHL
Mus_musculus                     QNFSKLLNDNIFHMSLLACA LEVVMATYSRSTLQHLDSGT DLSFPWILNVLNLKAFDFYK VIESFIKVEANLTREMIKHL
Mustela_putorius_furo            QNFSKLLNDNIFHMSLLACA LEVVMATYSRNTSQNLDTGT DLSFPWILNILNLKAFDFYK VIESFIKAEANLTREMIKHL
Nomascus_leucogenys              QNFSKLLNDNVFHMSLLACA LEIVMATYSRSTSQNLDSGT DLSFPWILNVLNLKAFDFYK VIESFIKAEGTLTREMIKHL
Ochotona_princeps                QNFSKLLNDNIFHMSLLACA LEVVMATYSRNTSQNLDSGT NLSFPWILSVLNLKPFDFYK VIESFIKAEANLTREMIKHL
Odobenus_rosmarus_divergens      QNFSKLLNDNIFHMSLLACA LEVVMATYSRSTSQNLDTGT DLSFPWILNVLNLKAFDFYK VIESFIKAEANLTREMIKHL
Orcinus_orca                     QNFSKLLNDNIFHMSLLACA LEVVMATYSRSTSQNLDTGT DLSFPWILNVLNLKAFDFYK VIESFIKAEANLTREMIKHL
Oryctolagus_cuniculus            QNFSKLLNDNIFHMSLLACA LEVVMATYSRSTSQNLDSGT DLSFPWILNVLNLKAFDFYK VIESFIKAEANLTREMIKHL
Otolemur_garnettii               QNFSKLLNDNIFHMSLLACA LEVVMATYSRSTSQNLDSGT DLSFPWILNVLNLKAFDFYK VIESFIKAEANLTREMIKHL
Pan_paniscus                     QNFSKLLNDNIFHMSLLACA LEVVMATYSRSTSQNLDSGT DLSFPWILNVLNLKAFDFYK VIESFIKAEGNLTREMIKHL
Pan_troglodytes                  QNFSKLLNDNIFHMSLLACA LEVVMATYSRSTSQNLDSGT DLSFPWILNVLNLKAFDFYK VIESFIKAEGNLTREMIKHL
Papio_anubis                     QNFSKLLNDNIFHMSLLACA LEVVMATYSRSTSQNLDSGT DLSFPWILNVLNLKAFDFYK VIESFIKAEGNLTREMIKHL
Pongo_abelii                     -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- --------------------
Rattus_norvegicus                QNFSKLLNDNIFHMSLLACA LEVVMATYSRSMLQNLDSGT DLSFPWILNVLNLKAFDFYK VIESFIKVEANLTREMIKHL
Saimiri_boliviensis_boliviensis  QNFSKLLNDSIFHMSLLACA LEVVMATYSRSTSQNLDSGT DLSFPWILNVLNLKAFDFYK VIESFIKAEGTLTREMIKHL
Trichechus_manatus_latirostris   QNFSKLLNDNIFHKSLLACA LEVVMATYSRSTSQNLDSGT DLSFPWILNVLNLKAFDFYK VIESFIKAEANLTREMIKHL
                               561
Homo_sapiens                     ERCEHRIMESLAWLSDSPLF DLIKQSKDREGPTDHLESAC PLNLPLQNNHTAADMYLSPV RSPKKKGSTTRVNSTANAET
Bos_taurus                       ERCEHRIMESLAWLSDSPLF DLIKQAKDREGPVDHFEPAC TLNLPLQNNHTAADMYLSPV RSPKKKGPTPRVNSTPNSEA
Ceratotherium_simum_simum        ERCEHRIMESLAWLSDSPLF DLIKQAKDREGPADHLES-C TLNLPLQNNHTAADMYLSPV RSPKKKGSTTRVNSTANAEA
Gorilla_gorilla_gorilla          ERCEHRIMESLAWLSVSS-- -------------------- -------------------- --------------------
Heterocephalus_glaber            ERCEHRIMESLAWLSDSPLF DLIKQSKDQEGPAEHLESTC PLNLPLQNNHTAADMYLSPI RSPKRKGSTTRGNSTANAET
Macaca_mulatta                   ERCEHRIMESLAWLSDSPLF DLIKQSKDREGPTDHFESAC PLNLPLQNNHTAADMYLSPV RSPKKKGSTTRVNSTANAET
Mus_musculus                     ERCEHRIMESLAWLSDSPLF DLIKQSKDGEGP-DNLEPAC PLSLPLQGNHTAADMYLSPL RSPKKRTSTTRVNSAANTET
Mustela_putorius_furo            ERCEHRIMESLAWLSDSPLF DLIKQAKDREGPADHLEPAC TLNLPLQSNHTAADMYLSPV RSPKKKGSTIRVNSTANTEG
Nomascus_leucogenys              ERCEHRIMESLAWLSDSPLF DLIKQSKDREGPTDHFESAC PVNLPLQNNHTAADMYLSPV RSPKKKGSTTRVNSTANAET
Ochotona_princeps                ERCEHRIMESLAWLSDSPLF DLIKQSKDREGPADHFESSC PLNLPLQNNHTAADMYLSPM RSPKKKSSTTRVNSTANVEP
Odobenus_rosmarus_divergens      ERCEHRIMESLAWLSDSPLF DLIKQAKDREGPADHLESAC ALNLSLQSNHTAADMYLSPV RSPKKKGSTIRVNSTANTEA
Orcinus_orca                     ERCEHRIMESLAWLSESPLF DLIKQAKDREGPADHLEPAC TLNLPLQNNHTAADMYLSPV RSPQKKGSTTRVNSTASSEA
Oryctolagus_cuniculus            ERCEHRIMESLAWLSDSPLF DLIKQSKDREGPADHFESAC PLNLPLQNNHTAADMYLSPV RSPKKKSSTTRVNSTANVET
Otolemur_garnettii               ERCEHRIMESLAWLSDSPLF DLIKQSKDREGSADHLESAC PLNLPLQNNHTAADMYLSPV RSPKKKGSTTRVNSTANAET
Pan_paniscus                     ERCEHRIMESLAWLSDSPLF DLIKQSKDREGPTDHLESAC PLNLPLQNNHTAADMYLSPV RSPKKKGSTTRVNSTANAET
Pan_troglodytes                  ERCEHRIMESLAWLSDSPLF DLIKQSKDREGPTDHLESAC PLNLPLQNNHTAADMYLSPV RSPKKKGSTTRVNSTANAET
Papio_anubis                     ERCEHRIMESLAWLSDSPLF DLIKQSKDREGPTDHFESAC PLNLPLQNNHTAADMYLSPV RSPKKKGSTTRVNSTANAET
Pongo_abelii                     ---------------DSPLF DLIKQSKDREGPTDHLESAC PLNLPLQNNHTAADMYLSPV RSPKKKGSTTRVNSTANAET
Rattus_norvegicus                ERCEHRIMESLAWLSDSPLF DLIKQSKDGEGP-DHLESAC SLSLPLQSNHTAADMYLSPI RSPKKRTSTTRVNSAANTET
Saimiri_boliviensis_boliviensis  ERCEHRIMESLAWLSDSPLF DLIKQSKDREGPTDHLESAC PLNVALQNNHTAADMYLSPV RSPKKKGSATRVNSTANAET
Trichechus_manatus_latirostris   ERCEHRIMESLAWLSDSPLF DLIKQSKDREGPADHLESAC TLNLPLQNNHTAADMYLSPV RSPKKKGPATRVNSTANAEA
                               641
Homo_sapiens                     QATSAFQTQKPLKSTSLSLF YKKVYRLAYLRLNTLCERLL SEHPELEHIIWTLFQHTLQN EYELMRDRHLDQIMMCSMYG
Bos_taurus                       QATSAFQTQKPLKSTSLSLF YKKVYRLAYLRLNTLCARFL SDHPELEHIIWTLFQHTLQN EYELMRDRHLDQIMMCSMYG
Ceratotherium_simum_simum        QATSAFQTQKPLKSTSLSLF YKKVYRLAYLRLNTLCARLL SDHSELEPIIWTLFQHTLQN EYELMRDRHLDQIMMCSMYG
Gorilla_gorilla_gorilla          -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- --------------------
Heterocephalus_glaber            QATSAFQTQKPLKSTSLSLF YKKVYRLAYLRLNTLCARLL SDHPELEHIIWTLFQHTLQN EYELMKDRHLDQIMMCSMYG
Macaca_mulatta                   QATSAFQTQKPLKSTSLSLF YKKVYRLAYLRLNTLCERLL SEHPELEHIIWTLFQHTLQN EYELMRDRHLDQIMMCSMYG
Mus_musculus                     QAASAFHTQKPLKSTSLALF YKKVYRLAYLRLNTLCARLL SDHPELEHIIWTLFQHTLQN EYELMRDRHLDQIMMCSMYG
Mustela_putorius_furo            QATSAFQTQKPLKSTSLSLF YKKVYRLAYLRLNTLCARLL SDHPELEHIIWTLFQHTLQN EYELMRDRHLDQIMMCSMYG
Nomascus_leucogenys              QATSAFQTQKPLKSTSLSLF YKKVYRLAYLRLNTLCERLL SEHPELEHIIWTLFQHTLQN EYELMRDRHLDQIMMCSMYG
Ochotona_princeps                QATSAFQTQKPLKSTSLSLF YKKVYRLAYLRLNTLCARLL SEHPELEHIIWTLFQHTLQN EYDLMRDRHLDQIMMCSMYG
Odobenus_rosmarus_divergens      QASSAFQTQKPLKSTSLSLF YKKVYRLAYLRLNTLCARLL SDHPELEHIIWTLFQHTLQN EYELMKDRHLDQIMMCSMYG
Orcinus_orca                     QATSAFQTQKPLKSTSLSLF YKKVYRLAYLRLNTLCARLL SDHPELEHIIWTLFQHTLQN EYELMRDRHLDQIMMCSMYG
Oryctolagus_cuniculus            QATSAFQTQKPVKSTSLSLF YKKVYRLAYLRLNTLCARLL SDHPELEHIIWTLFQHTLQN EYELMRDRHLDQIMMCSMYG
Otolemur_garnettii               QATSAFQTQKPLKSTSLSLF YKKVYRLAYLRLNTLCARLL SEHPELEHIIWTLFQHTLQN EYELMRDRHLDQIMMCSMYG
Pan_paniscus                     QATSAFQTQKPLKSTSLSLF YKKVYRLAYLRLNTLCERLL SEHPELEHIIWTLFQHTLQN EYELMRDRHLDQIMMCSMYG
Pan_troglodytes                  QATSAFQTQKPLKSTSLSLF YKKVYRLAYLRLNTLCERLL SEHPELEHIIWTLFQHTLQN EYELMRDRHLDQIMMCSMYG
Papio_anubis                     QATSAFQTQKPLKSTSLSLF YKKVYRLAYLRLNTLCERLL SEHPELEHIIWTLFQHTLQN EYELMRDRHLDQIMMCSMYG
Pongo_abelii                     QATSAFQTQKPLKSTSLSLF YKKVYRLAYLRLNTLCERLL SEHPELEHIIWTLFQHTLQN EYELMRDRHLDQIMMCSMYG
Rattus_norvegicus                QAASAFHTQKPLKSTSLSLF YKKVYRLAYLRLNTLCARLL SDHPEPEHIIWTLFQHTLEN EYELMKDRHLDQIMMCSMYG
Saimiri_boliviensis_boliviensis  QATSAFQTQKPLKSTSLSLF YKKVYRLAYLRLNTLCERLL SEHPELEHIIWTLFQHTLQN EYELMRDRHLDQIMMCSMYG
Trichechus_manatus_latirostris   QATSATQTQKPLKSTSLSLF YKKVYRLAYLRLNTLCARLL SDHPELEHIIWTLFQYTLQN EYELMRDRHLDQIMMCSMYG
                               721
Homo_sapiens                     ICKVKNIDLKFKIIVTAYKD LPHAVQETFKRVLIKEEEYD SIIVFYNSVFMQRLKTNILQ YASTRPPTLSPIPHIPRSPY
Bos_taurus                       ICKVKNIDLKFKIIVTAYKD LPHAVQETFKRVLIREEEYD SIIVFYNSVFMQRLKTNILQ YASTRPPTLSPIPHIPRSPY
Ceratotherium_simum_simum        ICKVKNIDLKFKIIVTAYKD LPHAVQETFKRVLIREEEYD SIIVFYNSVFMQRLKTNILQ YASTRPPTLSPIPHIPRSPY
Gorilla_gorilla_gorilla          -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- --------------------
Heterocephalus_glaber            ICKVKNIDLKFKIIVTAYKD LPHAVQETFKRVLIREEEYD SIIVFYNSVFMQRLKTNILQ YASTRPPTLSPIPHIPRSPY
Macaca_mulatta                   ICKVKNIDLKFKIIVTAYKD LPHAVQETFKRVLIKEEEYD SIIVFYNSVFMQRLKTNILQ YASTRPPTLSPIPHIPRSPY
Mus_musculus                     ICKVKNIDLKFKIIVTAYKD LPHAAQETFKRVLIREEEFD SIIVFYNSVFMQRLKTNILQ YASTRPPTLSPIPHIPRSPY
Mustela_putorius_furo            ICKVKNIDLKFKIIVTAYKD LPHAVQETFKRVLIREEEYD SIIVFYNSVFMQRLKTNILQ YASTRPPTLSPIPHIPRSPY
Nomascus_leucogenys              ICKVKNIDLKFKIIVTAYKD LPHAVQETFKRVLIKEEEYD SIIVFYNSVFMQRLKTNILQ YASTRPPTLSPIPHIPRSPY
Ochotona_princeps                ICKVKNIDLKFKIIVTAYKD LPHAVQETFKRVLIREEEYD SIIVFYNSVFMQKLKTNILQ YASTRPPTLSPIPHIPRSPY
Odobenus_rosmarus_divergens      ICKVKNIDLKFKIIVTAYKD LPHAVQETFKRVLIREEEYD SIIVFYNSVFMQRLKTNILQ YASTRPPTLSPIPHIPRSPY
Orcinus_orca                     ICKVKNIDLKFKIIVTAYKD LPHAVQETFKRVLIREEEYD SIIVFYNSVFMQRLKTNILQ YASTRPPTLSPIPHIPRSPY
Oryctolagus_cuniculus            ICKVKNIDLKFKIIVTAYKD LPHAVQETFKRVLIREEEYD SIIVFYNSVFMQRLKTNILQ YASTRPPTLSPIPHIPRSPY
Otolemur_garnettii               ICKVKNIDLKFKIIVTAYKD LPHAAQETFKRVLIREEEYD SIIVFYNSVFMQRLKTNILQ YASTRPPTLSPIPHIPRSPY
Pan_paniscus                     ICKVKNIDLKFKIIVTAYKD LPHAVQETFKRVLIKEEEYD SIIVFYNSVFMQRLKTNILQ YASTRPPTLSPIPHIPRSPY
Pan_troglodytes                  ICKVKNIDLKFKIIVTAYKD LPHAVQETFKRVLIKEEEYD SIIVFYNSVFMQRLKTNILQ YASTRPPTLSPIPHIPRSPY
Papio_anubis                     ICKVKNIDLKFKIIVTAYKD LPHAVQETFKRVLIKEEEYD SIIVFYNSVFMQRLKTNILQ YASTRPPTLSPIPHIPRSPY
Pongo_abelii                     ICKVKNIDLKFKIIVTAYKD LPHAVQETFKRVLIKEEEYD SIIVFYNSVFMQRLKTNILQ YASTRPPTLSPIPHIPRSPY
Rattus_norvegicus                ICKVKNIDLKFKIIVTAYKD LPHAAQETFKRVLIREEEFD SIIVFYNSVFMQRLKTNILQ YASTRPPTLSPIPHIPRSPY
Saimiri_boliviensis_boliviensis  ICKVKNIDLKFKIIVTAYKD LPHAVQETFKRVLIKEEEYD SIIVFYNSVFMQRLKTNILQ YASTRPPTLSPIPHIPRSPY
Trichechus_manatus_latirostris   ICKVKNIDLKFKIIVTAYKD LPHAVQETFKRVLIREEEYD SIIVFYNSVFMQRLKTNILQ YASTRPPTLSPIPHIPRSPY
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Homo_sapiens                     KFPSSPLRIPGGNIYISPLK SPYKISEGLPTPTKMTPRSR ILVSIGESFGTSEKFQKINQ MVCNSDRVLKRSAEGSNPPK
Bos_taurus                       KFSSSPLRIPGGNIYISPLN NPYKISEGLPTPTKMTPRSR ILVSIGESFGTSEKFQKINQ MVCNSDRVLKRSAEGSNPPK
Ceratotherium_simum_simum        KFSSSPLRIPGGNIYISPLK NPYKISEGLPTPTKMTPRSR ILVSIGESFGTSEKFQKINQ MVCNSDRVLKRSAEGSNPPK
Gorilla_gorilla_gorilla          -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- --------------------
Heterocephalus_glaber            KFSSSPLRIPGGNIYISPLK SPYKISEGLPTPTKMTPRSR ILVSIGESFGTSEKFQKINQ MVGNSDRVLKRSAEGSNPPK
Macaca_mulatta                   KFPSSPLRIPGGNIYISPLK SPYKISEGLPTPTKMTPRSR ILVSIGESFGTSEKFQKINQ MVCNSDRVLKRSAEGSNPPK
Mus_musculus                     KFSSSPLRIPGGNIYISPLK SPYKISEGLPTPTKMTPRSR ILVSIGESFGTSEKFQKINQ MVCNSDRVLKRSAEGGNPPK
Mustela_putorius_furo            KFSSSPLRIPGGNIYISPLK NPYKISEGVPTPTKMTPRSR ILVSIGESFGTSEKFQKINQ MVCNSDRVLKRSAEGSNPPK
Nomascus_leucogenys              KFPSSPLRIPGGNIYISPLK SPYKISEGLPTPTKMTPRSR ILVSIGESFGTSEKFQKINQ MVCNSDRVLKRSAEGSNPPK
Ochotona_princeps                KFSSSPLRLPGGNIYISPLK SPYKISEGLPTPTKMTPRSR ILVSIGESFGTSEKFQKINQ MVCNSDRVLKRSAEGSNPPK
Odobenus_rosmarus_divergens      KFSSSPLRIPGGNIYISPLK NPYKISEGVPTPTKMTPRSR ILVSIGESFGTSEKFQKINQ MVGNSDRVLKRSAEGSNPPK
Orcinus_orca                     KFSSSPLRVPGGNIYISPLK NPYKISEGLPMPTKMTPRSR ILVSIGESFGTSEKFQKINQ MVCNSDRVLKRSAEGSNPPK
Oryctolagus_cuniculus            KFSSSPLRIPGGNIYISPLK SPYKISEGLPTPTKMTPRSR ILVSIGESFGTSEKFQKINQ MVCNSDRVLKRSAEGSNPPK
Otolemur_garnettii               KFSSSPLRIPGGNIYISPLK SPYKISEGLPTPTKMTPRSR ILVSIGESFGTSEKFQKINQ MVCNSDRVLKRSAEGSNPPK
Pan_paniscus                     KFPSSPLRIPGGNIYISPLK SPYKISEGLPTPTKMTPRSR ILVSIGESFGTSEKFQKINQ MVCNSDRVLKRSAEGSNPPK
Pan_troglodytes                  KFPSSPLRIPGGNIYISPLK SPYKISEGLPTPTKMTPRSR ILVSIGESFGTSEKFQKINQ MVCNSDRVLKRSAEGSNPPK
Papio_anubis                     KFPSSPLRIPGGNIYISPLK SPYKISEGLPTPTKMTPRSR ILVSIGESFGTSEKFQKINQ MVCNSDRVLKRSAEGSNPPK
Pongo_abelii                     KFPSSPLRIPGGNIYISPLK SPYKISEGLPTPTKMTPRSR ILVSIGESFGTSEKFQKINQ MVCNSDRVLKRSAEGSNPPK
Rattus_norvegicus                KFSSSPLRIPGGNIYMSPLK SPYKISEGLPTPTKMTPRSR ILVSIGESFGTSEKFQKINQ MVCNSDRVLKRSAEGGNPPK
Saimiri_boliviensis_boliviensis  KFPSSPLRIPGGNIYISPLK SPYKISEGLPTPTKMTPGTR ILVSIGESFGTSEKFQKINQ MVCNSDRVLKRSAEGSNPPK
Trichechus_manatus_latirostris   KFSSSPLRIPGGNIYISPLK SPYKISEGLPTPTKMTPRSR ILVSIGESFGTSEKFQKINQ MVCNSDRVLKRSAEGSNPPK
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Homo_sapiens                     PLKKLRFDIEGSDEADGSKH LPGESKFQQKLAEMTSTRTR MQKQKMNDSMDTSNKEEK
Bos_taurus                       PLKKLRFDIEGSDEADGSKH LPGESKFQQKLAEMTSTRTR MQKQKMNESVDTSNREEK
Ceratotherium_simum_simum        PLKKLRFDIEGSDEADGSKH LPGESKFQQKLAEMTSTRTR MQKQKMNDSMDTSNKEEK
Gorilla_gorilla_gorilla          -------------------- -------------------- ------------------
Heterocephalus_glaber            PLKKLRFDIEGSDEADGSKH LPGESKFQQKLAEMTSTRTR MQKQKMNDSMDTSNKEEK
Macaca_mulatta                   PLKKLRFDIEGSDEADGSKH LPGESKFQQKLAEMTSTRTR MQKQKMNDSMDTSNKEEK
Mus_musculus                     PLKKLRFDIEGADEADGSKH LPAESKFQQKLAEMTSTRTR MQKQRMNESKDVSNKEEK
Mustela_putorius_furo            PLKKLRFDIEGSDEADGSKH ISGESKFQQKLAEMTSTRTR MQKQKMNDSMDTSNREEK
Nomascus_leucogenys              PLKKLRFDIEGSDEADGSKH LPGESKFQQKLAEMTSTRTR MQKQKMNDSMDTSNKEEK
Ochotona_princeps                PLKKLRFDIEGTDEADGSKH LAGESKFQLKLAEMTSTRTR MQKQKMNDSMDTSNKEEK
Odobenus_rosmarus_divergens      PLKKLRFDIEGSDEANGSKH LPGESKFQQKLAEMTSTRTR MQKQKMNDSMDTSNREEK
Orcinus_orca                     PLKKLRFDIEGSDEADGSKH LPGESKFQQKLAEMTSTRTR MQKQKMNDSTDTSNREEK
Oryctolagus_cuniculus            PLKKLRFDIEGTDEADGSKH IPGESKFQQKLAEMTSTRTR MQKQKMNDNMDTSNKEEK
Otolemur_garnettii               PLKKLRFDIEGTDEADGSKH LPGESKFQQKLAEMTSTRTR MQKQKMNDSMDTSTKEEK
Pan_paniscus                     PLKKLRFDIEGSDEADGSKH LPGESKFQQKLAEMTSTRTR MQKQKMNDSMDTSNKEEK
Pan_troglodytes                  PLKKLRFDIEGSDEADGSKH LPGESKFQQKLAEMTSTRTR MQKQKMNDSMDTSNKEEK
Papio_anubis                     PLKKLRFDIEGSDEADGSKH LPGESKFQQKLAEMTSTRTR MQKQKMNDSMDTSNKEEK
Pongo_abelii                     PLKKLRFDIEGSDEADGSKH LPGESKFQQKLAEMTSTRTR MQKQKMNDSMDTSNKEEK
Rattus_norvegicus                PLKKLRFDIEGSDEADGSKH LPAESKFQQKLAEMTSTRTR MQKQKLNDSMEISNKEEK
Saimiri_boliviensis_boliviensis  PLKKLRFDIEGSDEADGSKH LQGESKFQQKLAEMTSTRTR MQKQKMNDSMDTSNKEEK
Trichechus_manatus_latirostris   PLKKLRFDIEGSDEADGSRH LPGESKFQQKLAEMTSTRTR MQKQKMNDSMDTSNKEEK
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Figure S3.4. The representative structures for the cow and manatee 5′ UTRs are compatible with 
the SHAPE reactivities. (A) SHAPE reactivity profiles for cow (left) and manatee (right). Values 
represent mean reactivity across five repeats. (B) Representative structures from Figure 3.5A 
(left: cow, right: manatee), with nucleotide colors representing SHAPE reactivity.  
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Figure S3.5. Results from translation assays. (A) Mean Firefly luciferase activity, (B) Firefly 
luciferase RNA abundance, and (C) Renilla luciferase activity for each RB1 5′ UTR construct. 
WT Human WT Cow WT Manatee G17C Human G18U Human C4A Human
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Error bars represent standard error of the mean. Firefly luciferase activity is correlated with 
Firefly luciferase RNA levels, while the Renilla luciferase activity as a transfection control 
demonstrates that transfection efficiency is not a confound in this experiment. All values are 
relative to an empty vector control. 
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APPENDIX C: SUPPLEMENTAL DATA FOR CHAPTER 4 
 
Figure S4.1. The 5′ hairpin and CSE are necessary for optimal virus growth in mosquito cells. 
When the mutant viruses were grown in C6/36 cells, the mutant hairpin + CSE had a titer several 




















































































Figure S4.2. Evidence of conserved structure in the frameshift element. R-scape revealed two 
covarying base pairs (green) downstream of the poly-U slippery element (blue), but no 
covariance was found outside of that stem-loop. This covariance supports a previous study that 
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